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Abstract
This thesis is situated in the context of logic-based Information Retrieval (IR) models. The
work presented in this thesis is mainly motivated by the inadequate term-independence assumption, which is well-accepted in IR although terms are normally related, and also by the
inferential nature of the relevance judgment process. Since formal logics are well-adapted for
knowledge representation, and then for representing relations between terms, and since formal
logics are also powerful systems for inference, logic-based IR thus forms a candidate piste of
work for building effective IR systems. However, a study of current logic-based IR models
shows that these models generally have some shortcomings. First, logic-based IR models normally propose complex, and hard to obtain, representations for documents and queries. Second,
the retrieval decision d → q, which represents the matching between a document d and a query
q, could be difficult to verify or check. Finally, the uncertainty measure U (d → q) is either
ad-hoc or hard to implement.
In this thesis, we propose a new logic-based IR model to overcome most of the previous
limits. We use Propositional Logic (PL) as an underlying logical framework. We represent
documents and queries as logical sentences written in Disjunctive Normal Form. We also argue that the retrieval decision d → q could be replaced by the validity of material implication
|= d ⊃ q. We then exploit the potential relation between PL and lattice theory to check if d ⊃ q
is valid or not. We first propose an intermediate representation of logical sentences, where they
become nodes in a lattice having a partial order relation that is equivalent to the validity of
material implication. Accordingly, we transform the checking of |= d ⊃ q, which is a computationally intensive task, to a series of simple set-inclusion checking. In order to measure the
uncertainty of the retrieval decision U (d → q), we use the degree of inclusion function Z that
is capable of quantifying partial order relations defined on lattices. Finally, our model is capable of working efficiently on any logical sentence without any restrictions, and is applicable to
large-scale data. Our model also has some theoretical conclusions, including, formalizing and
showing the adequacy of van Rijsbergen assumption about estimating the logical uncertainty
U (d → q) through the conditional probability P (q|d), redefining the two notions Exhaustivity & Specificity, and the possibility of reproducing most classical IR models as instances of
our model.
We build three operational instances of our model. An instance to study the importance of
Exhaustivity and Specificity, and two others to show the inadequacy of the term-independence
assumption. Our experimental results show worthy gain in performance when integrating Exhaustivity and Specificity into one concrete IR model. However, the results of using semantic
relations between terms were not sufficient to draw clear conclusions. On the contrary, experiments on exploiting structural relations between terms were promising. The work presented in
this thesis can be developed either by doing more experiments, especially about using relations,
or by more in-depth theoretical study, especially about the properties of the Z function.

Résumé
Cette thèse se situe dans le contexte des modèles logique de Recherche d’Information (RI).
Le travail présenté dans la thèse est principalement motivé par l’inexactitude de l’hypothèse
sur l’indépendance de termes. En effet, cette hypothèse communément acceptée en RI stipule
que les termes d’indexation sont indépendant les un des autres. Cette hypothèse est fausse en
pratique mais permet toit de même aux systèmes de RI de donner de bon résultats. La proposition contenue dans cette thèse met également l’emphase sur la nature déductive du processus de
jugement de pertinence. Les logiques formelles sont bien adaptées pour la représentation des
connaissances. Elles permettent ainsi de représenter les relations entre les termes. Les logiques
formelles sont également des systèmes d’inférence, ainsi la RI à base de logique constitue une
piste de travail pour construire des systèmes efficaces de RI. Cependant, en étudiant les modèles
actuels de RI basés sur la logique, nous montrons que ces modèles ont généralement des lacunes. Premièrement, les modèles de RI logiques proposent normalement des représentations
complexes de document et des requête et difficile à obtenir automatiquement. Deuxièmement,
la décision de pertinence d → q, qui représente la correspondance entre un document d et une
requête q, pourrait être difficile à vérifier. Enfin, la mesure de l’incertitude U (d → q) est soit
ad-hoc ou difficile à mettre en oeuvre.
Dans cette thèse, nous proposons un nouveau modèle de RI logique afin de surmonter la
plupart des limites mentionnées ci-dessus. Nous utilisons la logique propositionnelle (PL).
Nous représentons les documents et les requêtes comme des phrases logiques écrites en Forme
Normale Disjonctive. Nous argumentons également que la décision de pertinence d → q pourrait être remplacée par la validité de l’implication matérielle |= d ⊃ q. Pour vérifier si d ⊃ q
est valide ou non, nous exploitons la relation potentielle entre PL et la théorie des treillis.
Nous proposons d’abord une représentation intermédiaire des phrases logiques, où elles deviennent des noeuds dans un treillis ayant une relation d’ordre partiel équivalent à la validité de
l’implication matérielle. En conséquence, nous transformons la vérification de |= d ⊃ q, ce
qui est un calcul intensif, en une série de vérifications simples d’inclusion d’ensembles. Afin
de mesurer l’incertitude de la décision de pertinence U (d → q), nous utilisons la fonction du
degré d’inclusion Z, qui est capable de quantifier les relations d’ordre partielles définies sur
des treillis. Enfin, notre modèle est capable de travailler efficacement sur toutes les phrases
logiques sans aucune restriction, et est applicable aux données à grande échelle. Notre modèle
apporte également quelques conclusions théoriques comme: la formalisation de l’hypothèse
de van Rijsbergen sur l’estimation de l’incertitude logique U (d → q) en utilisant la probabilité
conditionnelle P (q|d), la redéfinition des deux notions Exhaustivity & Specificity, et finalement
ce modèle a également la possibilité de reproduire les modèles les plus classiques de RI.
De manière pratique, nous construisons trois instances opérationnelles de notre modèle.
Une instance pour étudier l’importance de Exhaustivity et Specificity, et deux autres pour montrer l’insuffisance de l’hypothèse sur l’indépendance des termes. Nos résultats expérimentaux
montrent un gain de performance lors de l’intégration Exhaustivity et Specificity. Cependant,

les résultats de l’utilisation de relations sémantiques entre les termes ne sont pas suffisants pour
tirer des conclusions claires. Le travail présenté dans cette thèse doit être poursuivit par plus
d’expérimentations, en particulier sur l’utilisation de relations, et par des études théoriques en
profondeur, en particulier sur les propriétés de la fonction Z.
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Part I
INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

General Context

Information Retrieval (IR) systems play an essential role in the current information age. More
available and freely accessible information means greater need, or even indispensable need, to
automate the process of information representation and retrieval. Nowadays, in most cases,
information is organized into documents, e.g. web pages, books, etc. Users have information
needs or information gaps that need to be filled. Therefore, users search the document collection
or corpus in order to find the documents that fulfill, from users’ point of view, their information
needs.
Figure 1.1 shows a general view of IR systems, where a user has information needs and
he/she normally translates these needs to a request in his/her natural language. The role of
any IR system is then to build a document representation and a query which are the machineadapted version of the document and the request, respectively. This operation is normally called
indexing. After that, the IR system compares the query with the document representation in
order to establish the matching between them, or to decide if the document is relevant to the
query. Finally, the IR system depends on a ranking mechanism to distinguish between the more
and the less relevant documents to a query. In (Figure 1.1), we separate the two processes of
matching and ranking, but some IR models combine these two processes. We can also see that
the users’ point of view about relevance is different from the system’s point of view, where the
former is between the original information needs and the original document, whereas the latter
is between the query and the document representation.
In this thesis, we do not address the user-system interaction issue, it is actually beyond the
scope of this work. We rather consider the part that does not require a direct user involvement,
namely the dashed box (IR system) in (Figure 1.1). To build an automated IR system, we should
first build a machine-adapted document representation. We should also build queries, which are
the machine-adapted representation of user’s requests. Finally, and in order to make the IR
system being capable of retrieving relevant documents, we should define the system’s point of
view about relevance.
Beyond IR systems lies IR models, which formally determine the way in which information
must be represented and retrieved. In general, any IR model must clearly define four main
components or notions: a document representation, a query, a relevance or a retrieval decision

1.1.1. Logic-Based IR Models
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Figure 1.1: A general view of IR systems

from the system’s point of view, and a ranking mechanism for finally the system being able to
build a document-preference.

1.1.1

Logic-Based IR Models

Some researchers propose to use formal logics to represent the whole IR process. The actual
starting point was the paper of van Rijsbergen [van Rijsbergen, 1986]. He argues that if a
document d is a set of logical sentences in a specific logic and a query q is a logical sentence in
the same logic, then the retrieval decision or the relevance between d and q can be formalized
through a logical implication d → q, where d should be retrieved as an answer to q iff d
logically implies q. However, using the logical implication d → q for representing the retrieval
decision is quite limited, because d → q is a binary decision, i.e. either d implies q or not, or in
other words, either d is relevant to q or not. A binary decision cannot model the fact that IR is
intrinsically an uncertain process1 , where:
• the query q is an imperfect representation of user needs;
• the document d is also an imperfect representation of the content of documents because
the indexing process is always imperfect;
• relevance judgment depends on external factors, like user background knowledge, or in
other words, relevance judgment is a user-dependent decision, i.e. the decision that d is
relevant or not to q depends on the user who asks the query q.
1

Actually, each transition or operation in (Figure 1.1) is a potential source of uncertainty.

1.2. Motivations
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We thus need a more flexible notion of implication between d and q for reflecting this uncertainty or imperfection. We need to estimate the degree of implication or the uncertainty of
implication, denoted U (d → q).
Using the uncertain implication U (d → q) for representing the retrieval decision means that,
in logic-based IR models, there are four components need to be clearly defined: the document
d, the query q, the logical implication d → q, and the uncertainty function U . In general,
the formal definitions of these four components are based on the chosen logic as an underling
mathematical framework. In IR field, there is a variety of formal logics used as mathematical
frameworks, e.g. modal propositional logic, first-order logic, description logic, etc.
The work presented in this thesis lies in the range of logic-based IR models. These models
are based on a logical framework to represent documents, queries, and to express the relevance
from the system’s point of view.
Thesis’ context: Logic-based IR models.

1.2

Motivations

There are two main motivations behind the work in this thesis. The first motivation is related to
the inadequacy of the well-accepted term-independence assumption. The second motivation is
related to the inferential nature of the retrieval decision.

1.2.1

The Term-Independence Assumption

Most IR models assume that terms1 are independent. However, this is a superficial and inadequate hypothesis because terms are normally connected to each others via some relations. For
example, assume a document d contains the term ‘fiddle’ and a query q contains the term ‘violin’, without any knowledge source, d and q are not related because ‘fiddle’ and ‘violin’ are
independent, but by knowing that ‘fiddle’ and ‘violin’ are synonymous then d and q are likely
related.
There are several approaches in IR literature trying to overcome such a type of term-mismatch
problems. More precisely, they propose to establish some statistical connections between terms,
e.g. co-occurrence [van Rijsbergen, 1977], and term-relatedness [Grefenstette, 1992]. This latter uses syntactic approach to define term association, and it is less noisy than the co-occurrence
approach. However, these approaches are often not effective, because relations like synonymy,
hyponym/hypernym, etc., can hardly be identified statistically [Nie & Brisebois, 1996]. For
example, it is very rare to use two synonymous terms in the same chunk of text. In addition, using statistical techniques introduces some noise, because two statistically related terms are not
forcibly truly related terms. Hence, it is vital to exploit manually-built and humanly-validated
relations, which are normally defined between elements, called concepts2 , and organized within
knowledge resources.
Motivation 1: The first motivation is the inadequacy of the termindependence assumption, which leads to the term-mismatch problem.
1
2

We mean by “term” an indexing term.
Chapter 2 reviews various concept definitions.

1.2.2. Relevance is a Process of Inference

1.2.2
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Relevance is a Process of Inference

The retrieval process has an inferential nature, because a document d indexed by a term t1 is
not directly relevant, from the system’s point of view, to a query q indexed by another term t2 .
However, if we know that t1 and t2 are synonymous, then based on d and this knowledge, q
can be inferred. The inferential nature becomes clearer if we consider more complex relations
like hyponym/hypernym. For example, assume a document d about ‘dogs’, and a user asks for
information about ‘animals’ in general. By using traditional document and query comparison,
the previous document does not fulfill user’s information needs, but by knowing that ‘a dog is an
animal’ then it is possible to infer that a document about ‘dogs’ could fulfill user’s information
needs about ‘animals’. Therefore, the simple term-based intersection between a document and
a query is clearly insufficient mechanism for building effective IR models.
Motivation 2: The second motivation is the inferential nature of the retrieval process, where the classical document-query comparison paradigm
is insufficient.

1.2.3

Interesting Aspects in Formal Logics

Formal logics are well adapted for modeling knowledge and inference [Baader et al., 2003]. In
general, a formal logic L is a formal system consisting of a set of axioms and a set of inference
rules. The inference mechanism is denoted by ⊢L . We say that a logical sentence s is provable
based on a set of logical sentences Γ, denoted Γ ⊢L s, iff s can be obtained by applying the
inference rules of L to the axioms of L and the set of sentences Γ. Furthermore, ⊢L s means that
s can be obtained by applying the inference rules of L to only the axioms of L. For example,
assume Γ = {s1 , s1 ⊃ s2 } where ⊃ is the material implication, then in classical logics s2 is
provable based on Γ, denoted {s1 , s1 ⊃ s2 } ⊢ s2 (Modus-Ponens).
Hence, in the IR field, assume that d and q are represented in a way compatible with L,
then the retrieval decision could be d ⊢L q, which means, by applying the inference rules of
L to d and the set of axioms of L, we infer q. If the knowledge Γ is also expressed in a way
compatible with L, then the retrieval decision becomes Γ∪{d} ⊢L q, which means, by applying
the inference rules of L to d, the knowledge Γ, and the set of axioms of L, we infer q. In the
former representation d ⊢L q, the inference of q is only based on d and L, whereas in the latter
Γ ∪ {d} ⊢L q, the inference is also based on Γ, which could be a representation of particular
knowledge e.g. some relations between terms.
Now, in classical logics, if we consider the formal interpretation of L, then instead of talking
about inference (provability), denoted ⊢L , we talk about logical consequence (satisfiability),
denoted |=L . The inference process is thus equivalent to the validity of material implication,
where d is relevant to q iff d logically implies q [Chiaramella & Chevallet, 1992; Crestani et al.,
1998; Lalmas, 1998]. For more information about formal logics, please refer to (Appendix
C–P.185), where we explain the two operators ⊢ and |= on Propositional Logic (PL).
To sum up, formal logics are powerful tools for: knowledge representation, knowledge
integration into IR process, and reproducing the inferential character of the retrieval decision.

1.2.4. A Candidate Work Track
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A Candidate Work Track

On the one hand, exploiting well-defined relations between terms is supposed to be useful from
an IR point of view (Motivation 1). Linguistic and semantic relations are normally a part of a
knowledge resource like ontology, knowledge-base, or thesaurus. Thus, the formal integration
of these resources into the IR process is supposed to be an effective way to improve the retrieval
performance of IR models. On the other hand, the retrieval process has an inferential nature
(Motivation 2).
Therefore, logic-based IR models are supposed to be a useful mathematical tool to build
more accurate1 IR models. Actually, the interesting aspect of using formal logics in IR is twofold:
• Formal logics are well adapted for knowledge representation [Baader et al., 2003; Barwise, 1989; Barwise & Perry, 1983], and then for building IR models being capable of
formally integrating knowledge resources into the retrieval process [Meghini et al., 1993;
Nie & Brisebois, 1996].
• Formal logics are powerful tools for simulating and modeling the inferential nature of the
retrieval process.
Although formal logics are powerful and important tools for building more accurate IR models,
logic-based IR models were abandoned since the late nineties. The main reason of this abandonment is the numerous obstacles facing transforming theoretical logic-based IR models to
operational models applicable to large-scale data.
Our work track: We choose to work in logic-based IR models due to the
potentials of formal logics in inference, and in knowledge representation
and integration.

1.3

Problems to be Solved

Integrating, formally or informally, knowledge resources into IR process means we can use a
more informative type of terms, namely concepts, and it also means the possibility to exploit
the semantic relations between concepts. Even though we do not claim that this approach is
better than classical IR approaches, we believe that the more explicit and validated knowledge
is used, the more effective IR systems should we obtain. More precisely, integrating knowledge resources into the IR process represents a possible solution of a range of problems, e.g.
term-mismatch [Crestani, 2000], multilingualism/multi-modality [Chevallet et al., 2007], etc.
However, this integration is also a source of another range of problems, e.g. text-to-concepts
mapping tools are a possible source of noise [Maisonnasse et al., 2009], incompleteness of
knowledge resources [Bodenreider et al., 1998, 2001], etc.
Actually, the main focus of this thesis is not to deal with the problems that could occur when
using concepts and knowledge resources, even if we have some publications in this context
[Abdulahhad et al., 2011a,c, 2012b, 2013b] (see Appendix A–P.165). The main focus of this
1

More accurate IR model means a model deciding relevance in a closer way to the human relevance judgment.
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thesis is to study the shortcomings of current logic-based IR models, and to propose a logicbased IR model being capable of overcoming some of these problems and shortcomings.
As we said, to define a logic-based IR model, we need to clearly define four main components or notions: a document d, a query q, a retrieval decision or implication d → q, and
an uncertainty measure U (d → q). Logic-based IR models, which have been proposed in IR
literature, have several limitations. We explore in the following the limitations of these models
for each of the previous components.
Goal: The main purpose of this thesis is to propose a logic-based IR model
that is operational and applicable to large-scale data.

1.3.1

Document and Query Representation

Depending on the logic used to build an IR model, documents and queries are represented in
various ways. Document representations1 range, depending on the expressive power of logic,
from acceptably easy to obtain to very hard to obtain. We mean by easy to obtain that the
process of obtaining document representation is automatic and applicable to large-scale data.
Propositional Logic (PL) based models have a fairly easy to obtain document representation, namely representing documents as a conjunction of terms. More precisely, logical sentences that represent documents are easy to obtain, but under some restrictions. For example,
most PL based models suppose that the terms within a document are atomic propositions, and
the only allowed logical connective between terms is the conjunction (∧). Some models theoretically deal with disjunction (∨) and negation (¬), but in application, these two connectives
are omitted because they are very hard to define and identify [Mooers, 1958].
The main problem in PL based models is that, they either: 1- deal with the full spectrum
of logical sentences, but in this case they use a very complex inference mechanism for retrieval [Crestani & Rijsbergen, 1995; Picard & Savoy, 2000]. Consequently, these models are
inefficient with respect to execution time, where the inference mechanisms are very complex
algorithms, or 2- deal with a restricted category of logical sentences in order to obtain models
having an acceptable execution time with respect to inference [Losada & Barreiro, 2001].
IR models that are based on more expressive logics than PL, normally have complex and
very hard to obtain document representations e.g. conceptual graph [Chevallet & Chiaramella,
1995], possible world [Nie, 1988; Nie & Brisebois, 1996], etc. Even though, some of them
offer very expressive representations.
Problem 1: In logic-based models, document and query representations are
hard to obtain.
This problem is actually related to the indexing process. In (Figure 1.1), this problem is related to obtaining accurate document representation and query from a document and a request,
respectively. We partially consider this issue in the thesis.
1

The same discussion is also applicable to queries.

1.3.2. Logical Implication

1.3.2
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Logical Implication

On the one hand, from the beginning, there was a broadly accepted tendency that the classical
material implication, denoted ⊃, is not the correct choice for modeling the retrieval decision
d → q in logic-based IR models [van Rijsbergen, 1986]. That leaded later to very complex
definitions of the implication d → q. Some researchers even dealt directly with the uncertainty
U (d → q) without defining what the logical implication d → q exactly refers to [Nie, 1988; van
Rijsbergen, 1986]. In other words, these studies merge the two steps, retrieval and ranking, in
only one step.
On the other hand, different formal logics are used to model the IR implication d → q. The
expressive power of these logics varies from the less expressive (Propositional Logic PL) to a
more expressive (First Order Logic FL). However, there is a trade-off between the expressive
power of any formal logic and the complexity of its inferencing algorithms. A more expressive
logic means more complex inferencing and reasoning algorithms.
The problem is that: when using more expressive logics than PL, the matching between
d and q becomes very hard to compute. For example, conceptual graph projection [Chevallet
& Chiaramella, 1995], logical imaging (especially when there are a large number of possible
worlds) [Crestani & Rijsbergen, 1995], concepts subsumption [Meghini et al., 1993], etc. Even
using PL, without restrictions on the logical sentences that could model d and q, leads to a very
hard to compute matching [Losada & Barreiro, 2001].
Problem 2: In logic-based models, matching checking is normally nonoperational and non-applicable to large-scale data.
This problem is related to the matching operation (Figure 1.1).

1.3.3

Uncertainty Definition

In IR literature, researchers use different mathematical theories, including fuzzy logic, probability theory, logical imaging, belief revision, etc., in order to estimate the logical uncertainty
U (d → q). However, the main disadvantage is that when uncertainty is added to the logic the
model rapidly becomes very complex, and the intuitive symmetry between the mathematical
model and the studied problem becomes unclear.
Furthermore, the uncertainty measure U is either ad-hoc, e.g. the distance between two
possible worlds [Nie, 1988], the cost of changing one conceptual graph to another [Chevallet
& Chiaramella, 1995], etc., or it is hard to implement, e.g. probability distributions in logical
imaging [Crestani & Rijsbergen, 1995], positioning [Hunter, 1995], etc.
Problem 3: The uncertainty measure U is either ad-hoc or hard to implement.
This problem is related to the ranking operation (Figure 1.1).

1.4

Proposed Solution

We propose here a logic-based IR model in order to overcome most of the previous limitations
and problems. More precisely, we choose to use Propositional Logic (PL) as a mathematical
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framework. However, the novelty in our proposal, comparing to previous logic-based models, is
that we exploit the potential relation between logics and lattice theory [Chevallet & Chiaramella,
1995; Knuth, 2005]. Before presenting the solutions that our model offers, we explain why PL
rather than a more expressive logic is used. Simply because, on the one hand, we think that PL
is the most likely logic to build efficient reasoning systems, and then to build logic-based IR
models being capable of manipulating large-scale data. On the other hand, even though other
logics, like first order logic and description logic, are more expressive than PL especially in
relations representation, it is also possible to represent some simple relations between terms
using PL. For example, we can represent the hyponym/hypernym relation through the material
implication [Chiaramella & Chevallet, 1992], e.g. |= dog ⊃ animal , |= pine ⊃ tree, etc.
Tackling problem 1
At the level of document and query representation, our model represents d and q as logical
sentences written in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF), and without any restriction. Here, we
exceed the classical assumption, especially for documents, in logic-based IR models, which
says, the logical sentence that represents a document d is the conjunction of the terms that
appear in d. For example, assume the vocabulary A = {a, b, c}, and assume that only the term b
appears in d, then according to the classical assumption, d is represented by the following logical
sentence ¬a ∧ b ∧ ¬c, where in any model of d the terms that appear in d are “true” and all other
terms are “false”. Whereas, in our model, it is possible to represent d through logical sentences
like b which means that d is about b but we do not know if it is about a and c, or like ¬a ∧ b
which means that d is about b and excludes a but we do not know if it is about c or not. As we
see, it is possible to implicitly represent the uncertainty at the level of indexing. Unfortunately,
at the implementation time, we do not deal with the logical negation, because using the ¬
operator to describe the content of documents is questionable. Does the ¬ operator represent
the linguistic negation? For example, assume that the term ‘black’ corresponds to a proposition
a, then the term ‘is not black’ should be represented by ¬a or by another totally different
proposition b that corresponds to ‘is not black’. Furthermore, let us forget the language negation,
should a document indexed by the color ‘red’ directly indexed by ¬‘blue’? Moreover, assume
a document indexed by ‘Paris’, should this document be indexed by ‘France’ or ¬‘France’?
knowing that the term ‘France’ does not originally appear in the document. Doing such type
of reasoning and indexing presupposes that we have the total knowledge to decide about terms,
which is a strong assumption. This type of indexing also requires a complete set of rules that
make this mutual-exclusion between terms. At the implementation time, we also partially deal
with the logical disjunction. However, theoretically, our model is capable of efficiently dealing
with any logical sentence, which is not the case in most PL based IR models. This point
represents a partial solution to Problem 1, where there is no restrictions on the logical sentences
that our model can efficiently deal with, but it is still hard for some connectives (e.g. ∨ and ¬)
to be automatically identified.
Tackling problem 2
At the level of modeling the logical implication d → q, we first discuss the possibility to
use the material implication to represent the retrieval decision. Then, we exploit the potential
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relation between PL and lattice theory, and also we rewrite logical sentences in a special way,
where: 1- d and q become nodes in a lattice which has a partial order relation equivalent to the
validity of material implication, and 2- transform the implication d → q to a series of simple
set-inclusion checking. Exploiting the potential relation between PL and lattices allows us to
check the retrieval implication d → q in an easy and efficient way, namely a series of setinclusion checking. This point actually solves Problem 2 in the context of PL, where checking
the implication d → q becomes easy to verify.
Tackling problem 3
At the level of the uncertainty measure U (d → q), since we position d and q on a lattice, and
since we transform the material implication between two logical sentences to a partial order
relation between their corresponding nodes in the lattice, we suggest exploiting the degree of
inclusion or implication function Z, which is introduced by Knuth [Knuth, 2005], between two
nodes of a lattice, for formally estimating the uncertain implication U (d → q). Actually, the
degree of inclusion function Z quantifies the partial order relation defined on a lattice, where
instead of saying that an element x includes or not another element y, it is possible, using Z, to
quantify the degree to which x includes y. Using the degree of inclusion function Z to estimate
the uncertainty of an implication allows us to define the uncertainty measure U as an intrinsic
part of the logic. Moreover, the function Z(x, y) is exactly the conditional probability P (x|y)
if Z is consistent with all properties of distributive lattices [Cox, 1946; Knuth, 2003, 2005],
and that actually establishes the connection between our logic-based model and some classical
IR models like language models [Ponte & Croft, 1998]. This point actually solves Problem
3 in the context of PL, where the uncertainty U (d → q) is directly related to the implication
d → q through a predefined lattice. Furthermore, in the extreme case, where Z is consistent
with all properties of distributive lattices, Z is exactly the conditional probability, which is a
very important notion in IR.
To sum up, we propose a logic-based IR model based on PL as a logical framework. We
exploit the potential relation between PL and lattice theory in order to, on the one hand, transform checking the validity of the logical implication d → q to a series of simple set-inclusion
checking, on the other hand, exploit the degree of inclusion function Z defined on lattices to
estimate the uncertainty U (d → q). Finally, our model is capable of working efficiently on any
logical sentence without any restrictions, and it is applicable to large-scale data.

1.5

Thesis Structure

This thesis is organized in three main parts: state of the art including chapters 2 & 3, contribution
including chapters 4 & 5 & 6, and experiments including chapters 7 & 8. After this general
introduction, which describes the general context of this work, its motivation, the problems
that need to be solved, and a brief introduction of our contribution, the remaining chapters are
organized as follows:
Chapter 2. In this chapter, we talk about the necessity of using a more informative type of
terms, namely concepts, and what do studies normally mean by “concept”. We also review the range of problems that could be solved using concepts, and the range of problems
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that could be raised because of using concepts. In addition, the chapter briefly shows some
examples of knowledge resources, which contain the concepts and their relations, and it
also shows the general paradigm of the text-to-concept mapping process. Finally, the
chapter presents some concept-based IR models with their capabilities and shortcomings.
Chapter 3. This chapter starts by reviewing what the symbol ‘→’ in the implication d → q
refers to, or in other words, the different statuses of d → q. The chapter then presents a
panoramic overview of most logic-based models in the IR literature, which are organized
according to the type of formal logic that is used. The chapter also talks about the two
notions Exhaustivity & Specificity. Since in our proposed model we exploit lattices to
redefine the implication d → q and to compute its uncertainty U (d → q), then at the
end of this chapter, we present some examples of using lattice theory in IR, especially
the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) technique. Actually, lattices are used in IR in a very
different way from ours.
Chapter 4. We mainly address in this chapter Problem 2, where we discuss in detail the widelyaccepted assumption about the need for a non-classical implication to represent the IR
retrieval decision, and that the material implication is not suitable for IR. We show the
inadequacy of this assumption through showing the inconvenient argumentation under it.
This chapter ends with a new hypothesis stating that the validity of material implication
|= d ⊃ q is a suitable choice to represent the IR retrieval decision.
Chapter 5. We address in this chapter Problems 1 & 2 & 3, where we present our logic and
lattice based IR model. We start by presenting the mathematical connection that we
establish between PL and lattice theory. The connection is based on re-expressing logical
sentences in a different way, and then each logical sentence becomes a set of nodes in
a predefined lattice. Accordingly, we transform the checking of material implication
validity |= d ⊃ q to a series of simple set-inclusion checking. After that, the chapter
presents our logic-based IR model, which represents documents and queries as logical
sentences without any restriction, and the retrieval decision d → q as the validity of
material implication |= d ⊃ q. For estimating the logical uncertainty U (d → q), we
exploit the degree of inclusion function Z, which is already introduced and defined on
lattices. Finally, the chapter discusses some direct conclusions of our model, including,
formalizing and showing the adequacy of van Rijsbergen assumption about estimating the
logical uncertainty U (d → q) through the conditional probability P (q|d), redefining the
two notions Exhaustivity & Specificity, and the possibility of reproducing most classical
IR models as instances of our model.
Chapter 6. We link in this chapter our proposed model with Motivations 1 & 2, where we move
from our theoretical model, proposed in the previous chapter, to more operational aspects.
We explain the mapping between indexing terms and atomic propositions, and we also
demonstrate what the truth and falseness of indexing terms refer to. We present in this
chapter three instances of our model: 1- basic instance, which shows the importance of
integrating Exhaustivity & Specificity into IR models, 2- relation-based instance, which
shows the advantages of exploiting semantic relations between terms, and 3- structurebased instance, which exploits the potential structure within the text.
Chapter 7. In this chapter, we show our experimental setup, including, the corpora that are
used, the types of indexing terms, the way of extracting these terms from the text, term
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weighting schemes, and some baseline results.
Chapter 8. This chapter is mainly dedicated for the experimental results of the instances of our
model, and also for discussing the results that we obtain with respect to baselines.
Chapter 9. This chapter includes the general conclusions and the main perspectives of this
thesis.
Appendix A. This appendix presents our contribution in the knowledge-based IR. We mainly
talk about our new approach of concept counting, namely the Relative Concept Frequency
(RCF). RCF exceeds the flat representation of documents and queries through exploiting
some structural relations. RCF forms the basis of the weighting schema in the structurebased instance of our model.
Appendix B. In this appendix, we recall some mathematical definitions and properties of lattices. We also talk about the degree of inclusion function Z and some of its interesting
properties.
Appendix C. This appendix reviews some definitions and theories related to PL. The appendix
mainly focuses on the formal interpretation of PL.
In case that the reader is not familiar with the following mathematical notions: lattice theory,
quantifying the lattice-related partial order relations, and the formal language and semantic of
PL, it is preferable to read (Appendices B&C) before continuing reading this thesis.

Part II
STATE OF THE ART

Chapter 2
Knowledge-Based IR Models
2.1

Introduction

When somebody says that a document d is relevant to a query q, he/she implicitly brings his/her
background knowledge to do this judgment. Therefore, if d is relevant to q according to a user
u1 , that does not forcibly mean, d is relevant to q according to another user u2 , because users
have different background knowledge and needs. In addition, the same query q is evaluated
differently according to the field of study. For example, the meaning of ‘x-ray’ in physics is
different from its meaning in medicine. Therefore, there is always an external factor affecting
the IR process, this factor is a type of knowledge related to users who ask the query and to the
field in which the query is evaluated.
Besides that, the assumption about the independence of terms is not totally true, because
terms are normally connected to each other via some linguistic and semantic relations, e.g. synonymy, antonymy (opposition), hyponymy-hypernymy (specific-general), meronymy-holonymy
(part-whole), etc. For example, in order to establish a matching between a document containing
the term ‘cancer’ and a query containing the term ‘malignant neoplastic disease’, we need a
knowledge resource containing information about these two terms and that they are synonymous.
Knowledge-based IR models are the models that explicitly exploit external1 resources of
knowledge in order to build a more precise representation of documents and queries (knowledgebased indexing), or to build a system’s relevance judgment closer to the human way of relevance
judgment (knowledge-based matching).
Knowledge is organized in external resources, e.g. UMLS2 , WordNet3 , DBpedia4 , etc.
There are several ways to organize knowledge into resources. One of the simplest ways is
to represent knowledge as a set of elements connected via some relations [Baader et al., 2003;
Davis et al., 1993; Meghini et al., 1993; Ounis & Huibers, 1997]. A knowledge resource K
can thus be represented by the structure K = hV, Ri, where V is the vocabulary and it is a
set of elements, and R = {r|r ⊆ V × V } is a set of relations between vocabulary elements.
Concerning the knowledge resources used in IR, their vocabularies range from simple words to
1

External with respect to documents and queries.
Unified Medical Language System (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/).
3
WordNet is a lexical database of English (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/).
4
DBpedia is a data set derived from Wikipedia (http://dbpedia.org).
2
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some more abstract and sophisticated elements as concepts1 . Relations also range from simple
linguistic relations, e.g. synonymy, to some conceptual and semantic relations, e.g. a type of
bacterium causes a type of infection.
After talking in general about the importance of knowledge resources in IR, in this chapter,
we mainly focus on concepts and the relations between them, since concepts and their relations
form a common way of knowledge organization and representation. We also present how concepts and relations are used to build IR models. In general, concepts are supposed to be more
informative terms than simple words [Chevallet et al., 2007].
We start this chapter by presenting different definitions of concepts. In section 3, we mention
some general motivations of using concepts instead of the simpler type of terms, namely words.
In the same section, we also show the range of problems that can be solved using concepts,
and the range of problems that come to light because of concepts. In section 4, we present two
examples of knowledge resources and their internal structure, and we also present the way that
is used to annotate a chunk of text by concepts. We briefly introduce two tools that achieve this
type of annotation or mapping. In section 5, we review three IR models originally proposed to
deal with concepts and to exploit inter-concepts relations. We conclude in section 6.

2.2

What is a Concept?

Philosophically, concepts are the basic units of human thought. In psychology, a concept X is
the part of knowledge that is used in some cognitive processes (e.g. categorization, induction,
etc.) requiring the concept X. Machery in ([Bělohlávek & Klir, 2011], Chapter 2) says:
“The concept of dog is a subset of knowledge about dogs. It is retrieved from longterm memory in a context-insensitive manner, and it is used in the process underwriting our higher cognitive competences. We use it to decide whether to classify
something as a dog, to make inductions about dogs, to understand sentences containing the word ‘dog’, and so forth.”
In his tutorial ([Bělohlávek & Klir, 2011], Chapter 2) about concepts, Machery reviews the
main four psychological theories of concepts:
Classical theories. In these theories, a concept is described through a set of properties or
through a Boolean expression of these properties.
“A concept of X represents some properties as being separately necessary and
jointly sufficient to be an X.”
For example, someone is Giant if and only if he/she is a human, an adult, and his/her tall is
more than a predefined threshold.
“A concept of X can consist of a representation of any Boolean combination of
properties provided that this combination states a necessary and sufficient condition for being an X.”
1

A word is the smallest linguistic element that has a semantic and can stand by itself. We present what a
concept means in (Section 2.2).
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For example, someone is very short if and only if (he/she is a child) OR (he/she is an adult AND
his/her tall is less than a predefined threshold).
Prototype theories.

In these theories, a concept is defined through some classes of properties.

“A concept of X represents either the properties that are typical of category members, the properties that are diagnostic of them, or the properties that best weigh
typically and diagnostically. A property is typical if the probability that a particular
possesses this property if it belongs to the category is high, whereas a property is
diagnostic if the probability that a particular belongs to the category if it possesses
this property is high.”
Table 2.1 in [Bělohlávek & Klir, 2011] presents a possible prototype of the concept vehicle,
where a vehicle carries people or things, can move, has wheels, etc.
Exemplar theories. In these theories, concepts are described through a set of exemplars, or
simply a concept is an abstraction of a set of exemplars or objects.
“A concept of dogs consists in a set of representations of particular dogs (say,
a representation of Fido, a representation of Rover, etc.), which are used in the
cognitive processes underlying our higher cognitive competences.”
For example, the concept President is the set of all presidents all over the world.
Theory theories. In these theories, a concept is manipulated as a scientific theory.
“Like scientific theories, concepts consist of knowledge that can be used to explain
events, phenomena, or states of affairs. Theory theorists hold that casual knowledge, nomological1 knowledge, functional knowledge, and generic knowledge are
all used in explanation, and, thus, that concepts consist of these types of knowledge.”
For example, a theory of Human could be a body of causal and functional knowledge, where
causal knowledge like a human cries because he/she is sad or happy, and functional knowledge
like a human sweats to cold his/her body.
Others. Chevallet et al. [Chevallet et al., 2007] present another definition of concepts:
“Concepts can be defined as a human understandable unique abstract notions independent from any direct material support, independent from any language of
information representation, and used to organize perception and knowledge.”
1

Nomological: relating to or denoting principles that resemble laws, especially those laws of nature which
are neither logically necessary nor theoretically explicable, but just are so. [Online Oxford Dictionaries
(www.oxforddictionaries.com)]
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In computer science, concepts are defined in a simpler manner. Meghini et al. [Meghini
et al., 1993] and Wille [Wille, 1982] define a concept as a category or a class that is described
either through a set of properties or attributes, or through the set of objects or instances belonging to it. This definition of concepts merges: the classic theory and the exemplar theory of
concepts. In IR, sometimes, the term ‘concept’ is also used for referring to words or phrases,
where each word or phrase is a possible concept [Bendersky et al., 2011].
In this study, we see concepts in a very close manner to their representation in knowledge
resources like UMLS or WordNet, and also in a very close manner to the exemplar theory,
where concepts in this theory are statistical notions.
Definition 2.1 (Concept). A concept is the identifier of the set that encompasses synonymous
phrases or words. Concepts are usually entries in a knowledge resource.
For example, the two synonymous phrases ‘Atrial Fibrillation’ and ‘Auricular Fibrillation’
belong to the same concept ‘C0004238’ in UMLS. The two phrases ‘cancer’ and ‘malignant
neoplastic disease’ belong to the same synset in WordNet.

2.3

Why Concepts?

Words have been used for a long time in IR, and this type of indexing terms proved its effectiveness in most IR applications, especially web search engines. Besides the reasons that are
mentioned in the introduction, using concepts is motivated by some other reasons.
A rich and large knowledge resources, which are considered the main containers of concepts, are now available, e.g. UMLS, WordNet, etc. Concepts also allow us to deal with some
special issues of multilingual and multi-modal content [Chevallet et al., 2007; Ren & Bracewell,
2009]. For example, it is possible to abandon the translation step in a multilingual context, because concepts are supposed to be language-independent, e.g. the English word ‘lung’ and the
French word ‘poumon’ correspond to the same concept ‘C0024109’ in a knowledge resource
like UMLS. Moreover, some new semantic-based IR applications, e.g. Semantic Web [Ren
& Bracewell, 2009] and song indexing and retrieval [Codocedo et al., 2012], require a more
sophisticated way of representation and reasoning.
Concepts also contribute to solve some well-known IR problems like the term-mismatch
problem [Crestani, 2000]. This problem happens when using two different terms to express the
same meaning, e.g. ‘atrial’ vs. ‘auricular’. In the ideal case, each concept should encompass all
terms that have the same meaning in a specific context. Therefore, replacing words and phrases
by their corresponding concepts contributes to partially solve the term-mismatch problem. As
term-mismatch is a very important problem in IR, we devote a separated section to describe the
problem and how concepts could help to overcome this problem.
IR is an inferential process [Chiaramella & Chevallet, 1992; van Rijsbergen, 1986]. In
fact, concepts fit well this inferential nature of IR, because concepts are normally elements of
a human-verified knowledge resource, and they are also linked together through some predefined semantic relations. More precisely, concepts are usually accompanied by a rich source of
information that helps to simulate the inferential nature of IR process.
All reasons and motivations above lead to the emergence of an IR field that uses concepts
as indexing terms instead of, or besides, words.
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2.3.1

Term-Mismatch Problem
“How often have you tried to look up something in an index and failed to find what
you were looking for because the words or phrases you looked for were different
from those used in the material you needed to find?” [Woods, 1997]

In natural languages, there are many ways to express the same meaning, or equivalently, two
terms could have the same meaning in a specific context. For example, ‘atrial’ vs. ‘auricular’,
‘apartment’ vs. ‘flat’, ‘air pollution’ vs. ‘pollution of the air’, etc. This is one of the features of
natural languages that give each author the ability to have her/his own writing style. However,
in IR field, it is a problematic feature, because most IR systems use a type of query-document
intersection. Therefore, by using different terms, in queries and documents, for expressing the
same meaning, IR systems will not be able to retrieve relevant documents. This problem is well
studied in IR literature and is called term-mismatch problem [Chevallet, 2009; Crestani, 2000].
More precisely, if a user in his/her query uses a term different from the term that is used by
the author of a document to express the same thing, in this case, by simple term intersection
between document’s terms and query’s terms, the system cannot retrieve the document. Therefore, without an external knowledge resource, that links synonymous terms, the system cannot
retrieve, for example, a document containing ‘apartment’ as a response to a query containing
‘flat’. According to Crestani [Crestani, 2000], in less than 20% of cases, two people use the
same term to describe the same meaning.
Some researchers use phrases instead of words as indexing terms [Bendersky et al., 2011;
Ho et al., 2006]. They suppose that a phrase is more precise and informative than individual
words. Term mismatch problem also extends to phrases’ level. For example, the following two
phrases ‘skin cancer’ and ‘melanoma’ have a close meaning. At phrases’ level, term mismatch
problem is also related to phrase variations, e.g. ‘air pollution’ and ‘pollution of the air’.
The term-mismatch problem was heavily studied by several researchers. In IR literature,
several approaches, to solve this problem, could be identified.
Query expansion. This approach expands the query using some new terms to increase the
chance of matching with documents [Efthimiadis, 1996]. Normally, a query is expanded by
the synonymous terms of the query’s original terms. Queries could also be expanded by applying the pseudo relevance feedback technique, which chooses some terms from the top ranked
documents [Buckley et al., 1994; Rocchio, 1971; Salton & Buckley, 1997].
Using term-term semantic similarity measures. This approach presupposes the existence
of a measure being capable of estimating the similarity between any two terms [Crestani, 2000;
Qiu & Frei, 1993].
∀ti , tj ∈ T, 0 ≤ Sim (ti , tj ) ≤ 1
where T is a set of terms. Using this measure, the matching score (or the Relevance Status
Value RSV ) between a document d and a query q can be computed even if they do not share
any term.
X
RSV (d, q) =
Sim(t, t∗ ) × wd (t∗ ) × wq (t)
t∈q
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where, t∗ ∈ T is the most similar document term to the query term t, wd (t∗ ) is the weight of the
term t∗ in d, and wq (t) is the weight of the term t in q.
There are many semantic similarity measures. Some of them are applicable whatever is the
type of terms1 [Chevallet, 2009; Qiu & Frei, 1993], but others depend on the type of terms and
the inter-terms structure [Aslam & Frost, 2003; Holi & Hyvönen, 2005; Li et al., 2003; Mohler
& Mihalcea, 2009].
Dimensionality reduction. This approach reduces the chance that a query and a document
use different terms for representing the same meaning. Among the techniques that are used for
achieving this mission, we can mention: Stemming [Frakes, 1992], Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) [Deerwester, 1988; Deerwester et al., 1990], and Conceptual Indexing (using concepts
instead of words or phrases) [Chevallet et al., 2007]. Here, we can see the importance of
concepts in solving the term-mismatch problem, where each concept normally encompasses a
set of synonymous words and phrases (Definition 2.1). We focus in the next section on the
concept-based solution of the term-mismatch problem.

2.3.2

Concepts to Solve Term-Mismatch

To solve the term-mismatch problem, many researchers proposed to use concepts as indexing
terms. Assume the two synonymous terms t1 and t2 , which correspond to the same concept
c. If the content of a document d is described using the term t1 and a query q is asked using
the term t2 , then in this case, we get a mismatch between d and q. Whereas, if we replace the
two terms t1 and t2 by their corresponding concept c, then d and q will be described using the
same concept c. For example, the two phrases ‘Atrial Fibrillation’ and ‘Auricular Fibrillation’
correspond to the same concept ‘C0004238’ in UMLS.
However, using concepts partially solves the term-mismatch problem, because sometimes
two related terms t1 and t2 correspond to two different concepts c1 and c2 without having a
relation between c1 and c2 . We called this problem concept-mismatch. It normally results
from the inconsistency and incompleteness of knowledge resources [Bodenreider et al., 1998,
2001]. For example2 , the two terms ‘B-Cell’ and ‘Lymphocyte’ correspond to the two concepts
‘C0004561’ and ‘C0024264’, respectively, but there is a relation of type ‘ISA’ between the two
concepts. Whereas, the two terms ‘Dermatofibroma’ and ‘Dermatofibrosarcoma’3 correspond
to two different concepts ‘C0002991’ and ‘C0392784’, respectively, and there is no relation
linking these two concepts, where the concepts should be related because they refer to two
diseases affection the same body-part and with very close symptoms.

2.3.3

Problems Caused by Concepts & State of the Art Solutions

Besides the concept-mismatch problem, using concepts as indexing terms poses some other
problems. Using concepts requires a new indispensable operation for mapping textual content
1

In IR, many types of terms could be used to index documents and queries, e.g. words, concepts, phrases,
ngram of characters, etc.
2
The two examples are extracted from UMLS.
3
‘Dermatofibroma’ and ‘Dermatofibrosarcoma’ are benign tumor and malignant tumor, respectively, affecting
the skin with very similar symptoms.
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Table 2.1: The different meanings of ‘x-ray’ in UMLS
Meaning
Corresponding concept
Roentgenographic (functional concept)
C0034571
Diagnostic radiologic examination (diagnostic procedure)
C0043299
Roentgen rays (natural phenomena or process)
C0043309
Plain x-ray (diagnostic procedure)
C1306645
Clinical attribute
C1714805
Radiographic imaging procedure (diagnostic procedure)
C1962945
to concepts. It is a complex, imperfect, and time-consuming operation. Moreover, the mapping
operation forms only one step of the global conceptual indexing process. The main principle of
mapping is to identify noun phrases, and then to try to map those noun phrases to concepts of
a knowledge resource [Aronson, 2006; Chevallet et al., 2007; Dozier et al., 2007; Maisonnasse
et al., 2009]. In addition to the imperfection of mapping tools, knowledge resources, which
contain concepts, are generally incomplete or non-exhaustive [Bodenreider et al., 1998, 2001].
For example, the term ‘Osteoporotic’ does not map to any concept in UMLS (version 2012AA).
Furthermore, the retrieval performance of any concept-based IR model is highly depended
on: 1- the quality and the completeness of the knowledge resources, which contain concepts,
2- the precision of the text-concepts mapping process, and 3- the amount of information that is
used besides concepts, such as the relations between concepts. In other words, to which degree
we benefit from the content of knowledge resources. Actually, there is a trade-off between the
amount of information that is used and the simplicity and applicability of the model.
Since natural languages are ambiguous, a word or a phrase could have several meanings,
and corresponds to several concepts. For example, ‘x-ray’ is mapped to six different concepts
in a knowledge resource like UMLS (Table 2.1). Therefore, we need an additional conceptual
disambiguation step, which chooses, among the candidate concepts, the concept that best fits
the underlying context. Conceptual Disambiguation is defined as choosing the most appropriate concept, among the candidate concepts, that best corresponds to the related context. Since
a concept that corresponds to a term could be seen as a possible meaning or sense of that term,
then it is possible to generalize the conclusions of the classical Word Sense Disambiguation
(WSD) to the conceptual disambiguation. The main conclusion of applying a sort of disambiguation to IR is that disambiguation processes must be very accurate (about 90%) in order to
slightly improve the IR systems performance (about 4%) [Navigli, 2009; Sanderson, 1994]. For
more information about disambiguation processes, Navigili [Navigli, 2009] reviews the main
approaches of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) in the Artificial Intelligence (AI) field. In
addition, Sanderson [Sanderson, 1994] and Baziz [Baziz, 2005] review the main disambiguation
techniques that are used in IR.
Besides that, moving from the word-space to the concept-space changes the classical notion
of term frequency. More precisely, the general assumption in the word-based IR models is that
if a document d contains two words w1 and w2 then d should be represented by the meaning
of w1 AND the meaning of w2 . However, this is not the case in the concept-based IR models,
because a word w in a document d is normally mapped to a set of concepts {c1 , . . . , cn }, where
each concept represents a possible meaning of w, then d should be represented by one of these
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meanings or concepts that best corresponds to the content of d. In other words, d should be
represented by c1 OR c2 OR . . . OR cn . Accordingly, document and query lengths change in a
non-consistent way when moving from the word-space to the concept-space.
Concerning the concept-mismatch problem, many approaches exist in literature. Exploiting semantic relations between concepts, especially the hyponymy/hypernymy relation, could
alleviate the concept-mismatch problem [Baziz, 2005; Le, 2009; Maisonnasse, 2008], e.g. exploiting the ISA relation between the two concepts that correspond to the two terms ‘B-Cell’
and ‘Lymphocyte’. Concept-based query expansion, or in other words, expanding queries by
concepts rather than words, could also alleviate this problem [Aronson & Rindflesch, 1997;
Baziz, 2005]. Indexing documents and queries by domain dimensions, which are more abstract
elements than concepts, could also contribute to solve this problem [Radhouani, 2008].
One of the candidate techniques that could also contribute to solve the concept-mismatch
problem is data fusion, because this technique allows to compensate the lack of information
that causes mismatch by other sources of information. In IR, for a certain document collection
(corpus), data fusion is the process of combining different result sets of a certain query (information need) [Vogt & Cottrell, 1998, 1999]. A result set of a query is a list of documents,
ordered according to their expected relevance score. Actually, different result sets of the same
query, in the same corpus, could be produced through [Croft, 2000]: using totally different IR
systems [Fox & Shaw, 1994; Shaw et al., 1994], or using the same IR system but with different
configurations. Theses configurations include: 1- building different representations of documents and queries using different types of indexing terms [Bartell et al., 1994; Baziz, 2005;
Das-Gupta & Katzer, 1983], different parts of documents [Das-Gupta & Katzer, 1983], different weighting schema [Lee, 1995], etc., 2- describing the same information need by different
queries [Belkin et al., 1993, 1995], and 3- using different ranking algorithms (matching formulas) [Fox & Shaw, 1994; Shaw et al., 1994]. Hence, to compensate the mismatch at the level of
concepts, it is possible for example, based on data fusion techniques, to combine concepts with
words, either using a late or early fusion technique [Baziz, 2005].

2.4

Conceptual Mapping and Indexing

Conceptual mapping is the process of mapping text to concepts of a predetermined knowledge
resource. The main principle of conceptual mapping process is to extract phrases from the text
of documents and queries, and then try to map them to one or more candidate concepts from a
knowledge resource. More precisely, the general process of conceptual mapping consists of the
following steps [Chevallet et al., 2007]:
1. Morphology and syntax: extracting noun phrases from text.
2. Variation: constructing a list of variants for each noun phrase. Variants could be derivational variants, synonyms, acronyms, etc.
3. Identification: for each variant, all concepts that could correspond to it are retrieved from
the knowledge resource. The retrieved concepts called candidate concepts.
4. Evaluation: for each candidate concept, a measure is used for evaluating the precision
of mapping process, and then the set of candidate concepts is ordered according to this
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measure. In other words, the measure computes the degree of correctness of mapping a
noun-phrase to a concept.
5. Disambiguation: choosing the most appropriate concepts, among the candidate concepts,
that well correspond to the related noun-phrase. This operation normally depends on the
context.
6. Weighting: like in word-based indexing, each concept has a weight reflecting its indexing
usefulness.
Conceptual indexing is the process of transforming the content of documents and queries from
its original form (e.g. text), to a predefined concept-based representation (e.g. graph of concepts). Conceptual indexing first maps text to concepts. When the mapping is done, the indexing
process must continue by first selecting and sometimes weighting the concepts, and then representing documents and queries. The system is then able to achieve the concept-based matching
between a query and a document.
Actually, there are many examples of mapping tools. MetaMap [Aronson, 2006], for example, maps medical text to UMLS concepts. Fast Tagging [Dozier et al., 2007] is a method
of tagging medical terms in legal, medical, and news text, and then mapping the tagged terms
to UMLS concepts. Baziz [Baziz, 2005] and Maisonnasse [Maisonnasse, 2008] built their own
mapping tools. Maisonnasse [Maisonnasse et al., 2009] studied the effect, on retrieval performance, of merging the output of several mapping tools.
In general, concepts are a part of a knowledge resource, it is thus mandatory to link mapping
tools to some knowledge resources, e.g. UMLS, WordNet, DBpedia, etc. In the following
subsections, we present examples of knowledge resources and mapping tools.

2.4.1

Knowledge Resources

In this section, we talk about two knowledge resources: WordNet which is a general purposes
lexical resource, and UMLS which is a meta-thesaurus in the medical domain. Of course, there
are many other resources, e.g. Open Directory Project (ODP)1 , Yet Another Great Ontology
(YAGO)2 , etc. There are also resources used in other disciplines. For example, British National Corpus (BNC)3 in Natural Language Processing. FOAF4 (from “friend of a friend”),
Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities Project (SIOC)5 , etc., in Semantic Web. Resources in Semantic Web are normally formal and based on Description Logic. We choose to
describe WordNet and UMLS, because they are often used in IR and also we use UMLS in our
experiments.
2.4.1.1

WordNet

WordNet is a lexical database of English, developed at Princeton University. English vocabularies are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets). In other words, synonyms are grouped
1

www.dmoz.org
www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago/
3
www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk
4
xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
5
sioc-project.org/ontology
2
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Figure 2.1: WordNet

together in one synset. Synsets are linked together through a set of lexical and conceptualsemantic relations. WordNet categorizes English vocabulary into four categories: Nouns, Verbs,
Adjectives, and Adverbs.
Each synset has a brief description (gloss), and it corresponds to a specific meaning (sense).
Accordingly, each word could be a member of multiple synsets because it could have multiple senses according to the context. Words inside the same synset implicitly have a synonym
relation. Synsets are linked together via some relations, e.g. antonymy (opposition), hyponymyhypernymy (specific-general), meronymy-holonymy (part-whole).
WordNet 3.01 database contains about 155K unique strings distributed on about 118K
synsets. It also contains about 207K word-sense pairs, see (Figure 2.1). For comparison, Oxford English Dictionary contains about 200K English words2 .
2.4.1.2

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)

UMLS is a multi-source meta-thesaurus in the medical domain, and it contains three main
components:
Meta-thesaurus. Meta-thesaurus is a vocabulary database in the medical domain, extracted
from many sources; each source of them is called Source Vocabulary. Meta-thesaurus is organized into concepts, which represent the common meaning of a set of strings extracted from
1

This statistic is extracted on 25/10/2013 from the following web page:
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/man/wnstats.7WN.html
2
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/how-many-words-are-there-in-the-english-language (consulted on
19/12/2013)
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Figure 2.2: UMLS

different source vocabularies. These concepts are linked together via a variety of relations.
There is a specific structure linking concepts to their sources vocabulary. The structure encompasses (Figure 2.2):
• Strings: represent the different forms of the same concept. A concept is a meaning; A
meaning can have many different names.
• Atoms: The same string may appear in different sources vocabulary, so an atom is a
specific string in a given source vocabulary.
• Terms: It is possible that different strings are lexical variants of each other, so these strings
are linked to the same term. An UMLS term is the group of all strings that are lexical
variants of each other.
UMLS is reasonably big resource in the medical field, where the meta-thesaurus 2011AA release contains about 2405K concepts, 7955K terms, 8846K strings, and 10655K atoms. This
content comes from 134 distinct sources and distributed on 21 different languages.
Semantic Network. Semantic Network contains a set of Semantic Types linked together via
two different types of Semantic Relations:
• A hierarchical relation (ISA relation).
• A set of non-hierarchical relations: UMLS groups non-hierarchical relations into five
main categories: ‘physically related to’, ‘spatially related to’, ‘temporally related to’,
‘functionally related to’, and ‘conceptually related to’.
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Semantic Network contains 133 Semantic Types and 54 Semantic Relations. The purpose of
Semantic Network is to provide a consistent categorization of all concepts in UMLS Metathesaurus.
SPECIALIST Lexicon and Lexical tools. SPECIALIST Lexicon is a set of general English
or biomedical terms and words extracted from different sources. Each entry in the Lexicon is a
record called unit lexical record, which contains a list of lexical information about the related
term or word.
Concerning Lexical tools, the goal of these tools is to obtain the base form of a term or
word. In other words, these tools are used to abstract a word from any lexical extensions. For
example, these tools transform the three strings ‘melenoma’, ‘melenomon’, and ‘melenomun’ to
one normalized form ‘melenoma’.

2.4.2

Mapping Tools

In this section, we present two examples of mapping tools. MetaMap [Aronson, 2006], which
uses NLP (Natural Language Processing) techniques for recognizing noun phrases, and then
tries to map them to UMLS concepts. Fast tagging [Dozier et al., 2007], which uses very
efficient method for tagging medical terms (UMLS concepts) within legal, medical, and news
text. Actually, there are other methods, see for example the method that is used in [Baziz, 2005]
to map text to WordNet synsets. See also [Maisonnasse, 2008; Maisonnasse et al., 2009] that
study several mapping tools and their effects on the retrieval performance.
2.4.2.1

MetaMap

MetaMap is a tool of mapping medical text to UMLS concepts. The whole process of MetaMap
with all technical details is clarified in [Aronson, 2006]. According to MetaMap, text is a set of
utterances U .
U = {ui |ui is an utterance}
The first step in the mapping process is to parse each utterance into a set of noun-phrases using
the SPECIALIST tagger and the MedPost/SKR part of speech tagger.
∀ui ∈ U, ui = {pij |pij

is a noun-phrase identified in ui }

The second step is to generate variants for each noun-phrase pij . A variant is a meaningful
sequence of one or more words of pij , with all synonymous, abbreviations, acronyms, spelling,
derivational, and inflectional variants. Each variant has its variant distance score that measures
the degree to which this variant varies from its original noun-phrase.
∀pij ∈ ui , Var ij = {(vijk , dist)}
where, vijk is a variant of pij , dist is the distance between pij and vijk . The third step is to identify
the Meta-thesaurus candidate concepts for each noun-phrase, where each Meta-thesaurus concept containing one of the variants of a noun-phrase is a candidate concept for that noun-phrase.
∀pij ∈ ui , CC ij = {cl |cl ∈ M, ∃vijk ∈ Var ij , vijk ∈ cl }
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where, M represents the set of concepts of UMLS Meta-thesaurus, CC ij is the candidate set
of concepts of the noun-phrase pij , and cl is a concept in M and is considered as a set of
strings. The fourth step is evaluating the precision of the mapping between a noun-phrase
and a candidate concept, and then candidate concepts are ordered according to this evaluation
function. For detailed information about the evaluation function, please refer to [Aronson,
2006]. The overall evaluation value is normalized to a value between 0 (no match at all) and
1000 (identical match).
The fifth step is to reduce the size of the candidate set of concepts, where for each subset
of candidate concepts, which correspond to the same part of the original noun-phrase, the best
candidate concept, according to the evaluation function, is chosen.
2.4.2.2

Fast Tagging

Fast tagging [Dozier et al., 2007] is a method of tagging medical terms in legal, medical, and
news text, and then mapping the tagged terms to UMLS concepts. The method depends on finding the longest sequence of continuous words that corresponds to a medical term in a predefined
authority file, and then converting the tagged term to a hash key to retrieve the corresponding
UMLS concepts.
The tagging process starts by building an authority file containing the medical terms that
are extracted from UMLS Meta-thesaurus and Red Book drug reference database, and then
categorizing them into five categories: injuries, diseases, medical procedures, medical devices,
and drugs.
For efficiency purposes, each medical term is assigned a hash key calculated according to
specific rules. Each medical term is also assigned one of three ambiguity levels: 1) unambiguous: if it is always used in a medical sense, even in non-medical text, 2) ambiguous: if it is
sometimes used in a non-medical sense in non-medical text, or 3) problematic: if it is rarely
used in a medical sense in non-medical text. In medical text, the system tags the three types
of medical terms. However, in non-medical text, the system ignores the problematic terms and
tags the ambiguous terms only if they have a medical context.
The first two steps, building the authority file and determining the ambiguity level, are
achieved offline before the actual tagging process starts. After the first two offline steps, the
system tries to find the longest sequence of words in text that could be converted to a hash key
corresponding to one of keys in the authority file. In this case, this sequence is tagged as a
medical term and assigned the UMLS concepts IDs that have the same hash key value.
The last step is to determine the correct sense of ambiguous terms according to their context
(words before and after the term). The main advantage of this method is its efficiency.

2.4.3

Conclusion

We presented two examples of knowledge resources (UMLS and WordNet), and also two examples of mapping tools (MetaMap and Fast Tagging). The goal of this presentation is two-fold.
First, we tried to give an idea about what these tools and resources actually look like, and how
they are built. Second, we tried to show that knowledge resources are not exhaustive, where it
is almost impossible to build an exhaustive and complete resource because completeness means
that we have total knowledge, which is a strong assumption. Furthermore, we tried to show that
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mapping tools are not perfect because they use some approximation techniques for text annotation and concept mapping. These two conclusions, namely knowledge resources are incomplete
and mapping tools are not perfect, represent the main two problems facing concept-based IR.

2.5

Concept-Based IR

In general, there are two ways to use external knowledge resources, which encompass concepts
and their relations, in IR systems, either partial use (query expansion), or extended use (in
both indexing and matching). External resources are also used in IR-related fields like text
classification [Albitar, 2013].
There is a large number of studies that partially integrate an external knowledge resource in
IR process. These studies differ either in the used resource, or in the way of using this resource.
Some studies index documents and queries based on external resource, but they use a classical IR model for retrieval. Voorhees [Voorhees, 1993, 1994] and Gonzalo et al. [Gonzalo et al.,
1998] use the traditional vector space model, but instead of indexing documents and queries using words, they index them using WordNet’s synsets. Vallet et al. [Vallet et al., 2005] also use
vector space model for retrieval, but they semi-automatically annotate documents and queries
using classes of some taxonomies. Zhou et al. [Zhou et al., 2006] index documents and queries
using UMLS concepts, and they use classical language models for retrieval. Diem Le et al.
[Diem et al., 2007] apply DFR (Divergence From Randomness) like weighting to documents
and queries indexed by UMLS concepts.
The other way of partial external-knowledge-resources integration is the query and document expansion, where external resources are exploited to enrich documents and queries using
new terms to alleviate term-mismatch problem. Some studies use user logs as an external
resource for query expansion [Cui et al., 2002, 2003; Yin et al., 2009]. Whereas, there are
some other studies that use WordNet [Collins-Thompson & Callan, 2005; Mandala et al., 1999;
Voorhees, 1994]. For example, Nie et al. [Nie & Brisebois, 1996] use WordNet and some user
feedback information for document and query expansion. UMLS and MeSH1 , which is a part
of UMLS, are also used for document and query expansion [Diem et al., 2007; Gobeill et al.,
2009]. We can also find some studies that use the Web (the output of some search engines, or
a small snapshot of the Web like WT10g2 collection) as an external resource for query expansion [Collins-Thompson & Callan, 2005; Diaz & Metzler, 2006; Fang & Zhai, 2006; Yin et al.,
2009]. Even Wikipedia3 is used [Bendersky et al., 2012; Li et al., 2007]. In addition, Qiu et al.
[Qiu & Frei, 1993] expand queries based on an automatically-constructed similarity thesaurus.
The pseudo-relevance feedback technique can be also seen in this category of external resource
based expansion if we suppose that the corpus itself is an external resource.
However, moving from the word-space to the concept-space, or using concepts as indexing terms instead of words, has some side effects on classical IR models, because all retrieval
heuristics and statistical studies are well adapted and made depending on words as indexing
terms. Accordingly, using concepts instead of words as indexing terms, places us in front of
two choices:
1

www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/test collections/wt10g.html
3
en.wikipedia.org
2
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• Proposing an IR model convenient to concepts. This means defining a document and
query structures and a matching function compatible with these structures [Baziz, 2005;
Le, 2009; Maisonnasse, 2008].
• Still using classical IR models [Ponte & Croft, 1998; Robertson, 1977; Salton et al.,
1975], where both documents and queries are bag-of-concepts and the matching function
depends, one way or another, on the intersection between documents and queries. This
choice requires to study the side effects, which result from using concepts instead of
words, on matching functions, and then proposing appropriate solutions.
This section reviews some IR models that are originally proposed to use concepts and to
exploit the semantic relations between them (extensive use of knowledge resources). We present
three models: [Baziz, 2005] and [Maisonnasse, 2008] that exploit relations at indexing-time,
and [Le, 2009] that exploits relations at matching-time. Of course, there are other models that
extensively use knowledge resources, e.g. [Roussey, 2001; Styltsvig, 2006].

2.5.1

Graph-Based Matching and Disambiguation

Baziz [Baziz, 2005] proposes a way to represent the semantic content of documents, and to
choose, among the candidate concepts, the concept that fits the best the related context or surrounding concepts. The effectiveness of this disambiguation method, namely DocCore, is evaluated using a neural network based IR model [Boughanem & Soulé-Dupuy, 1992]. Baziz uses
WordNet as a knowledge resource and its synsets as concepts, with exploiting the relations
between synsets.
DocCore is a representation of the semantic content of documents. It is a network of synsets.
The different phases to construct the DocCore of a document d are:
Candidates extraction. First, longest terms1 that correspond to at least one entry (synset) in
WordNet are identified in text. Each term t has a weight in a document d calculated as
follows:
weight(t, d) = cf (t, d) × idf (t)
X
length(st)
× count(st, d)
cf (t, d) = count(t, d) ×
length(t)
st∈sub−terms(t)

idf (t) = ln

N
df (t)

where, N is the number of documents in the collection, df (t) is the number of documents
that contain the term t, count(t, d) is the frequency of the term t in the document d,
sub − terms(t) is the set of all sub-terms of the term t, and length(t) is the number of
words in the term t. Only terms that have a weight greater than 2 are selected to represent
the semantic content of documents.
Second, after terms selection, each term normally has multiple senses (polysemy), which
means, it corresponds to multiple synsets. For each term, all corresponding synsets are
1

Baziz defines a term as follows: a term is a non-stop word, which may appear in different grammatical
categories (noun, verb, adjective, etc.), or a group of words. A term could correspond to one or several concepts.
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used to compose the candidate set for that term. In other words, each term has a set of
candidate concepts (synsets) corresponding to the different possible senses of it.
Similarity between concepts. Relations between synsets are not explicitly exploited to build
the DocCore. However, they are implicitly used for calculating the semantic similarity
between candidates. Several measures are used for the semantic similarity estimation
between two candidates, e.g. Resnik measure [Resnik, 1999], Leacock measure [Leacock
& Chodorow, 1998], and Lin measure [Lin, 1998].
DocCore construction. As each term corresponds to multiple senses (candidates), multiple
networks could be thus constructed. Hence, the question is: Which network does form
the best representation of the semantic content of a document? In other words, for each
term, which sense is the most appropriate with respect to the context of the document?
To select the best candidate for each term, the measure Cscore is used.
X
Cscore(cki ) =
ρ(cki , clj )
k6=l,j

where, cki is a candidate concept of the current term tk , clj is a candidate concept of another
term tl , and ρ(cki , clj ) is the semantic similarity between the two candidates.
Then, for each term the candidate concept that has the greatest Cscore is used for building
the DocCore of a document.
To sum up, DocCore is a network of concepts, where for each term, the concept that has the
greatest semantic similarity with the concepts of the other terms, is used. Concepts in DocCore
are connected together via weighted links. The weights are the value of the semantic similarity
between concepts.
Instead of representing documents as networks (DocCore), Baziz also proposes representing
them as trees (DocTree). The first phase in obtaining DocTree of a document d is converting that
document to a set of concepts (one concept for each term). This conversion is achieved through
the following three steps as in DocCore: terms extraction, candidate concepts identification,
and concepts disambiguation.
The second phase is to obtain, from WordNet, the minimum sub-tree Hd that contains all
concepts of the document d. Here, the relations of WordNet are explicitly used and only the ISA
relation is used. The previous two phases are repeated for queries.
The third phase is to obtain, from WordNet, the minimum sub-tree HE that contains the
two sub-trees Hd and Hq . In this case, documents and queries are represented by the same tree
HE , but with different node weights. Therefore, two trees Hd∗ and Hq∗ are obtained, where they
contain the same nodes, but with different nodes’ weights.
The matching value between a document d and a query q is calculated using the two trees
∗
Hd and Hq∗ and according to the following equation:
X
RSV (d, q) =
µHq∗ (n) → µHd∗ (n)
n∈HE

where, µHd∗ (n) is the weight of the node n (concept) in the document d, µHq∗ (n) is the weight
of the node n in the query q, and → is a fuzzy implication. Many formulas could be used to
realize the fuzzy implication, e.g. Dienes implication, Gödel implication, etc.
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The experiments of Baziz show that IR models that only use concepts do not perform as well
as classical word-based models. In order to obtain better retrieval performance with respect to
classical IR models, Baziz needed to either, mix concepts and words, or expand documents and
queries using some other concepts extracted from WordNet.

2.5.2

Graph-Based Language Models

Maisonnasse [Maisonnasse, 2008] proposes to use semantic relations, besides concepts, for representing the semantic content of documents and queries. Concretely, Maisonnasse maps the
medical text of documents and queries to UMLS concepts, using one of three tools: MetaMap,
TreeTagger, or MiniPar1 . In addition, he uses the semantic relations of UMLS Semantic Network for connecting concepts together.
Maisonnasse proposes two ways to build a concept-based IR model. The first one is to
represent a document as a graph and a query as a graph, where nodes are UMLS concepts and
edges are the Semantic Relations between the Semantic Types of UMLS Semantic Network.
The matching between theses two graphs is a kind of Conceptual Graph projection. The second
one is to represent a document as a set of graphs, one for each sentence, and a query as one
graph, and then the matching is a graph-based language model.
As an intermediate step, each sentence in text is mapped to concepts, and then these concepts are linked together by semantic relations to construct a graph that represents the semantic
content of that sentence. In other words, the intermediate step is converting each sentence in
text to a graph. Based on this intermediate representation, two IR models are proposed: Local
Model and Global Model.
Local Model
In this model, graphs that represent all sentences of a document d are concatenated together to
form the graph of that document Gd . Each node (concept) ci in Gd has two weights:
Pir (ci , d) = tf .idf (ci , d)
X
Pconfidence (ci , d) =
Pconfidence (ci , ph)
ph∈d

where, Pir (ci , d) is the importance of the concept ci in the document d. It is calculated using the
traditional formula of tf .idf or a variant of it. Pconfidence (ci , ph) is the confidence in the process
of mapping the sentence ph, or a part of it, to the concept ci . ph is a sentence in the document
d. Each link (semantic relation) ri in Gd has also two weights:
Pir (ri , d) = tf .idf (ri , d)
X
Pconfidence (ri , d) =
Pconfidence (ri , ph)
ph∈d

1

Maisonnasse et al. [Maisonnasse et al., 2009] explore the advantages of merging the output of the three tools:
MetaMap, TreeTagger, and MiniPar.
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In the same way, the graph of query Gq is constructed. The two graphs Gd and Gq are considered
equivalent to two conceptual graphs. Therefore, a projection operation is used for matching.
The weights of nodes and links are used for giving a score to the projection operation π, and
then for ranking. The matching score between a document d and a query q is:
RSV (d, q) = max (δ(π(q, d)))
π(q,d)

where, π(q, d) is a possible projection between the two graphs Gd and Gq , δ(π(q, d)) is the
degree of correspondence between d and q according to the projection π:
X
X
δ(π(q, d)) =
δ(c, π(c)) +
δ(r, π(r))
c∈Gq

r∈Gq

where, c is a concept in Gq , r is a link in Gq , π(c) is the concept in Gd that corresponds to c
according to π, and π(r) is the relation in Gd that corresponds to r according to π.
δ(c, π(c)) = Pir (c, q) × Pconfidence (c, q) × Pir (π(c), d) × Pconfidence (π(c), d)
δ(r, π(r)) = Pir (r, q) × Pconfidence (r, q) × Pir (π(r), d) × Pconfidence (π(r), d)
Global Model
In this model, graphs that represent all sentences of a document d are used for building the
language model of that document MdG , whereas the query q is a graph Gq . In other words,
a classical language model is used, but instead of representing documents and queries as bag
of words, they are represented by bag of graphs. In addition, the matching score between a
document d and a query q represents the ability of document’s graphs to generate the query’s
graph.
RSV (d, q) = P (Gq |MdG ) = P (Cq |MdG ) × P (Rq |Cq , MdG )
where, Gq is the graph that represents the query q, MdG is the language model of the document d,
which is estimated from all graphs that represent document content (a graph for each sentence),
Cq are the nodes (concepts) of the graph Gq , and Rq are the links (semantic relations) of the
graph Gq . The model supposes that concepts in the query are statistically independent, then:
Y
P (Cq |MdG ) =
P (c|MdG )
c∈Cq

The probability that a document d is capable of generating a concept c, namely P (c|MdG ), is
estimated as follows:
P (c|MdG ) = (1 − λcon ) ×

D(c)
C(c)
+ λcon ×
D(∗)
C(∗)

where, D(c) is the frequency of the concept c in the document d, D(∗) is the sum of frequencies
of all concepts in the document d, C(c) is the frequency of the concept c in the collection C,
C(∗) is the sum of frequencies of all concepts in the collection C, and λcon is a smoothing
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parameter. The model also supposes that relations in the query are statistically independent,
then:
Y
P (Rq |Cq , MdG ) =
P (r|c1 , c2 , MdG )
r∈Rq

where, c1 and c2 are the two concepts in the query that are linked by the relation r. The probability that a document d is capable of generating a relation r, namely P (r|c1 , c2 , MdG ), is estimated
as follows:
C(r)
D(r)
+ λrel ×
P (r|c1 , c2 , MdG ) = (1 − λrel ) ×
D(c1 , c2 )
C(c1 , c2 )
where, D(r) is the frequency of the relation r in the document d, D(c1 , c2 ) is the frequency of
appearing the two concepts c1 and c2 in a graph of the same sentence in the document d, C(r)
is the frequency of the relation r in the collection C, C(c1 , c2 ) is the frequency of appearing
the two concepts c1 and c2 in a graph of the same sentence in the collection C, and λrel is a
smoothing parameter.
Concerning the experimental results, Maisonnasse shows that the Local Model does not
perform better than classical IR models. In addition, the Global Model performs slightly better
than concept based language models, or in other words, using semantic relations does not lead
to a huge gain in performance. Semantic relations should be very precise in order to slightly
improve the retrieval performance.

2.5.3

Bayesian Network Based Models

Diem Le [Le, 2009] maps documents and queries to UMLS concepts, and then she places documents and queries on a Bayesian Network. She exploits the relations between concepts to link
documents’ concepts and queries’ concepts. The matching is the actual inference mechanism
of Bayesian Networks. According to Diem Le, documents and queries are sets of concepts.
Relations are not used till matching-time. Actually, this model only links concepts from documents with concepts from queries. The concepts of documents are not linked together and
the same for the concepts of queries. Concretely, MetaMap is used for mapping text to UMLS
Meta-thesaurus concepts, and two relations of UMLS Meta-thesaurus are used: ISA, Part-Of.
Documents, queries, documents’ concepts, and queries’ concepts, all are arranged in a network structure. The network consists of (Figure 2.3):
• Three types of nodes: documents, concepts, and a query.
• Three types of weighted links: links between documents and their concepts, links between
a query and its concepts, and links between documents’ concepts and query’s concepts.
The matching score between a document d and a query q is estimated using the inference mechanism of Bayesian Network, through initiating the network by interior probabilities, and then
updating the probabilities of the other nodes until the posterior probability of the intended node
(the query node here) is obtained. Actually, the matching score is estimated as follows: First,
the interior probabilities of the network are initiated by observing a particular document d and
setting P (d) = 1 and the probabilities of other documents to 0; then, the matching score between d and q, or the belief in q giving d as evidence, is calculated according to the following
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Figure 2.3: Bayesian Network of Diem Le

recursive equation:
RSV (d, q) = P (q|d) = bel (q) =

P

w(ci , q) × bel (ci )
P
cj ∈q w(cj , q)

ci ∈q

where, w(ci , q) is the weight of the concept ci in the query q,
w(ci , q) = qP

w′ (ci , q)
cj ∈q

w′2 (cj , q)

w′ (ci , q) is the tf .idf weight of the concept ci in q, bel (ci ) is the belief in ci giving the observation of the document d as evidence. Here, three cases can be distinguished:
• If ci ∈ d then, bel (ci ) = w(ci , d).
• If ci ∈ q and ∃cj ∈ d, where (ci , cj ) are linked by a relation, then,
bel (ci ) = bel (ch ) × Sim(ch , ci )
where, if there are more than one link between ci and d’s concepts then ch is the concept
that has the greatest similarity with ci .
• Otherwise, bel (ci ) = 0.
w(ci , d) is the weight of the concept ci in the document d, and Sim(ch , ci ) is the estimated
semantic similarity between ch and ci . The Leacock measure [Leacock & Chodorow, 1998] is
used for the estimation.
The experimental results in [Le, 2009] show that using concepts instead of words could
slightly improve the retrieval performance. In addition, exploiting relations between concepts
does not show a considerable gain in performance. However, the experiments in [Le, 2009]
were restricted to two very similar test collections, and hence, conclusions are not very solid.

2.5.4. Discussion

2.5.4
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Discussion

The three concept-based IR models, which are presented in the previous subsections, use concepts and exploit relations in order to build a more meaningful representation and matching. Baziz [Baziz, 2005] mainly aims to achieve a context-based conceptual disambiguation.
Whereas, Maisonnasse [Maisonnasse, 2008] and Diem Le [Le, 2009] propose two conceptbased IR models. Maisonnasse proposes a variation of language models, and Diem Le proposes
a Bayesian Network based model. Though interesting and promising, these models are complex, due to the underlying representation used for documents, queries, and matching.
Main conclusions in concept-based IR models are that using concepts alone, to represent
the content of documents and queries, is not sufficient. In addition, exploiting relations does not
clearly improve the retrieval performance.

2.6

Conclusion

We tried to show in this chapter the importance of knowledge resources in IR, and how they
are concretely used and integrated into IR models. The main advantage of using knowledge
resources in IR is the ability of using concepts, and exploiting relations between them, in order
to describe the content of documents and queries in a more accurate way. In addition, integrating
knowledge resources into IR models allows to exploit the information stored in knowledge
resources to make relevance judgment more precise and closer to the human way of judgment.
We presented two different techniques to map text to concepts. Furthermore, two knowledge
resources WordNet and UMLS are briefly described.
In this chapter, we also presented three IR models that use concepts as indexing terms.
Moreover, two of these three models exploit relations between concepts at indexing-time, and
the third model exploits relations at matching-time.
However, using concepts and relations in IR has some drawbacks. In general, by using
knowledge resources, two more external factors could affect the effectiveness of IR models:
• The precision and the correctness of the text-to-concepts mapping tools: on the one hand,
most of these tools are based on NLP techniques to detect noun phrases in text. Noun
phrases detection is not a perfect process. On the other hand, the mapping process is an
ambiguous process, because the same noun phrase could be mapped to more than one
concept. Therefore, we need an extra step to select, among the candidate concepts, the
most convenient concept with respect to a specific context.
• The issue of knowledge resources incompleteness: in general, knowledge resources are
incomplete, because it is very hard to build a knowledge resource containing all information about a specific domain. As an example, we can see the situation of UMLS. Although
UMLS is the largest available resource in the medical domain, several studies show that
many concepts and relations are missing in UMLS [Bodenreider et al., 1998, 2001], and
there are proposals to compensate this incompleteness. For example, Bodenreider et al.
[Bodenreider et al., 2001] postulates that terms with adjectival modifiers are potential hyponyms. They proposes removing the modifiers from a term t1 to get another term t2 in a
relation of type hyponym with t1 (t1 is hyponym of t2 ).
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To sum up, this chapter shows how a knowledge resource could be exploited and integrated
into IR process (either for indexing, matching, or both). This chapter serves as a guide to
instantiate our theoretical model in (Chapter 6–P.101).

Chapter 3
Logic-Based IR Models
3.1

Introduction

Formal logics are supposed to be a useful and a valuable mathematical tool in Information
Retrieval (IR), because, on the one hand, formal logics are well adapted for knowledge representation [Baader et al., 2003; Barwise, 1989; Barwise & Perry, 1983], and then for building
IR models being capable of formally integrating knowledge resources into the retrieval process
[Meghini et al., 1993; Nie & Brisebois, 1996]. On the other hand, formal logics are powerful
tools for simulating and modeling the inferential nature of the retrieval process [van Rijsbergen,
1986].
Logic-based IR is the formalism that puts all IR notions (document, query, retrieval decision) in a logical framework L. Whatever the choice of logic, even non-classical, most logicbased IR models represent documents and queries as logical sentences, and the retrieval decision
as an inference [van Rijsbergen, 1986]. Assume a logic L, if a document d and a query q are
logical sentences in L, then d is relevant to q iff q is inferable based on d, or in other words,
from d, q can be deduced, denoted d ⊢L q, where ⊢L refers to an inference mechanism related
to the logic L.
On the one hand, most formal logics, all classical logics and some non-classical, have only
non-fuzzy inference mechanisms (a sentence is inferable or not based on other sentences or
axioms). On the other hand, IR is intrinsically an uncertain process. Therefore, the non-fuzzy
logical inference is quite limited, and a more flexible notion of inference is needed. To overcome
these shortcomings, logic-based IR models define, sometimes ad-hoc, another level on top of the
logic to represent an uncertainty measure, and consequently, to be able to extend the inference
mechanism from binary to continual one.
The first paper that concretely formalizes this field of IR is [van Rijsbergen, 1986]. According to van Rijsbergen, any document d is a set of logical sentences and the query q is a logical
sentence. Concerning the retrieval decision, van Rijsbergen argues that the material implication
(⊃) is problematic and it is not suitable for IR, and he claims that we need a non-classical implication. He uses an example to explain that the probability P (d ⊃ q) is not the appropriate
one to compute the degree to which a document d is relevant, from a system point of view, to
a query q. He intuitively postulates that the appropriate measure is the conditional probability
P (q|d). Therefore, he expresses the retrieval decision as a condition: ‘d is relevant to q iff
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the following condition holds. If d is true then q, denoted d → q, and the uncertainty of it
U (d → q) must be P (q|d)’. The expression ‘d is true’ means that there should be a formal
interpretation somewhere to know that if d is true or not in that interpretation. Actually, instead
of dealing with the implication d → q and explaining what it exactly refers to, van Rijsbergen
directly goes beyond d → q and studies how to estimate the uncertainty U (d → q). Therefore,
we can not see the mapping between the implication d → q and the inference d ⊢ q. However,
van Rijsbergen depends on the formal interpretation of the underlying logic to estimate the uncertainty U (d → q). Van Rijsbergen uses this idea to evaluate U (d → q) and he proposes the
well-known Logical Uncertainty Principle (LUP):
“Given any two sentences x and y; a measure of the uncertainty of y → x relative
to a given date set is determined by the minimal extent to which we have to add
information to the data set, to establish the truth of y → x.”
Most studies that came after van Rijsbergen’s study [van Rijsbergen, 1986], accept that there is
a need to a non-classical logic because the material implication is not suitable for IR. They thus
propose some logical models that are complex and hard to implement and test. These models
also try, one way or another, to implement the LUP, each model by its way and according the
logic that is used.
This chapter is organized as follows: we start, in section 2, by a brief introduction to formal
logics and their inference mechanisms. In section 3, we explore the different stands of the
implication d → q, or in other words, the different possible meanings of d → q. In section 4,
we present a panoramic view of the current state of the art of logic-based IR models. We regroup
models, first, according to the used concrete logic, and second, according to the mathematical
theory that is used to compute the uncertainty U (d → q). We conclude this section by a table
presenting the definitions of the main IR notions in each model. In section 5, we remember two
important IR notions: Exhaustivity and Specificity. Since there is a potential relation between
some logics and lattice theory, and since, in our contribution, we exploit lattices to re-express
the implication d → q and to estimate the uncertainty U (d → q), we thus, in section 6, review
some lattice-based IR models. We conclude in section 7.

3.2

Introduction to Formal Logics

Formal logics are formal systems consisting of a set of axioms and a set of inference rules e.g.
Modus-Ponens. A formal logic L is normally defined by a formal language and possibly a
formal semantic.
The formal language of L determines the set of all well-formed sentences that can be formed
based on a set of atomic elements, namely an alphabet Ω, and a set of connectives Υ, e.g.
conjunction ∧, disjunction ∨, etc.
Upon this formal language, the inference mechanism ⊢L related to L is defined. For any
two well-formed sentences s1 and s2 , s1 ⊢L s2 means that based on the axioms of L and s1 , s2
can be inferred. The symbol ⊢L does not belongs to the formal language of L.
The formal semantic of L, if available, is used to give a meaning to the logical sentences and
of course to the components of the formal language of L. Assume L is a classical logic, which
is the case in this thesis, the formal semantic is defined based on a set of formal interpretations
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∆. For any sentence s and any interpretation δ ∈ ∆, s is either true in δ, denoted {δ} |=L s,
or not denoted {δ} 6|=L s. Determining if a sentence is true or not in an interpretation depends
on the formal semantic that is given to the alphabet Ω and the connectives Υ. The subset of
interpretations M (s) ⊆ ∆ that validate s is called the set of models of s, denoted M (s) |=L s.
The formula M (s1 ) |=L s2 , or simply, s1 |=L s2 , means that each model of s1 is also a model
of s2 , or equivalently, in any interpretation if s1 is true then s2 is also true. Note also that |=L
does not belong to the formal language of L.
The two symbols ⊢L and |=L are related to two different levels of the logic L. While ⊢L is
syntax-related or proof-theoretic notion, the |=L is semantic-related or model-theoretic notion.
However, if the logic L is sound and complete, which is the case in all classical logics, then:
• L is sound: if s1 ⊢L s2 then s1 |=L s2
• L is complete: if s1 |=L s2 then s1 ⊢L
Soundness means what is true in the syntax level is also true in the semantic level, and completeness means what is true in the semantic level is also true in the syntax level.
Moreover, in classical logics the formula s1 ⊢L s2 is equivalent to |=L s1 ⊃ s2 , where ⊃
is the material implication. Note that the two symbols ⊢L and |=L do not belong to the formal
language of L.

3.3

Inference Status

Sebastiani [Sebastiani, 1998] reviews the different stands related to the IR implication d → q.
In other words, what does the operation ‘→’ refer to? Suppose L is a logical framework. A
document d and a query q are logical sentences in L. Accordingly, the logical status of the
inference d → q can refer to one of the following stands:
Truth. d → q is true in a particular interpretation {δ} of L, denoted {δ} |=L d → q. In IR,
truth means that d is relevant to q iff there is at least one interpretation in which d and q
are true. In this case, the symbol ‘→’ must belong to the formal language of L.
Logical consequence. d → q refers to that q is a logical consequence of d in L, denoted
M (d) |=L q or simply d |=L q, where M (d) is the set of interpretations in which d is true.
In IR, logical consequence means that d is relevant to q iff all interpretations that validate
d also validate q. In this case, the symbol ‘→’ does not belong to the formal language of
L.
Validity. d → q is valid in L, denoted |=L d → q, means that d → q is true in any interpretation
of L. In IR, d is relevant to q iff the logical sentence d → q is always true. In this case,
the symbol ‘→’ must belong to the formal language of L.
Derivability based on a knowledge. d → q is derivable by applying the inference rules of L
to the axioms of L and to the set of sentences Γ, denoted Γ ⊢L d → q. This status is also
similar to the derivability of q from d and Γ, denoted Γ ∪ {d} ⊢L q. In IR, d is relevant to
q iff the logical sentence d → q is obtainable through applying the inference rules of L
to its axioms and to an external knowledge represented by the set of sentences Γ. In this
case, the symbol ‘→’ must belong to the formal language of L.
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Derivability. d → q refers to that q is derivable from d, denoted d ⊢L q. In other words, q
can be obtained by applying the inference rules of L to its axioms and to d. In IR, d is
relevant to q iff applying the inference rules of L to its axioms and to d is sufficient to
obtain q. The main difference between this status and the previous one, is the need or not
to an external knowledge to obtain q from d. In this case, the symbol ‘→’ does not belong
to the formal language of L.
Theorem. d → q is a theorem in L, denoted ⊢L d → q, or in other words, d → q can be
obtained by applying the inference rules of L to its axioms only. In IR, d is relevant to q
iff applying the inference rules of L to its axioms only is sufficient to obtain d → q. In
this case, the symbol ‘→’ must belong to the formal language of L.
Truth, logical consequence, and validity are model-theoretic notions, i.e. related to the formal
semantic and interpretation of L, whereas, derivability and theorem are proof-theoretic notions,
i.e. related to the formal language of L. In any logic L (sound and complete), derivability is
equivalent to logical consequence, and validity to theorem. Moreover, in classical logics, the
logical consequence d |= q and the validity |= d ⊃ q are equivalent, where ‘⊃’ is the material
implication. Accordingly, d ⊢ q is equivalent to ⊢ d ⊃ q.
Note that in validity and theorem the connective ‘→’ is a part of the formal language L,
whereas, in derivability and logical consequence ‘→’ is replaced by either ‘⊢’ or ‘|=’, which
are meta-symbols and they are not a part of the formal language.
Sebastiani also argues that validity and logical consequence are more suitable than truth for
IR. More precisely, while validity and logical consequence are form-based, truth is a contentbased notion and consequently less efficient to check. For example, a logical sentence like
s ∨ ¬s is valid whatever s refers to, and hence validity can be formally checked, i.e. validity is
a form-based notion. However, the truth of an arbitrary logical sentence s can be checked only
with respect to a particular interpretation. An interpretation normally represents a description
of the world. Therefore, if we assume that we have a total knowledge about the world, which
is a very strong assumption, then the truth of s can be checked, otherwise, if we have a partial
knowledge about the world, which is the general case, then it is difficult to check the truth of
s in a particular interpretation. In IR, the total knowledge refers to the close world assumption
where there is only one unique interpretation in which d is true, whereas, partial knowledge
refers to the open world assumption where there are many interpretations in which d is true, in
other words, for terms that do not appear in d, there is not enough knowledge to decide if d is
about these terms or not (see Appendix C–P.185).

3.4

Overview of Logic-Based IR Models

The IR literature contains many studies that aim to concretize the LUP of van Rijsbergen [van
Rijsbergen, 1986]. They use different types of logic, classical and non-classical. The classical
logics used range from Propositional Logic (PL) to First-Order Logic (FL), passing through
Description Logic (DL). Actually, it is difficult to say that a particular logic is better than
others for IR. Furthermore, there is a trade-off between the expressive power of a logic and the
complexity of its deduction algorithms, where the more expressive the formal language of a
logic is, the more complex or costly its deduction process is.
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For any concrete logic-based IR model, and whatever the used logic is, the model must
clearly and precisely define the following four main components: document, query, retrieval
decision d → q, and the way of computing the uncertainty measure U (d → q). In this section,
we show how each model represents the previous four IR components.
Normally, there are two axes to present logical IR models: the formal logic that is concretely
used, and the mathematical theory that is used to compute the uncertainty. In this section, we
regroup models according to the type of logic that is used, e.g. propositional logic, description
logic, etc. In each model, we show the exact definition of: d, q, d → q, and U (d → q).

3.4.1

Models based on Propositional Logic

Losada et al. [Losada & Barreiro, 2001] use Propositional Logic (PL)1 to build an IR model.
Each indexing term is an atomic proposition, and it could be either true or false in a particular
document or query. A document d is a logical sentence formed using the indexing terms. A
query q is also a logical sentence. The retrieval decision is a logical consequence or entailment,
where d is relevant to q iff d |= q. As the model is proposed in PL framework then d |= q is
equivalent to |= d ⊃ q. In the formal semantic of PL, d |= q means that every model of d is
also a model of q, or in other words, for every interpretation δ in which d is true, q is also true.
To estimate the uncertainty of d |= q, denoted U (d |= q), Losada et al. use Belief Revision (BR), which is a technique to formally express the notion of proximity between logical
sentences. In other words, BR deals with updating an existing knowledge K with a new piece
of information s, denoted K ◦ s, where, if there is no contradiction between K and s then the
updated knowledge becomes K ◦ s = K ∧ s, otherwise, BR deals with the minimal change that
should be made on K in order to build updated knowledge K ′ that does not contradict with s,
K ◦ s = K ′ ∧ s. This last notion of minimal change is a central notion for IR.
There are many BR techniques that deal with the syntax of the logical language, namely
formula-based approaches, and other techniques dealing with the formal semantic of the logic,
namely model-based approaches. More precisely, Losada et al. use Dalal’s BR operator, denoted ◦D , which is one of the model-based approaches of BR. According to this operator, giving
two interpretations δi and δj , the distance between them, denoted dist(δi , δj ), is the number of
atomic propositions in which the two interpretations differ. For example, assume that our alphabet Ω contains three atomic propositions Ω = {a, b, c}. Assume we have two interpretations:
δi = {a, b} which means that a and b are true whereas c is implicitly false, δj = {a, c} which
means that a and c are true whereas b is implicitly false. The distance between δi and δj is:
dist(δi , δj ) = |(δi ∪ δj ) \ (δi ∩ δj )|
Hence, the distance between a logical sentence s and an interpretation δ is calculated as follows:
Dist(M (s), δ) = min dist(m, δ)
m∈M (s)

M (s) is the set of models of s, or equivalently, the set of interpretations in which s is true.
To estimate the uncertainty of the retrieval decision U (d |= q) using Dalal’s BR operator,
Losada et al. distinguish between two modes of revision:
1

See (Appendix C–P.185) for more information about the formal language of PL and its formal semantic.
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• Revising q by d, denoted q ◦D d. Here, there are two cases:
– q has several models M (q) whereas d has only one unique model md (Close World
Assumption).
distance(d, q) = Dist(M (q), md )
– q has several models M (q) and d also has several models M (d) (Open World Assumption).
P
m∈M (d) Dist(M (q), m)
distance(d, q) =
|M (d)|
Now the similarity between d and q is:
BRsim(d, q) = 1 −

distance(d, q)
k

where k is the number of atomic propositions appearing in q.
• Revising d by q, denoted d ◦D q.
P
m∈M (q) Dist(M (d), m)
distance(q, d) =
|M (q)|
Now the similarity between d and q is:
BRsp(d, q) = 1 −

distance(q, d)
l

where l is the number of atomic propositions appearing in d.
According to Losada et al., the final retrieval score is the weighted sum of the two similarities:
U (d |= q) = α × BRsim(d, q) + (1 − α) × BRsp(d, q)
The main problem in the previous equation is that computing BRsim(d, q) and BRsp(d, q) is
exponential and time consuming, because the number of models M (d) and M (q) are exponential in the number of atomic propositions or equivalently indexing terms.
Losada et al. propose to rewrite the logical sentences in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF),
and instead of computing the distance between d and q based on interpretations, they compute
it based on clauses. A sentence s in DNF is a disjunction of clauses c1 ∨ · · · ∨ cn and each clause
ci is a conjunction of literals l1 ∧ . . . lm and each literal lj is either an atomic proposition aj or
its negation ¬aj . The distance between two clauses is the number of atomic propositions that
are positive in one clause and negative in the other, and it is computed as follows:
CDist(ci , cj ) = |{l ∈ ci |¬l ∈ cj }|
This new approach is efficient to compute, and then applying the model to document collections
of large scale is feasible. However, this approach is only applicable in the case where each of
d and q is only one clause. In the general case where d and q are DNF sentences, Losada et
al. illustrate that the computation of query models is still needed, and the algorithm is still
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exponential. To overcome this problem, they propose a simplification, but in this case the
technique of computing the uncertainty U is no more BR, it becomes ad-hoc.
To sum up, since atomic propositions correspond to the indexing terms, the distance measure
calculates how many different terms exist between d and q. Losada et al. claim that their model
is equivalent to the Vector Space Model (VSM) [Salton et al., 1975] with a more powerful
language to represent the content of documents and queries, but without ability to represent
term weights.
Losada et al. [Losada & Barreiro, 2003] apply their model to a large collection of TREC1
(about 170000 documents). They build the DNF sentences of queries as follows: each part of the
query (i.e. title, description, narrative) corresponds to one clause and q is title ∨ description ∨
narrative. DNF logical sentences are also built for documents. The retrieval performance of
their model is better than the classical tf.idf based VSM. However, they do not compare their
model with other IR models, and they do not even try with other document collections. They
also claim that the most of gain in performance comes from building a rather complex document
and query representation.

3.4.2

Models based on Probabilistic Argumentation Systems

Probabilistic Argumentation Systems (PAS) augments Propositional Logic (PL) by a mechanism to capture uncertainty using probability. The uncertainty is captured through using special
propositions called assumptions. Uncertain rules in PAS are generally defined as follows:
a ∧ s1 → s2
where ‘→’ is the material implication, s1 and s2 are logical sentences formed based on a set
of propositions (the alphabet of propositional logic of PAS), and a is a logical sentence formed
based on another set of propositions (the assumptions). The two sets of propositions (alphabet
and assumptions) are disjoint. The above rule means that s1 implies s2 under some circumstances represented by a. It is also possible to link probability to assumptions, where P (a)
means P (s2 |s1 ) and not P (s1 → s2 ).
A knowledge base K is a set of uncertain rules of the previous form. It is possible to check
if a knowledge base K supports or discounts a particular hypothesis h, where h is any logical
sentence. The support of a hypothesis h in a knowledge base K, denoted sp(h, K), is the
disjunction of the assumptions αi , where for any assumption αi we have (αi ∧ K) |= h. The
degree of support of a hypothesis h in a knowledge base K, denoted dsp(h, K), refers to the
degree to which K supports h knowing that h does not contradict with K. The degree of support
dsp(h, K) is the quantitative or numerical expression of the support sp(h, K), and dsp(h, K)
is a type of conditional probability.
Picard et al. [Picard & Savoy, 2000] use PAS to build an IR model. According to Picard
et al., documents, queries, and the indexing terms are atomic propositions. The content of
documents and queries is represented by a set of rules of the following form:
aij ∧ di → tj
1

Text REtrieval Conference (http://trec.nist.gov/).
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which means that the document di is about or indexed by the term tj with a degree of uncertainty
P (aij ) = P (tj |di ). Semantic relations between terms are represented using the following rule:
bij ∧ ti → tj
which means that there is a relation between ti and tj , and P (bij ) is the strength of this relation.
The strength of a relation is related to the type of this relation.
The set of previous rules form the IR knowledge base K. The retrieval decision d → q is
the material implication d ⊃ q. The uncertainty U (d ⊃ q) is estimated in two ways:
• symbolically: U (d ⊃ q) = sp(q, K ∧ d).
• numerically: U (d ⊃ q) = dsp(q, K ∧ d).
In both ways, the document d is assumed as a fact or it is observed. The knowledge base K is
updated according this observation to become K ∧ d. Actually, the model captures the degree
to which the new knowledge base K ∧ d supports the query q.
The formalism presented by Picard et al. is capable of representing the inter-terms relationships through rules of the form: bij ∧ ti → tj . However, Picard et al. put more emphasis on
the ability of their formalism to represent the inter-documents relationships, e.g. hyperlinks,
citations, etc. They use rules of the form: lij ∧ Di → Dj to represent this type of relations,
where Di is related to Dj by a link directed from Di to Dj , and the probability P (lij ) reflects
the type of the relation and its strength. The main disadvantage is that estimating P (aij ), P (bij ),
P (lij ) in the previous rules requires the availability of relevance information, and the probability P (aij ) in the rule aij ∧ di → tj is finally estimated using a variant of classical tf.idf measure.
In general, the main difficulty in this study is the probability estimation.
Experimentally, it is not possible to draw clear conclusions from the study of Picard et al.,
because they only apply their model to the corpus CACM, which is a very small collection of
documents (only 3204 documents).

3.4.3

Models based on Propositional Modal Logic

Modal logics define two modalities necessary and possible that could be added to any logic.
There are thus Propositional Modal Logic (PML), First-order Modal Logic, etc. We here focus
on PML. Modal logics use the Possible Worlds (PW) semantic to give a meaning to the previous
two modalities [Kripke, 1963]. Worlds are connected through accessibility relations. Before
presenting IR models that are built upon PW semantic, let us first give a brief introduction to
PW semantic and to the related probabilistic technique, namely Imaging [Gardenfors, 1982;
Lewis, 1973].
3.4.3.1

Possible Worlds & Imaging

In (Appendix C–P.185), we present the formal interpretation and semantic of Propositional
Logic (PL). Kripke’s semantic [Kripke, 1963], or PW semantic, is another way to give a formal
semantic to logical sentences. It is principally suggested to give a formal semantic to PML.
PW semantic is the structure hW, Ri, where W is a non-empty set of what conventionally
called Possible Worlds, and R is a binary relation R ⊆ W × W and it is conventionally called
accessibility relation.
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The structure hW, R, i defines the Kripke’s system, where determine for any sentence s
if it is true in a world w, denoted w s, or not, denoted w 6 s. For classical PL connectives
(conjunction ∧, disjunction ∨, negation ¬), their semantic in a Kripke’s system is defined as
follows:
• Negation: w ¬s iff w 6 s.
• Conjunction: w s1 ∧ s2 iff w
• Disjunction: w s1 ∨ s2 iff w

s1 and w s2 .
s1 or w s2 .

As we said, PML defines two special unary operators, Necessarily () and Possibly (♦), in
order to represent two modalities. The formal semantic of the previous two operators in a
Kripke’s system is:
• Necessarily: w s iff for any world w′ satisfying (w, w′ ) ∈ R, w′ s.
• Possibly: w ♦s iff there exists a world w′ satisfying (w, w′ ) ∈ R, w′ s.
The notation (w, w′ ) ∈ R means that the world w′ is accessible from w through the accessibility
relation R. The properties of the accessibility relation R, or equivalently, the way of interaction
between the added operators (,♦) and the classical operators (∧,∨,¬), determines different
families of PML, having different expressive powers. Some families of PML are sound and
complete.
Imaging is a process developed in the framework of modal logics. It enables the evaluation
of a conditional sentence a → b without explicitly defining the operator ‘→’. To define imaging,
let us first assume that a probability distribution P is defined on the set of possible worlds W as
follows:
X
P (w) = 1
(3.1)
w∈W

Imaging transfers probabilities from some worlds to other worlds and builds a new probability
distribution. In imaging, any logical sentence s can only be true or false in a particular world
w ∈ W . Therefore, we define w(s) = 1 if s is true in w (w
s), or w(s) = 0 otherwise.
We also define ws to be the most similar world to w where s is true, ws (s) = 1. The most
similar, the closest, etc., they are notions related to the definition of the accessibility relation R.
Generalized Imaging [Gardenfors, 1982] relaxes the previous two assumptions, where:
• The truth of s in a world w is no more binary.

0
w(s) =
>0

if w 6 s
otherwise

P
In addition, for any logical sentence s, the following condition holds, w∈W w(s) = 1.
• There could be more than one most similar world. Therefore, ws is no more one distinct
world, it is now a set of worlds, where ws are the worlds the most similar to w where s is
true ∀w′ ∈ ws , w′ (s) > 0.
After defining the probability on worlds (Equation 3.1), the probability can also be defined on
logical sentences. For any logical sentence s:
X
P (s) =
P (w) × w(s)
w∈W
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Now, the imaging on a logical sentence s is the process of moving probabilities from the worlds
where s is false to the most similar worlds where s is true. Imaging on s creates a new probability distribution Ps , which is defined as follows:
X
Ps (w′ ) =
P (w) × I(w, w′ )
w∈W

where
′

I(w, w ) =
In generalized imaging:
Ps (w′ ) =

X



1
0

if w′ = ws
otherwise

P (w) × P w (w′ ) × I(w, w′ )

w∈W

where
′

I(w, w ) =



1
0

if w′ ∈ ws
otherwise

and P w (w′ ) is the weight of the link between w and w′ , or is the portion of the probability P (w)
that must be transferred to w′ , because in generalized imaging ws is a set of worlds and P (w)
must be distributed on all worlds in ws .
The probability of a condition s1 → s2 is defined as follows [Amati et al., 1992; Crestani,
1998; Crestani & Rijsbergen, 1995]:
X
P (s1 → s2 ) = Ps1 (s2 ) =
Ps1 (w) × w(s2 )
(3.2)
w∈W

Some researchers represent the retrieval decision d → q as a condition. Therefore, (Equation
3.2) is an important technique to estimate the uncertainty U (d → q) in a probabilistic way.
3.4.3.2

Using Possible Worlds Semantic

Nie [Nie, 1988, 1989] uses Propositional Modal Logic (PML), or Kripke’s formal semantic
[Kripke, 1963], to refine the Logical Uncertainty Principle (LUP) that is proposed by van Rijsbergen [van Rijsbergen, 1986]. Nie defines his logic-based IR model within the formal semantic
layer. The inference mechanism in Nie’s model has no direct correspondence in the formal language of PML.
Nie assumes that a document d is a set of logical sentences, or equivalently, it corresponds
to a possible world. A query q is a set of propositions or a logical sentence. Any proposition a
is true in d if it appears in d.
To evaluate U (d → q), the model starts from the initial world d (or d0 ), if q is not satisfied in
d0 , then using accessibility relations the model goes from d0 to d1 . If q is still not satisfied in d1
the model goes from d1 to d2 , and so on, until the model arrives to dn that satisfies q. Actually,
there are many paths from d0 to dn . Therefore, to calculate the certainty of the implication
U (d → q), the path of the minimal distance is chosen. A general measure to calculate the
distance from d0 to dn , denoted dis(d0 , dn ), is defined as a function of the elementary distances
dis(di , di+1 ).
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Contrariwise, instead of considering documents as possible worlds, it is possible to consider
queries; in this case, the model must find the path from q0 to qn that satisfies d. In both cases,
the accessibility relations between possible worlds could be linguistic relations. For example,
the model could transfer from qi to qi+1 by adding the synonymous terms of the indexing terms
of qi to qi+1 (query expansion). Nie reformulated the LUP as follows:
“Given any two information sets x and y; a measurement of the uncertainty of
y → x relative to a given knowledge set K, is determined by the minimal extent E
to which we have to add information to y, to establish the truth of (y + E) → x.”
The implication d → q is thus equivalent to find a path from the initial possible world d to
another possible world dn that satisfies q, whereas, the uncertainty U (d → q) is equivalent to
the cost, or the total distance, of this path.
3.4.3.3

Using Imaging

In the studies of Nie [Nie, 1988, 1989], the distance between worlds, or the cost of accessibility
relations is arbitrary defined. However, Nie [Nie, 1992] defines two sources of uncertainty in a
more formal way1 :
• The truth of a proposition a in a world w is not binary, w(a) ∈ [0, 1]. The function w() is
recursively defined on any logical sentence, and Nie proved that it is a probability.
• The strength of the accessibility relation between two worlds w and w′ depends on the
type of the semantic relation, e.g. synonymy,Pgeneralization, specialization, etc., that
causes the transformation from w to w′ , where w′ ∈W P w (w′ ) = 1.

Nie [Nie, 1992] uses probability (imaging) to estimate the logical uncertainty U (d → q). According to Nie, a document d is a possible world and a query q is a logical sentence. First,
the model of Nie makes an imaging on d to transform probabilities from the worlds that have
an accessibility relation with d to d. To compute the logical uncertainty U (d → q), Nie uses
(Equation 3.2), where:
X
U (d → q) =
Pd (w) × w(q)
w∈W

The accessibility strength P w (w′ ) is used to compute the truth function w(), and it is also used
in the imaging process to choose the closest world to d in order to build the new probability
distribution Pd .
Unlike Nie who represents a document d as a possible world, a query q as a logical sentence,
and d in that case is relevant to q iff there is a path from d to dn that satisfies q [Nie, 1988, 1989],
Crestani et al. [Crestani & Rijsbergen, 1995] and Crestani [Crestani, 1998] assume that each
indexing term t ∈ T is a possible world. A document d is true in t if t appears in d. A query q
is true in t if t appears in q. Crestani et al. define td as the closest term to the term t where d is
true.
Crestani et al. use the imaging technique to move probabilities from the terms that do not
appear in d to the terms that appear in d. They build a new probability distribution Pd from
1

For readability reasons, we use the notation proposed in (Section 3.4.3.1) instead of notations used in original
papers.
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the original distribution P by imaging on d. Crestani et al. prove that the logical uncertainty
U (d → q) can be estimated as follows:
X
U (d → q) = Pd (q) =
Pd (t) × t(q)
t∈T

where t(q) = 1 if t appears in q or t(q) = 0 otherwise.
For the prior probabilities of terms, Crestani et al. use the terms discriminative power measures, like IDF:
nt
∀t ∈ T, P (t) = −IDF (t) = − log
N
where N is the total number of documents and nt is the number of documents that are true in
the possible world t.
The strength of the accessibility relation between two terms ti and tj , which computes the
similarity between them, is estimated using the Expected Mutual Information Measure (EMIM)
[van Rijsbergen, 1977].
Zuccon et al. [Zuccon et al., 2009] show that imaging based IR models, as presented in
[Crestani & Rijsbergen, 1995], have a retrieval performance much lower than the performance
of some classical IR models.
3.4.3.4

Fuzzy Propositional Modal Logic

Nie et al. [Nie & Brisebois, 1996] define the fuzzy accessibility relations between two possible
worlds and the fuzzy truth value of a proposition in a possible world, in order to build an IR
model. They represent a document d as a possible world and a query q as a logical sentence.
They redefine the two functions P w (w′ ) and w(s) as follows:
• The function P w (w′ ) estimates the fuzzy accessibility degree between two worlds w and
w′ , where P w (w) = 1.
• For any logical sentence s, the function w(s) gives the fuzzy truth value of the sentence
s in the world w. This function is built based on Ca (w) which represent the fuzzy truth
value of an atomic proposition a in a world w.
The retrieval decision is defined in the same way as in [Nie, 1988, 1989, 1992], whereas, the
logical uncertainty U (d → q) is defined as follows:
U (d → q) = d(♦n q)
where
d(♦n q) = sup ∆[P d (w), w(♦n−1 q)]
w∈W

∆ is a triangular norm function and
d(♦q) = sup ∆[P d (w), w(q)]
w∈W

To establish the fuzzy degree of accessibility between two possible worlds P w (w′ ), Nie et
al. propose an automatic way to learn the strength of inter-terms relationships, where P w (w′ )
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equals the strength of the relation that causes the transition from w to w′ . The main problem is
that estimating these weights requires a non-negligible amount of user feedback information.
Experimentally, since Nie et al. apply their model to the corpus CACM, which is a very
small collection of documents (only 3204 documents), then it is not possible to draw clear
conclusions from their study.
3.4.3.5

Conclusion

Even though using Kripke’s semantic and its related imaging technique seems to be an interesting theoretical choice, IR models based on possible worlds and imaging have some disadvantages. These models are totally defined in the formal semantic side, and some operations
have no direct correspondence in the formal language of the logic (syntax). For example, in
the condition of the form d → q the connective ‘→’ has no correspondence in the language
of propositional modal logic. In addition, most models directly define the logical uncertainty
U (d → q) without defining what the connective ‘→’ refers to. This point could also be assumed
as an advantage because it allows us to exceed the task of defining ‘→’.
It is also not easy to define the prior probability distribution on worlds P (w), and what it
refers to. Furthermore, defining accessibility relations and their related cost or distance measure
is also a heavy task and need a lot of study. Finally, experiments on large document collections
show poor retrieval performance of these models.

3.4.4

Models based on Description Logic

Description Logic (DL) is a family of languages to represent knowledge. It is a sort of logic
more expressive than Propositional Logic (PL) but it has more efficient reasoning than FirstOrder Logic (FL). While the reasoning in FL is NP-complete [Amati & Ounis, 2000; Chein
& Mugnier, 1992], there are some variants of DL having polynomial time complexity [Koller
et al., 1997], deterministic polynomial time [Lukasiewicz, 2008], PSpace-complete [Qi & Pan,
2008], or even O(n log n) in the ALN family [Sebastiani & Straccia, 1991]. A logical sentence
in DL is a formulation of building blocks and connectives (operators) according to predefined
rules. Many families of DL can be defined based on the allowed operators. Of course, in any
family of DL there is a trade-off between the expressive power and the efficiency of related
algorithms. DL contains three building blocks:
• Individuals, which are concrete objects in the real life, e.g. Alex, Bob, etc.
• Concepts, which define classes of objects, e.g. Dogs, Cats, Whit, etc.
• Roles, which define the role of objects or classes in relations, e.g. Husband, Author, etc.
Building blocks are linked together through a set of allowed operators. Concerning concepts,
there are many operators e.g. Intersection (⊓), Union (⊔), etc. For example, ‘Dogs ⊓ White’
defines the white dogs concept. The two quantifiers Universal (∀) and Existential (∃) are also
used to link roles with concepts, e.g. ‘∀Author .Human’ means that the authors of any object
are humans. Two types of reasoning are defined in DL:
• Subsumption between two concepts or roles (⊑), e.g. ‘Dogs ⊑ FourLegsAnimals’ means
that all dogs are four-legs animals but not the inverse.
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• Role or concept assertion (:), which links concepts and roles to their individuals, e.g.
‘Alex : Dogs’ means that Alex is a dog.
In (Appendix C–P.185), we present the formal semantic of PL, and in (Section 3.4.3.1–P.46)
we present the possible world semantic that is proposed in the framework of modal logic. Here,
we present the formal semantic or interpretation that is used to give sense to logical sentences
in DL. We define a set of elements ∆I that will represent the domain of interpretation, and then
we define the interpretation function .I , which maps:
• every individual a to an element in the domain ∆I , where aI ∈ ∆I .
• every concept C to a subset of elements C I ⊆ ∆I . Two special concepts exist: the
concept that contains all individuals (⊤), where ⊤I = ∆I , and the empty concept (⊥),
where ⊥I = ∅.
• every role R to a subset of domain Cartesian product RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I .
Concerning operators, their formal semantic is defined as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

(C ⊔ D)I = C I ∪ DI
(C ⊓ D)I = C I ∩ DI
(¬C)I = ∆I \ C I
(∀R.C)I = {x ∈ ∆I |∀y ∈ ∆I , (x, y) ∈ RI , y ∈ C I }
(∃R.C)I = {x ∈ ∆I |∃y ∈ ∆I , (x, y) ∈ RI , y ∈ C I }

We say that an interpretation I is a model of a DL logical sentence s iff s is true in I, denoted
I |= s. The truth of a logical sentence in an interpretation I is determined according to the
following rules:
• I |= a : C iff aI ∈ C I .
• I |= (a, b) : R iff (aI , bI ) ∈ RI .
• I |= C ⊑ D iff C I ⊆ DI .
A Knowledge Base (KB) is the pair (T, A), where T is the terminological box that contains the
definitions of concepts, roles, and the relations between them e.g. C ⊑ D, and A is the assertion
box that contains the relations between concepts and roles from one hand and individuals from
the other hand, e.g. a : C, (a, b) : R.
Meghini et al. [Meghini et al., 1993] use a special kind of DL, called MIRTL, to realize the
logical implication d → q, and thus building an IR model. According to them, a document d is
represented as an individual, or in other words, a document d is the only instance of a concept
D which
is the intersection of all concepts where d is asserted to be an instance of, formally
. d
D = d:Xi Xi . A query q is represented as a concept. The relevance judgment between a
document d and a query q is mapped either to:
• the individual d is an instance of the concept q, denoted d : q.
• the concept D that only contains the document d is subsumed by the concept q, denoted
D ⊑ q.
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The two decisions d : q or D ⊑ q are binary decisions, that means, the knowledge base KB
either satisfies them or not. Therefore, DL alone does not support the partial or uncertain
decision, which is the adequate type of decision in IR. To calculate the logical uncertainty
U (d → q), DL is extended by probability [Lukasiewicz, 2008; Sebastiani, 1994]. Sebastiani
[Sebastiani, 1994] extends DL by adding two types of probabilities:
• The degree of belief in an assertion γ, denoted w[γ] relop t, where relop could be =, ≤,
etc., (subjective measure). For example, w[a : C] = 0.5 means: the degree of our belief
that the individual a is an instance of the concept C, is 0.5. Conditional degree of belief
could also be defined. For example, w[a : C|a : D] = 0.6 means: the degree of our belief
that the individual a is an instance of the concept C knowing that a is an instance of the
concept D, is 0.6. The same discussion for subsuming relations, e.g. w[C ⊑ D] = 0.1,
w[C ⊑ D|C ⊑ E] = 0.2.
• Statistical information, denoted whxi [C], where C is a concept, (objective measure). For
example, whxi [C] = 0.3 means: the probability that a randomly picked individual a is an
instance of C, is 0.3. Conditional statistical information could be also defined. For example, whxi [C|D] means: the probability that an individual a is an instance of C knowing
that it is an instance of D, is 0.2.
The MIRTL logic [Meghini et al., 1993], besides the above two probabilistic extensions, define
a new logic P-MIRTL [Sebastiani, 1994]. In order to give a formal semantic to the new logic PMIRTL, Sebastiani uses the notion of possible worlds besides the formal semantic used in DL.
To define the formal semantic, Sebastiani defines the tuple M = {∆, I, Pdom , Pint }, where:
•
•
•
•

∆ is a set of individuals (domain of interpretation).
I is a set of interpretations based on ∆.
Pdom is a probability distribution defined on the elements of ∆.
Pint is a probability distribution defined on the elements of I.

The system’s degree of belief in a probabilistic statement t in an interpretation i ∈ I, denoted
[t](M,i) , is defined as follows:
P
• Statistical information for concepts: [whxi C](M,i) =
a∈C i Pdom (a) is the sum of all
probabilities of those individuals that are instances of C.
P
• Statistical information for roles: [whx1 ,x2 i R](M,i) = (a1 ,a2 )∈Ri Pdom (a1 ) × Pdom (a2 ) is
the sum of all joint-probabilities of those tuples that are instances of R.
P
• The degree of belief in an assertion: [w(γ)](M,i) =
i∈I,(M,i)|=γ Pint (i) is the sum of
probabilities of those interpretations that satisfy the assertion γ.
The non-probabilistic statements of P-MIRTL have the same semantic as in MIRTL. In PMIRTL, the uncertain IR implication U (d → q) is mapped to compute the degree of belief
in d : q or D ⊑ q based on: a specific domain, a set of interpretations on that domain, a probability distribution defined on the elements of the domain, and a probability distribution defined
on the interpretations.
U (d → q) = [w(d : q)](M,i)

OR U (d → q) = [w(D ⊑ q)](M,i)
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Many other studies to extend DL by probability exist [Jaeger, 1994, 2006]. However, the
probability is not the only way to extend DL for uncertainty. DL could be also extended by the
notion of possibility [Qi & Pan, 2008]. Possibility-based DL is more flexible than probabilistic
DL, because weights or values in possibility-based DL could be changed as long as conserving
the relative orders with the other weights, which is not the case in the probabilistic DL.
Besides IR, DL is successfully used in a very close discipline to IR, namely Semantic Web
[Berners-Lee et al., 2001]. Since DL is originally a knowledge representation language, it
forms the basis of ontology languages [Baader, 2009], e.g. Web Ontology Language (OWL)1
and Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS)2 . One way or another (mostly manual),
documents and queries are transformed to RDF files, where RDF represents the mediator between an ontology, described using OWL or RDFS, and the content of documents and queries.
Then, an artificial language (e.g. SPARQL3 ) is used to establish the matching between the RDF
files of a document and a query. In fact, on the one hand, automatically transforming documents
and queries to RDF files is not an easy task and still an open research area. On the other hand,
reasoning or document-query matching is originally binary process (either there is a matching
or not), however, there are some attempts to introduce uncertainty [Zhao et al., 2012].
There are several appealing reasons to use DL in IR. On the one hand, DL has more expressive power than PL. In other words, DL enables IR models to represent documents and
queries as objects (concepts or individuals) that may have, besides a set of indexing terms, some
other properties, e.g. list of authors, publishing date, etc. On the other hand, DL is originally a
knowledge representation language, which means, there are many knowledge bases represented
using DL. Therefore, using DL to represent documents and queries enables us to easily integrate any KB described by DL into the IR model. However, building IR models based on DL
has some disadvantages. It is not easy to automatically transform documents and queries from
their original textual or multi-media form to concepts or individuals in DL. In addition, most
expressive families of DL have unpractical reasoning algorithms4 . Furthermore, the inference
in DL is originally a binary decision, therefore, DL in its original form is not suitable for IR.
At the same time, extending DL by some notions of probability or possibility make the extended logic hard to understand and very complex to reason. For example, the two probability
distributions Pdom and Pint in [Sebastiani, 1994] are hard to define.

3.4.5

Models based on Conceptual Graphs

Conceptual Graph (CG) is a bipartite graph of two types of nodes: concepts and conceptual
relations. CG is originally proposed as a knowledge representation formalism [Sowa, 1984].
For example, the following structure is a CG:
[HUMAN : #Marie] → (MotherOF ) → [HUMAN : #John]
where ‘HUMAN ’ is a concept type or the class of all human beings, and ‘Marie’ and ‘John’
are referents or instances of the class ‘HUMAN ’. The structure ‘[HUMAN : #Marie]’ is a
1

www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
3
www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
4
www.cs.man.ac.uk/ ezolin/dl/
2
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concept, and the node ‘MotherOF ’ is a conceptual relation type. The previous structure means
that, ‘Marie’, who is a human, is the mother of ‘John’, who is also a human.
There is a specification (sub-type) – generalization (super-type) hierarchical relation between concept types, where a concept type C1 is a sub-type of C2 iff each instance or referent
of C1 is also an instance of C2 , denoted C1 ≤ C2 . For example, FEMALE ≤ HUMAN . There
are four main operations that can be defined on CGs:
Copy. A copy of a CG G is another CG G′ identical to G.
Restriction. A CG G can be restricted to a CG G′ by replacing a concept type (or a relation
type) in G with its sub-type. For example, a restriction of the previous CG could be:
[FEMALE : #Marie] → (MotherOF ) → [HUMAN : #John]
Simplification. If a CG G contains a concept related to two identical relations, then one of
these relations can be omitted to generate a new CG G′ that represents a simplification
of G. For example the CG [C1 : #a] → (R) → [C2 : #b] ← (R) ← [C1 : #a] can be
simplified to [C1 : #a] → (R) → [C2 : #b].
Join. If two CGs G1 and G2 have one concept in common, then they can be joined using this
concept to build another CG G3 . For example, the CGs [C1 : #a] → (R) → [C2 : #b]
and [C2 : #b] → (R′ ) → [C3 : #c] can be joined in one CG [C1 : #a] → (R) → [C2 :
#b] → (R′ ) → [C3 : #c].
There is a partial order relation between CGs, where for any two CGs G and G′ , G′ ≤ G iff G′
is derived from G by applying one or more of the previous operations.
CG formalism is equivalent to First Order Logic (FL) [Amati & Ounis, 2000; Chevallet &
Chiaramella, 1995, 1998], where each CG G corresponds to a logical sentence Φ(G), and the
partial order relation between CGs corresponds to the validity of material implication [Chevallet
& Chiaramella, 1995], as follows: for any two CGs G1 and G2 1 ,
G1 ≤ G2 ⇒|= [Φ(G1 ) ⊃ Φ(G2 )]
Another operation is also defined on CGs, namely Projection. A projection of a CG G on
a CG G′ is a sub-graph of G′ , denoted π(G), where π(G) ≤ G. In other words, the projection
π(G) of G on G′ is a specialization of G.
Chevallet et al. [Chevallet & Chiaramella, 1995] build an IR model based on CGs. According to them, a document d is a CG, or equivalently, a logical sentence in FL, and a query q is
also a CG. The retrieval decision is: d is relevant to q iff there exists a projection π(q) of q on
d, or in other words, iff d contains a sub-graph π(q) that is a possible specialization of q. From
the definition of the projection operation, the retrieval decision is equivalent to check if d ≤ q
or |= [Φ(d) ⊃ Φ(q)].
The uncertainty of the retrieval decision U (d → q) is estimated using Kripke’s semantic
[Kripke, 1963] or possible world semantic, where a document is a possible world and the accessibility relation between worlds is one of the four main operations on CGs (copy, restriction,
simplification, join). The cost of an accessibility relation between two worlds w and w′ , denoted P w (w′ ), is related to the operation that causes this transformation from w to w′ . Costs are
1

For more information about the function Φ, see [Amati & Ounis, 2000; Chevallet & Chiaramella, 1995, 1998].
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arbitrary assigned to each operation. The uncertainty U (d → q) is estimated as in [Nie, 1988],
where U (d → q) is the cost of the path from d to dn in which dn ≤ q.
CGs is a powerful formalism to express the content of documents and queries. However, it
is very difficult to transform the content of documents and queries into CGs, and the projection
operation is NP-complete [Chein & Mugnier, 1992].

3.4.6

Models based on Situation Theory

Situation Theory (ST) is a formal framework to model or represent information [Barwise, 1989;
Barwise & Perry, 1983]. Instead of studying if a piece of information is true or false, ST studies
what makes this piece of information true. According to ST, information tells us that relations
hold or not between objects. Therefore, the atomic information carriers are what called infons,
and an infon is a structure hhR, a1 , . . . , an ; iii which represents the information that the relation
R holds between the objects a1 , . . . , an if i = 1, or it does not hold if i = 0. A situation is a
partial description of the world, or it can be defined as a set of infons [Huibers & Bruza, 1994].
A situation s supports an infon f , denoted s |= f , if f is made true by s, or equivalently, if f
can be deduced from the set of infons of s.
ST generalizes a set of situations having common characteristics into a type of situation.
The notation s : A refers to that the situation s is of the type A. A constraint is a relation
between two types of situation A and A′ , denoted A ⇒ A′ . A constraint like A ⇒ A′ means
that the occurrence of a situation s : A implies the existence of a situation s′ : A′ . Uncertainty
is represented as a conditional constraint, denoted A ⇒ A′ |B, which means that the constraint
A ⇒ A′ is fulfilled under some conditions B, where B itself can be a type of situation.
Lalmas et al. [Lalmas & Rijsbergen, 1993] build an IR model based on ST. According to
them, a document d is a situation, and a query q is an infon or a set of infons. The document d
is relevant to a query q iff d supports q, denoted d |= q. The uncertainty of the previous retrieval
decision is estimated based on the conditional constraints as follows:

1
if d |= q
U (d |= q) =
max{D′ |(D⇒D′ |B),∃d′ :D′ ,d′ |=q} δ(D, D′ )
otherwise
where D is the type of d, D′ is another type related to D under some conditions B, and δ(D, D′ )
is defined as follows:

if D ⇒ D′
 1
0<α<1
if D ⇒ D′ |B
δ(D, D′ ) =

0
otherwise

The function δ is based on the conditions under which it is possible to find another document d′
of the type D′ where d implies d′ . This definition of uncertainty is very close to the definition
of Nie [Nie, 1988].
Huibers et al. [Huibers & Bruza, 1994] present two examples, Boolean model and coordination level matching model, on how to build the situations that represent documents and queries,
and what the retrieval decision d |= q concretely means. Huibers et al. also use ST to define the
aboutness relation between a document and a query, in order to build a meta IR model being
capable of formally comparing IR models.
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The main disadvantage of ST based IR models is the difficulty of automatically building
meaningful infons for representing the content of documents and queries. Moreover, uncertainty
needs to be defined in a less abstract way in order to build an implementable version of these
models.

3.4.7

Models based on Probabilistic Datalog

Datalog is a predicate logic developed in database field. Probabilistic Datalog is an extension of
deterministic Datalog using probability [Fuhr, 1995]. The main difference between deterministic and probabilistic Datalog is that probabilistic Datalog defines probabilistic ground facts,
besides, deterministic ground facts that are classical predicates. Probabilistic ground facts have
the form αg, where g is a deterministic ground fact (classical predicate), and 0 < α ≤ 1 is
the probability that the predicate g is true. Deterministic ground facts are a special case of
probabilistic ground facts, where α is always 1.
Ground facts are supposed to be probabilistically independent and mutually disjoint. Assume that α1 g1 and α2 g2 are two probabilistic ground facts, where g1 6= g2 , then the following
two probabilistic ground facts are correct:
α1 × α2 g1 ∧ g2
α1 + α2 g1 ∨ g2
Probabilistic Datalog is used in IR [Fuhr, 1995; Lalmas & Bruza, 1998], where a document d
is a set of probabilistic ground facts of the form α term(d, t) which means that the document
d is indexed by the term t and α is the probability that the predicate term(d, t) is true, or
equivalently, α is the probability that the document d is about the term t. Fuhr [Fuhr, 1995]
extends the previous definition of d, where the terms that index d can be inferred using the
predicate about and the following inference rules:
about(D, T ) : −term(D, T )
about(D, T ) : −link (D, D′ ) ∧ about(D′ , T )
where D, D′ , T are variables, and the predicate link (D, D′ ) refers to that D and D′ are explicitly
or implicitly related, e.g. hyperlink. The index of a particular document d is about(d, T ). The
query q is a Boolean query.
The retrieval decision is defined as an inference rule. However, there are two main forms of
the retrieval inference rule based on the connectives between query terms:
• Conjunction q = t1 ∧ t2 :
q(D) : −about(D, t1 ) ∧ about(D, t2 )
where D is a variable.
• Disjunction q = t1 ∨ t2 :
q(D) : −term(D, t1 )
q(D) : −term(D, t2 )
The main advantage of using probabilistic Datalog is the clear connection between IR and
database, where probabilistic Datalog is an extension of deterministic Datalog that is used in
database. However, there still the problem of initially assigning probabilities to ground facts.
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3.4.8

Models based on Default Logic

Default logic is used to represent semantic relations between objects, e.g. synonymy, polysemy,
etc. It is used in IR to represent some background knowledge or thesauri knowledge. Default
, which means that
logic defines a special inference mechanism called default rules, denoted ϕ:β
ψ
in a particular context if ϕ is true and ¬β can not be inferred then infer ψ.
Positioning is the process of changing a logical sentence using default rules. For example,
assume a logical sentence s is a ∧ b where a and b are propositions. Assume the following
default rule a:¬c
where c and e are also propositions. The positioned sentence s′ of s according
e
the previous default rule is a ∧ b ∧ e.
Hunter [Hunter, 1995] uses default logic to build an IR model. A document d is a clause,
or equivalently, a conjunction of literals and each literal is either a proposition or its negation.
Each indexing term corresponds to a proposition. A query q is a logical sentence. The retrieval
decision is the material implication where d is relevant to q iff d ⊃ q.
Semantic relations between terms are represented through default rules. For example, assume the following default rule:
car ∧ transport : ¬rail
automobile
This default rule means that if the initial representation of a document d satisfies the two propositions car and transport, and the term rail can not be inferred from d, then d can be expanded
by the term automobile.
The uncertainty of d ⊃ q is estimated through finding the positioned version d′ of d using
the set of default rules, where d′ ⊃ q. Default logic based IR models have the ability to build
context-dependent models and to qualitatively define the logical uncertainty U (d → q). However, these models suffer from some disadvantages. The automatic learning of default rules is
not an easy task, and it is error-prone. In addition, there is no quantitative measure of uncertainty.

3.4.9

Conclusions

We presented in the previous subsections a panoramic view of the current state of the art of
logic-based IR models. We present the models according to the logics that are used to represent
d, q, and d → q, and also according to the mathematical theories that are used to compute the
uncertainty U (d → q). Logics are either classical or non-classical logics. Classical logics range
from PL to FL passing through DL. Uncertainty is computed using a variety of methods, e.g.
probability, fuzzy logic, imaging, etc.
Table 3.1 reviews the definitions of: a term t, a document d, a query q, a retrieval decision
d → q, and the uncertainty U (d → q), that are used in each logical IR model.

3.5

Exhaustivity and Specificity

Exhaustivity and Specificity were early introduced by Spärck Jones [Jones, 1972]. She talked
about document exhaustivity which refers to the number of terms the document contains, and
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Table 3.1: Logic-based IR models
t

d

q

d→q

Losada & Barreiro 2001

proposition

sentence

sentence

d |= q

Picard & Savoy 2000

proposition

fact

sentence

d⊃q

Nie 1988, 1989

proposition

sentence

finding a path
d0 . . . dn

Nie 1992

proposition

sentence

-

Models

Crestani & Rijsbergen 1995

Nie & Brisebois 1996

possible
world

sentence

sentence

proposition

possible
world

sentence

clause

sentence

Meghini et al. 1993

-

Sebastiani 1994

-

Chevallet & Chiaramella 1995

-

Lalmas & Rijsbergen 1993

-

Fuhr 1995

-

Hunter 1995

possible
world
possible
world

proposition

U (d → q)
Dalal’s BR
(◦D )
conditional
probability
the cost of
the path
imaging
Pd (q)
imaging
Pd (q)
fuzzy distance
d(♦n q)

finding a path
d0 . . . dn
assertion
individual
concept
d:q
assertion
individual
concept
probability
d:q
projection
the cost of
CG
CG
d≤q
CGs operations
d supports q
conditional
situation
infon
d |= q
constraint
ground
Boolean
inference
probability
facts
expression
rule
d⊃q

positioning

term specificity which refers to the number of documents the term belongs to. According to
Spärck Jones, Exhaustivity and Specificity are statistical notions. In this study, we are more
concerned with the definition of Exhaustivity and Specificity that was introduced by Nie [Nie,
1988]. According to Nie, Exhaustivity says how much elements of q are mentioned in d,
whereas, Specificity says in what level of detail the elements of q are mentioned in d.
Since the logical implication is not symmetric, then when we talk about the implication
d → q, the inverse implication q → d intuitively comes to our mind. More precisely, assume a
document d and a query q. There are two main questions about d and q come to our mind when
we judge about relevance. The first question: is q wholly mentioned in d? normally this question
refers to Exhaustivity and denoted by the implication d → q. The second question, does d
concern only q? normally this question refers to Specificity and denoted by the implication
q → d.
Exhaustivity and Specificity are important notions in IR, and most logic-based models are
capable of modeling them. For example, Exhaustivity and Specificity are useful in the following
situation: assume q is wholly mentioned in two documents d and d′ . If d contains information
that does not concern q, whereas, the whole information in d′ concerns q, in this case, it is prefer-
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able for an IR system to rank d′ higher than d. Actually, Exhaustivity and Specificity together
guaranty this preferable behavior.
According to Nie, Exhaustivity, denoted d → q, means that q is deducible from d or there is
a deductive path from d to q. In other words, Nie represents d as a possible world, then either q
is directly true in d, or there is a series of changes that should be done on d to make q true (see
Section 3.4.3.2–P.48). Whereas Specificity, denoted q → d, means that d is deducible from q
or there is a deductive path from q to d. That also means, the relation between d and q is not
symmetric, where d → q is different from q → d. Nie claims that the retrieval process is not
only d → q but also q → d. In addition, Exhaustivity is recall-oriented whereas Specificity is
precision-oriented [Losada & Barreiro, 2001].
Many logic-based IR models try to define the two implications d → q (Exhaustivity) and
q → d (Specificity). Losada et al. [Losada & Barreiro, 2001], define Exhaustivity as revising
q by d, denoted q ◦D d, whereas, Specificity as revising d by q, denoted d ◦D q. Crestani et al.
[Crestani & Rijsbergen, 1995] define Exhaustivity as imaging on d and the logical uncertainty
U (d → q) becomes Pd (q), whereas, Specificity as imaging on q and the logical uncertainty
U (q → d) becomes Pq (d).
Exploiting Exhaustivity and Specificity is not restricted to the logic-based IR models. They
are used in some statistical models. For example, Crestani [Crestani, 2000] supposes the existence of a function Sim being capable of estimating the semantic similarity between any two
terms. He extends the retrieval function to become:
• Query viewpoint: starting from a query and comparing it to a document.
X
RSV max(q⊲d) (d, q) =
Sim (t, t∗ ) wd (t∗ ) wq (t)
t∈q

where, t∗ ∈ T is a document term that gives the maximum similarity with t, wd (t∗ ) is the
weight of t∗ in d, and wq (t) is the weight of t in q.
• Document viewpoint: starting from a document and comparing it to a query.
X
RSV max(d⊲q) (d, q) =
Sim (t, t∗ ) wd (t) wq (t∗ )
t∈d

Crestani claims that q ⊲ d refers to Exhaustivity and d ⊲ q refers to Specificity.
Exhaustivity and Specificity are also exploited in structured documents and passage retrieval, where IR systems try to find a document d that answers a query q (Exhaustivity), and
within d, systems try to find the most appropriate or precise component or passage (Specificity)
[Chiaramella et al., 1996].
The two notions, Exhaustivity and Specificity, have been studied in the state of the art but
mostly from a theoretical point of view.

3.6

Lattice-Based IR Models

There is a potential relation between some logics and lattice theory, where the logical implication becomes a partial order relation. In this study, for example, we use lattice theory1 to
1

For more information about lattice theory, see (Appendix B–P.175).
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formally define the logical uncertainty U (d → q). In literature, there are many studies that use
lattice theory to build IR models, however, lattice theory is used in a very different way of how
we use it in this study. We think it will be a good idea to briefly present the main lattice-based
IR models.
In this section, we talk about using lattices in IR field. We divide our presentation into
two main categories: First, using lattices without Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), and second,
using FCA.

3.6.1

Lattices Based IR

One of the earliest studies that exploit the Lattice algebraic structure in IR is Mooers’ study
[Mooers, 1958]. Mooers defines two lattices:
• The lattice of all possible answers L = (2D , ∩, ∪), where D is the set of documents
and 2D is the power set of D. Each node x of L represents one possible answer (set of
documents) that an IR system could retrieve.
• The lattice of all possible queries P . Mooers builds three different variants of P according
to the following situations:
– the query q is simply a set of terms. Here, P = (2T , ∩, ∪) where T is the set of
indexing terms and 2T is the power set of T . In this case, P is obtained by taking
the product of some elementary lattices, where each term t ∈ T corresponds to
one elementary lattice Lt . The lattice Lt contains two nods: the infimum ⊥ and t,
ordered as follows ⊥ ≤ t.
– q is a Boolean expression of terms and the two logical connectors: ∧ and ¬. Here
also, P results from the product of some elementary lattices, where each term t
corresponds to one elementary lattice Lt . The lattice Lt contains four nodes: ⊥,
t, ¬t, and ⊤, equipped by the following partial order relations: ⊥ ≤ t ≤ ⊤ and
⊥ ≤ ¬t ≤ ⊤.
– the terms are not independent and there is a hierarchical relation between them,
e.g. ‘shoes’ and ‘clothes’ where ‘shoes’ is a kind of ‘clothes’. Here also, P is a
product of some elementary lattices, where each elementary lattice corresponds to
one possible chain like: ⊥ ≤ ‘clothes’ ≤ ‘shoes’.
Even though the retrieval process is not clearly defined in [Mooers, 1958], however, in principle,
the retrieval process is a transformation from a node x in P (a query) to a node y in L (a set
of documents). Mooers defines two variants of this transformation: 1- each document d ∈ y
must be exactly indexed by the set of terms x, 2- each document d ∈ y can be indexed by any
super-set of terms x′ where x ⊆ x′ .
The main disadvantage of Mooers’ model is that it is impractical. However, Priss presents
a new IR system using lattices [Priss, 2000]. Counter to Mooers, who uses lattices to represent
the content of documents and queries (data-driven approach), Priss uses lattices to represent the
semantic content of a knowledge base, more precisely, Priss exploits the relationships between
the terms of a domain knowledge (faceted thesaurus-driven approach).
According to Priss, the IR system consists of a set of documents D, a query language Q, a
faceted thesaurus T /F , and a set of concepts C. The faceted thesaurus T /F consists of a set
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of terms T partitioned into a set of facets or viewpoints F . Each facet is a lattice, where each
node in this lattice corresponds to a term. A term can be a word or a phrase. The lattice of a
particular facet reflects some conceptual relations between terms, e.g. ‘C++’ is a ‘multi-purpose
programming language’ and any ‘multi-purpose programming language’ is a ‘programming
language’. The set of concepts C contains simple and complex concepts, where each term in
a particular facet is a simple concept, and a complex concept is a composition of terms from
different facets (terms from one facet can not be composed). A document d ∈ D is indexed by
a set of concepts Cd , where Cd contains at most one concept per facet. Any query is a Boolean
expression of concepts, where Q = (C, ∧, ∨, ¬). Priss defines two types of search:
• Intra-facet search, where queries consist of simple concepts of the same facet. Here,
Priss also distinguishes between two methods of search: 1- exclusive: retrieves an exact
concept, and 2- inclusive: retrieves an exact concept besides the more specific and more
general concepts.
• Inter-facet search, where queries consist of simple concepts of more than one facet.
In all cases, the retrieval process is the classical Boolean retrieval.

3.6.2

Formal Concept Analysis Based IR

3.6.2.1

Introduction to Formal Concept Analysis

Originally, Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a sub-field of applied mathematics [Wille, 1982,
2005; Wolff, 1993]. Wille [Wille, 2005] explains the potential relation between FCA and the
philosophical logic of human thought. Philosophically, concepts are the basic units of human
thought. Any concept can be defined through its extension, which contains all objects that belong to this concept, or through its intention, which includes all attributes or properties that
apply to all objects of the extension (see Section 2.2–P.18). There are always relationships
between concepts, where the most important relationship is the subconcept-superconcept relationship. FCA is used to mathematically talk about concepts, attributes, objects, intention, and
extension.
A formal context is defined as the structure K = (G, M, I) where, G is a set of formal objects, M is a set of formal attributes, I is a binary relation I ⊆ G × M , and gIm or equivalently
(g, m) ∈ I is read: the object g has the attribute m. There are two derivation operators:
• for any set of objects X ⊆ G, there is a set of attributes X I ⊆ M defined as follows:
X I = {m ∈ M |∀g ∈ X, gIm}
or equivalently X I is the set of attributes that can be applied to all objects of X.
• for any set of attributes Y ⊆ M , there is a set of objects Y I ⊆ G defined as follows:
Y I = {g ∈ G|∀m ∈ Y, gIm}
or equivalently Y I is the set of objects that have at least all attributes of Y .
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Figure 3.1: A term-document adjacency matrix and its corresponding concept lattice.

A formal concept of a formal context K is defined as a pair (X, Y ) where, X ⊆ G is the extent
of the concept, Y ⊆ M is the intent of the concept, X = Y I , and Y = X I . The subconceptsuperconcept relationship is mathematically defined as follows:
(X1 , Y1 ) ≤ (X2 , Y2 ) ⇔ X1 ⊆ X2 ⇔ Y2 ⊆ Y1
The set of all formal concepts of K together with the previous partial order relation forms a
complete lattice, where:

T
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II
Y
)
X
,
(
• The infimum ⊥ is: i (Xi , Yi ) =
i
i
i
i
S
W
T 
• The supremum ⊤ is: i (Xi , Yi ) = ( i Xi )II , i Yi

3.6.2.2

FCA Based Models

FCA is used in IR field in many different ways. The most direct way is to manipulate documents
as objects and terms as attributes. In other words, defining the term-document adjacency matrix
to be a formal context. In this formalism, a formal concept (X, Y ) means that X is a set
of documents, Y is a set of terms, and every document in X is at least indexed by all terms
of Y . Figure 3.1 shows an example of a possible term-document adjacency matrix and its
corresponding concept lattice, where × sign in the table cell (ti , dj ) means that the document
dj is indexed by the term ti .
Messai et al. [Messai et al., 2006] exploit the previous mapping between FCA and the termdocument matrix to define a FCA-based IR system. According to Messai et al., a query q is a
pair ({x}, {x}I ) where {x}I is a set of attributes, or equivalently, a set of terms, and {x} is a
dummy object. They first extend the term-document matrix by the pair ({x}, {x}I ), and then
they rebuild the concept lattice. To retrieve the relevant documents of the query ({x}, {x}I ),
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they scan the concept lattice starting from the pivot concept P = ({x}II , {x}I ). The relevant
documents of the query q = ({x}, {x}I ) are the objects (documents) in the extent of P , i.e.
{x}II , and the objects in the extents of all superconcepts of P . Codocedo et al. [Codocedo
et al., 2012] also include the objects in the extents of close concepts, where any two noncomparable concepts (X1 , Y1 ) and (X2 , Y2 ) are close iff there exists another concept (X3 , Y3 )
such that (X3 , Y3 ) ≤ (X1 , Y1 ) and (X3 , Y3 ) ≤ (X2 , Y2 ). This idea of closeness is proposed to
overcome some well-known IR problems like term-mismatch.
However, defining the term-document adjacency matrix as a formal context has two main
disadvantages:
• the corresponding concept lattice will be very large. Cheung et al. [Cheung & Vogel,
2005] present a way to reduce the concept lattice that corresponds to a term-document
matrix. They depend on the Singular Value Decomposition theory.
• the previous term-document matrix is a binary matrix, and FCA is originally built depending on binary formal contexts, i.e. either an object has an attribute or not. However,
this type of binary relations is not the appropriate ones to represent the relationship between terms and documents. Djouadi [Djouadi, 2012] thus proposes to use fuzzy formal
concepts to build the concept lattice, and then to build a more realistic IR system.
As we mentioned, the concept lattice, which corresponds to a term-document matrix, is a very
large lattice. In addition, transforming the term-document matrix into a concept lattice results in
an IR system very similar to a simple keyword-based IR system. To overcome these problems,
Rajapakse et al. [Rajapakse & Denham, 2006] propose another approach. Each document or
query is represented by a concept lattice. Formal concepts are extracted from the text using a
set of ad-hoc rules, where both objects and attributes are terms. The basic unit of document
representation is an object-attribute pair, or equivalently, term-term pair called a unit-concept.
The direct matching between the document concept lattice and the query concept lattice depends
on the number of shared unit-concepts between them. Rajapakse et al. also introduce the notion
of partial matching. Besides that, they depend on the simple keyword matching in the cases
where there is no shared unit-concepts between a document and a query.
For more exhaustive picture about the potential capabilities of FCA, that could be exploited
in IR, we refer the reader to the paper of Carpineto et al. [Carpineto & Romano, 2005].

3.7

Conclusion

In this chapter, we tried to present a broad picture of the current state of the art of logic-based
IR models. These models have the following general definition: assume a logic L, assume
that a document d is a logical sentence in L, and a query q is also a logical sentence in L.
The document d is relevant to q iff d logically implies q, denoted d → q. The implication
operation ‘→’ is not forcibly a part of the formal language of the logic L. The implication
d → q is generally a binary decision. However, IR is intrinsically uncertain process. Therefore,
an uncertainty measure should be defined to estimate the degree to which d implies q, denoted
U (d → q).
The previous general definition of logical IR models is concretized using different families
of logics, distributed on classical and non-classical logics, e.g. modal logic. The classical ones
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range from Propositional Logic PL to First-Order Logic FL passing through Description Logic
DL. Table 3.1, depicts, for each concrete logic-based IR model, the definitions of the four main
components of any IR model: document, query, retrieval decision, and uncertainty.
Actually, each model has its advantages and disadvantages. However, in general, logicbased IR models have some common disadvantages. First, most logic-based IR models are
far from being operational systems. Most models stay rather theoretical models than practical
ones. That maybe happen because the reasoning algorithms related to these models are computationally complex. Actually, there is a tradeoff between the expressive power of logics and
the computational complexity of related reasoning algorithms. The more expressive logics are,
the more complex their algorithms are. Many studies [Koller et al., 1997; Sebastiani & Straccia, 1991], try to find the optimal balance between the expressive power and the complexity of
algorithms. Second, the notion of uncertainty is usually an external component different from
the logic itself. Most logics have strict value reasoning (True or False), and this is not suitable
for IR. Thus, a new module should be added to the logic in order to simulate IR uncertainty.
Normally, uncertainty is artificially added to the logic, and that makes the logic very complex
framework for IR and the computational complexity also becomes more complex. Third, some
models do not give a precise definition of the implication ‘→’, instead of that, they directly deal
with uncertainty U (d → q). For example, modal logic based models [Crestani & Rijsbergen,
1995; Nie, 1988, 1992; van Rijsbergen, 1986]. Finally, in some models, document and query
representations are very hard to obtain. For example, conceptual graph based models [Chevallet
& Chiaramella, 1995], and situation theory based models [Lalmas & Rijsbergen, 1993].
Logic-based IR models have also some common advantages. Logical IR models provide a
good framework for understanding and describing the main IR components (document, query,
matching), and for the theoretical comparison of IR models, e.g. meta-models [Huibers &
Bruza, 1994]. In addition, defining documents and queries as logical sentences and the retrieval
process as an inference, makes logic-based IR models very general and flexible. Actually, some
logical models are capable of reproducing some classical IR models. Moreover, logical models
are very flexible because document and query definitions and the inference mechanism can be
concretized in several ways. Furthermore, most logical IR models are capable of explicitly or
implicitly integrating external knowledge into an IR model, e.g. default logic [Hunter, 1995].
As we mentioned in (Chapter 1–P.3), formal logics are useful tools to formally represent
and integrate knowledge in IR models, and also useful tools to reproduce the inferential nature
of the retrieval process. These are the main motivations beyond our choice to study logic-based
IR models and to build a new model.
In this chapter, we also talked about the two IR notions: Exhaustivity and Specificity, which
imply that the relation between d and q is not symmetric, where comparing d to q, in principle,
is different from comparing q to d. The chapter also covers some lattice-based IR models, where
they are mainly based on FCA.

Part III
CONTRIBUTION

Chapter 4
Revisiting the IR Logical Implication
4.1

Introduction

Logic-based Information Retrieval (IR) models represent the retrieval decision by a logical
implication d → q, where d represents a document and it is a set of logical sentences in a
particular logic, and q represents a query and it is also a logical sentence in the same logic of d.
In the logical IR field, there is a well-accepted assumption and claim that the implication ‘→’ is
different from the classic material implication ‘⊃’, and the material implication is not suitable
for IR [Nie, 1988; van Rijsbergen, 1986]. However, each logic-based IR model presents its own
definition of d → q, which mainly depends on the used logic.
We here postulate that the retrieval decision between a document d and a query q can be
represented through the validity of material implication, denoted |= d ⊃ q. Hereafter, we
discuss the validity of our hypothesis through three main points:
• Showing that the argumentation beyond the need for a non-classical-implication assumption was partially inconvenient (Section 4.3).
• Discussing the validity of material implication vs. its truth (Section 4.4).
• Explaining the meaning of false documents (Section 4.5).

4.2

Propositions vs. Indexing Terms

We use Propositional Logic (PL) as the underlying logic1 . Therefore, any logical sentence s
is a logical sentence in PL, and it is built based on a set of atomic propositions Ω. The set
of atomic propositions is the set of indexing terms. In other words, every term a is an atomic
proposition.
A term a is true in a specific document d means that a indexes d, or equivalently, d is about a
[Sebastiani, 1998]. The phrase ‘a indexes d’ does not simply mean that the term a appears in d,
although in most cases this simplification is taken into account when implementing the model,
it means that one of the topics covered in d is a. For example, assume a document d talking
about trees and d contains many images of trees, and suppose that d contains many phrases of
1

See (Appendix C–P.185) for more information about the formal language of PL and its formal semantic.
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the form ‘see image x’, although d contains the term ‘image’ it does not talk about the concept
of images, and then d should not be indexed by the term ‘image’. Conversely, assume d talks
about several species of trees without using the term ‘tree’. Although the term ‘tree’ does not
explicitly appear in d but it is preferable to index d using the term ‘tree’.
A term a is false in d means that d contains an explicit or implicit information or knowledge
saying that d must not be indexed by a, or d is not about a.
For the other terms, where there is a doubt if d is about them or not, there are two choices:
either considering them false in d (close world assumption), or they can be true or false (open
world assumption)1 . Documents and queries are logical sentences built based on terms.
Example 4.1. Assume the document d is ‘Karam lives in an apartment in Grenoble’. The document is about a person ‘Karam’, and then the corresponding proposition a1 of the term ‘Karam’
must be true in d. In the same manner, if we suppose that a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 are the corresponding
propositions of the terms ‘live’, ‘apartment’, ‘Hong Kong’, ‘Grenoble’, respectively, then d possibly becomes the following logical sentence: d = a1 ∧a2 ∧a3 ∧¬a4 ∧a5 , where ¬a4 refers to that
the person ‘Karam’ has nothing to do with ‘Hong Kong’. Now assume that a6 is the corresponding proposition of the term ‘France’. By knowing that ‘Grenoble’ is a french city, then we do not
exactly know if a6 must be true in d or false, and hence d could be d = a1 ∧a2 ∧a3 ∧¬a4 ∧a5 ∧a6
or d = a1 ∧ a2 ∧ a3 ∧ ¬a4 ∧ a5 ∧ ¬a6 .
Furthermore, by knowing that ‘flat’ and ‘apartment’ are two synonymous terms then d can
be rewritten as d = a1 ∧ (a2 ∨ a′2 ) ∧ a3 ∧ ¬a4 ∧ a5 , where a′2 is the proposition that corresponds
to the term ‘flat’. Of course, there are many other ways to express the content of d.
Transforming a document d to a logical sentence is still problematic. Some studies [Mooers, 1958] argue that it is meaningless to use disjunction (∨) between terms, and the only two
connectives needed are conjunction (∧) and negation (¬). Therefore, since the automatic recognition of negation within text is a very difficult practice, most IR models assume that the logical
sentence that represents d is the conjunction of the terms that appear in d and the conjunction
of the negative form of the terms that do not appear in d. In other words, all terms that appear
in d must be true and the other terms must be false (close world assumption).

4.3

Do Really We Need a Non-Classical Implication?

All definitions of the implication d → q, depicted in [Chevallet & Chiaramella, 1998; Chiaramella
& Chevallet, 1992; Crestani & Lalmas, 2001; Losada & Barreiro, 2001; Meghini et al., 1993;
Nie, 1988; van Rijsbergen, 1986], agree that d → q can only be evaluated (is true or false) in
the interpretations where the antecedent d is true and in those interpretations if the consequent q
is also true then d → q is true. In other words, the evaluation space of d → q is restricted to the
models of d, M (d). Conversely, the evaluation space of the material implication d ⊃ q contains
all possible interpretations, or in other words, d ⊃ q is evaluable in any interpretation.
The need for a non-classical implication d → q is first introduced by van Rijsbergen [van
Rijsbergen, 1986]. In fact, the discussion of van Rijsbergen is built upon two main points:
1

See (Appendix C–P.185) for more information about the open and close world assumptions.
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• He uses probability to estimate the uncertainty of logical implications. He assumes that it
is possible to estimate the uncertainty of the non-classical implication U (d → q) through
a conditional probability:
U (d → q) = P (d → q) = P (q|d)
He shows that U (d → q) gives different results comparing to U (d ⊃ q), where:
U (d ⊃ q) = P (d ⊃ q) = P (¬d ∨ q)
He intuitively assumes that the conditional probability is the right one for IR. He says:
“I would maintain that the conditional probability interpretation in the context
of Information Retrieval is the right one.”
• He then tries to validate a specific criterion, which must be valid when using probability
to estimate uncertainty. He exactly says:
“There is another reason why a conditional must not be identified with the
material implication in logic. When using probabilistic inference, we want to
ensure that the following soundness criterion holds. It is impossible for the
premises of an inference to be probable while its conclusion is improbable.
[. . . ]. In our example, whenever ¬A is true, A will be false and hence A ⊃ B
will be true, independent of B’s truth value. If we identified A → B with
A ⊃ B, then such an inference could easily violate the soundness criterion.”
There are two restrictions in the discussion of van Rijsbergen. First, he restricts uncertainty to
probability, even there are other more relaxed theories for estimating the uncertainty of a logical
implication. In general, there is no rule saying that the uncertainty of a logical implication
must be estimated through probability. Second, even using probability, van Rijsbergen does
not formally justify replacing U (d → q) by P (q|d) and replacing U (d ⊃ q) by P (¬d ∨ q), he
only gives an example. Let us reconsider the assumption of van Rijsbergen, which states that
the conditional probability P (q|d) is the correct choice for IR. We will show, within (Chapter
5–P.77) and as a direct result of our model, that the uncertainty U (|= d ⊃ q) can be replaced by
P (q|d) [Abdulahhad et al., 2013a].
The other motivation under the assumption that the material implication is not suitable for
IR is the false document problem. This problem comes from the formal definition of material
implication, where if d is false then d ⊃ q is true. By representing the retrieval decision through
the truth of d ⊃ q, where d is relevant to q iff d ⊃ q is true in an interpretation, the false document problem appears, because whatever q is, a false document is a possible answer. Actually,
we think this is a superficial problem, because, on the one hand, discussing the meaning of ‘d
is false’ shows that false documents represent some type of documents that we do not normally
face in our daily systems. On the other hand, a false document makes the implication d ⊃ q
true but not valid, which means, when d is false in an interpretation δ then d ⊃ q is true under
δ, denoted {δ} |= d ⊃ q, but that does not mean d ⊃ q is valid (always true under any interpretation). Therefore, the false document problem can be avoided by representing the retrieval
decision through the validity of material implication |= d ⊃ q instead of only its truth in an
interpretation [Sebastiani, 1998].

4.4. The Validity of Material Implication

4.4
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The Validity of Material Implication

A valid logical sentence s is a true sentence in all interpretations, denoted |= s. Let us now
study the validity of the IR material implication |= d ⊃ q. The implication d ⊃ q is valid in
only three cases:
• Unsatisfiable documents 6|= d (d is always false), where if d is unsatisfiable then d ⊃ q is
valid.
• Valid queries |= q (q is always true), where if q is valid then d ⊃ q is also valid.
• The general case M (d) ⊆ M (q), where d ⊃ q is valid iff in any interpretation δ if d is
true {δ} |= d then q is also true {δ} |= q (Theorem C.1–P.188).
First, unsatisfiable documents 6|= d represent either empty documents or documents containing contradictions, e.g. a ∧ ¬a where a is an indexing term. In both cases, unsatisfiable
documents are a type of documents that we do not normally face in real IR systems, or they are
special cases that can be separately manipulated. Second, valid queries represent always-true
user needs. A query like ‘retrieve documents that talk about trees or other things different from
trees’, or mathematically a ∨ ¬a, is an example of valid queries. It is correct, from the system
point of view, to retrieve all documents as an answer to a valid query.
Finally, the general case corresponds to the definition of non-classical implication d → q.
Van Rijsbergen [van Rijsbergen, 1986] exactly says about the non-classical implication:
“Let s be a partial description of a document —this might be a set of sentences,
or just a single index term— q being a request. In deciding whether to retrieve a
document we would need to evaluate s → q, that is, whether s → q is true or not.
If s is true in a document d then s → q is true providing q is true. If s is not true
in a document then we go to the nearest document d′ to d in which it is true and
consider whether q is true. If q is true in d′ then s → q is true in d, otherwise it is
false.”
Chiaramella et al [Chiaramella & Chevallet, 1992], in their discussion of d ⊃ q, assume that d
is a fact, or in other words, they evaluate d ⊃ q only in the cases where d is true.
Through the previous discussion, we illustrate, in a descriptive manner, that the non-classical
implication d → q is a special case of the material implication d ⊃ q. Here, we also present a
more formal illustration showing that d → q is a special case of d ⊃ q, as follows:
Point 1. M (d → q) vs. M (d ⊃ q)
Based on the truth table, the material implication d ⊃ q is true, when either: both d and q
are true, or d is false. Therefore, the set of models of d ⊃ q is M (d ⊃ q):
M (d ⊃ q) = [M (d) ∩ M (q)] ∪ M (¬d)
According to the definition of the non-classical implication d → q, which is presented
in [Chiaramella & Chevallet, 1992; van Rijsbergen, 1986], d → q is true in a particular
interpretation iff d and q are true in that interpretation, or equivalently, if d is true in a
particular interpretation δ then d → q is true in δ iff q is also true in δ. Thus, the set of
models of d → q is M (d → q):
M (d → q) = M (d) ∩ M (q)
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We can see that d → q is a special case of d ⊃ q, where M (d → q) ⊆ M (d ⊃ q).
Point 2. (|= d → q) vs. (|= d ⊃ q)
Based on (Theorem C.1–P.188), we know that:
[|= d ⊃ q] ⇔ [M (d) ⊆ M (q)]
The implication d → q is only evaluable in the cases where d is true or in M (d). Furthermore, the implication d → q is also equivalent to the set inclusion between models:
[M (d) |= d → q] ⇔ [M (d) ⊆ M (q)]
because
• M (d) |= d → q, means that every model of d is also a model of d → q, which
in turn according to [Chiaramella & Chevallet, 1992; van Rijsbergen, 1986] means
that q must be true, and consequently M (d) ⊆ M (q).
• M (d) ⊆ M (q), means that when d is true then q is also true, and consequently
d → q is true.
On the one hand, from Point 1 and Point 2, we can see that: d → q is a special case of d ⊃ q.
On the other hand, we show that the cases when d is false are either trivial or do not affect the
behavior of the validity of material implication. Therefore, we claim that |= d ⊃ q is a suitable
choice to represent the retrieval decision.

4.5

What does ‘d is false’ Mean?

To discuss ‘d is false’, we have three distinctive cases:
• Unsatisfiable documents 6|= d, which means that d is false in all possible interpretations,
or in other words, either d contains a contradiction of the form (. . . a ∧ ¬a . . . ) where a
is an indexing term, or d is an empty document. In both cases, d is trivial and we do not
normally face this case in real IR systems.
• Documents about nothing or uninformative documents d = ¬a1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬an , mathematically {∅} |= d, or in other words, the only model of d is the empty set where all terms
must be false. In this case, it is possible to find an interpretation δ 6= ∅ where d is false
{δ} 6|= d, and hence the implication d ⊃ q is true in this interpretation {δ} |= d ⊃ q,
but that does not mean d ⊃ q is valid, or equivalently |= d ⊃ q. In all interpretations,
except the interpretation δ = ∅ where all propositions are set to false, the uninformative
document d is false, and then d ⊃ q is true, whereas in δ = ∅, d is true, therefore, the
implication d ⊃ q to be valid, the query q must be also true in δ = ∅. The only query
that satisfies this condition is the uninformative query. Therefore, for an uninformative
document d, the implication d ⊃ q is valid only if the query q is also uninformative.
In this case it is reasonable to retrieve an uninformative document as an answer to an
uninformative query [Sebastiani, 1998].
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• The general case is when d is about something, or mathematically, there is at least an
interpretation δ 6= ∅ where {δ} |= d. In principle, the goal of logic-based IR systems is
to evaluate the logical implication d → q, more precisely, they start from d as a starting
point and try to check if it implies q or not. To evaluate d → q, there is an evaluation
space which is the set of all possible interpretations ∆. Normally, ∆ is a very large
set and IR systems do not check the truth of d → q in all interpretations ∆, instead of
that, they reduce the evaluation space ∆ to a subset of interpretations M (d) ⊆ ∆, where
M (d) |= d is the set of models of d, and in most of the cases M (d) only contains one
interpretation. They do that because they start the search from d, so there is no need
to check the interpretations where d is false. Furthermore, for a particular interpretation
δ ∈ ∆, {δ} 6|= d means {δ} |= d ⊃ q but not |= d ⊃ q, or it means that d ⊃ q is true
in δ but not in all interpretations ∆. In other words, {δ} 6|= d means that the material
implication d ⊃ q is true in δ, but it does not mean that d ⊃ q is valid, which is our goal.
The validity |= d ⊃ q means either that d is unsatisfiable 6|= d, or that when d is true then
q must be also true.
From the previous discussion, we illustrate that 6|= d is an unrealistic case, and also the
validity of material implication does not suffer from the false document problem. Therefore,
we think that modeling the retrieval decision through the validity of material implication is
an appropriate choice for IR. Our previous discussion is compatible with the conclusions of
Sebastiani [Sebastiani, 1998].

4.6

Conclusion

We show that the argumentation about the need to a non-classical implication is not rigid, because van Rijsbergen restricts the uncertainty of implication U to conditional probability, and
also he considers the truth of material implication instead of its validity to finally decide the
unsuitability of material implication for IR. We also show that the false document problem is a
superficial problem, where false documents either represent trivial documents or do not affect
the validity of material implication. Moreover, we illustrate that the non-classical implication
d → q is a special case of the material implication d ⊃ q. After the previous discussion our
main hypothesis is:
Hypothesis 4.1. The material implication d ⊃ q is an appropriate implication for modeling the
retrieval decision in logic-based IR models. Precisely, the retrieval decision is the validity of
material implication |= d ⊃ q, where d represents a document and it is a logical sentence in a
specific logic, and q represents a query and it is also a logical sentence in the same logic.
Informally, d is an answer to q iff the material implication d ⊃ q is valid (not only true in
a particular interpretation but always true in any interpretation). Choosing validity instead of
truth enables us to reason about relevance in a form-based way comparing to the content-based
way of truth [Sebastiani, 1998].
It is also possible to introduce, in an intuitive manner, a way of estimating the uncertainty
of an implication. By knowing that [|= d ⊃ q] ⇔ [M (d) ⊆ M (q)], we can simply claim that:
U (|= d ⊃ q) =

|M (d) ∩ M (q)|
|M (d)|

4.6. Conclusion
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The intuitive meaning of this formula could be that the degree to which d and q are compatible,
or how many system (people) could assign the same interpretation to both d and q. We will,
later in this thesis, introduce a more formal measure for estimating the uncertainty.

Chapter 5
A New Logic and Lattice Based IR Model
5.1

Introduction

In (Chapter 1–P.3), we presented the motivations of using formal logics in Information Retrieval
(IR). Actually, formal logics are very important tools to represent knowledge, and then to formally integrate it in IR models. In addition, formal logics are also capable of simulating and
reproducing the inferential nature of the retrieval process. In (Chapter 3–P.39), we presented a
panoramic view of the current state of the art of logical IR models, and we illustrated their main
shortcomings. In this chapter, we present our contribution, which is mainly to propose a logic
and lattice based IR model being capable of overcoming some disadvantages of current logical
models.
Generally, IR is the process of retrieving among a set of documents, the documents that are
likely relevant to a query. Logic-based IR models represent documents and queries as logical
sentences, the retrieval decision as an implication d → q, and the ranking mechanism by the
degree to which a document logically implies a query U (d → q).
In this chapter, we propose a logic-based IR model. The underlying mathematical frameworks are Propositional Logic (PL) and lattice theory. A document d (or a query q) is a logical
sentence written in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF), and the retrieval decision is the validity
of material implication, in other words, d is relevant to q iff the material implication d ⊃ q is
valid, denoted |= d ⊃ q (Hypothesis 4.1–P.74).
We know that there is a potential relation between PL and lattices (Appendix C–P.185).
Accordingly, the IR process within lattice framework becomes: d (or q) is one or several nodes
in a predefined lattice, and the retrieval decision is equivalent to the partial order relation that is
defined on this lattice. The uncertainty of |= d ⊃ q, which is now equivalent to the partial order
relation of the lattice, is estimated through the degree of inclusion function Z, which quantifies
the partial order relation and computes the degree to which a node in a lattice contains another
node. The Z function has been introduced by Knuth [Knuth, 2005].
It is suggested, especially in case of unfamiliarity with lattices and PL, to read (Appendices
B–P.175 and C–P.185) for more information about the following mathematical notions: lattices
as algebraic structures, quantifying the partial order relations of lattices, the formal language
and semantic of PL, and the very initial relation between lattices and the formal semantic of
PL.

5.2. From Propositional Logic to Lattices: A Mathematical Perspective
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This chapter is organized as follows: In section 2, we redefine the relation between PL and
lattices through proposing an intermediate representation for logical sentences. We also show
that, using the intermediate representation, it is possible to transform checking the validity of
material implication to a series of simple set-inclusion checking. In section 3, we propose an IR
model based on the intermediate representation of PL logical sentences. The model defines in
detail the main four components of any IR model: a document, a query, the retrieval decision,
and the ranking mechanism. Section 4 is dedicated to discuss some valuable conclusions of our
proposed model, including: the new formalism of van Rijsbergen’s assumption about estimating
the uncertainty U (d → q) through the conditional probability P (q|d), the new approach to deal
with the two abstract notions Exhaustivity and Specificity, and finally showing that our model
is a general framework being capable of reproducing most classical IR models. We conclude in
section 5.

5.2

From Propositional Logic to Lattices: A Mathematical
Perspective

The formal interpretation or semantic of PL maps each logical sentence s to a set of models
M (s). A Boolean algebra BM is then built upon this formal semantic (Theorem C.2–P.188),
where each logical sentence s corresponds to a particular node M (s) in BM , and the partial
order relation defined on BM is equivalent to the validity of material implication ⊃ (Theorems
C.1 & C.2–P.188).
On the one hand, the nodes of BM are not simple, where each node of BM is a set of
sets of elements. Although it is possible to build a simpler lattice [Knuth, 2003, 2005], but in
that case there will not be a direct mapping between the partial order relation and the material
implication, which is very important for IR. Moreover, IR needs simplicity in order to build
efficient models, where IR notions like documents and queries are generally modelled in a very
simple way e.g. bag of terms.
On the other hand, given a logical sentence s, its set of models M (s) is computable. However, from a set of interpretations it is almost impossible to know the corresponding sentence,
because each set of models M (s) models a set of sentences logically equivalent to s. In other
words, the relation between syntax and formal semantic is clear in one direction (syntax →
semantic), but not in the other direction (semantic → syntax). For example, assume the set of
atomic propositions Ω = {a, b} and the sentence ¬a ∨ b then M (¬a ∨ b) = {{}, {b}, {a, b}},
however, assume M (s) = {{b}} then s can be ¬a ∧ b, ¬(¬a ⊃ ¬b), etc. Furthermore, it is
tedious to check for an arbitrary sentence s, if it is true in a particular interpretation δ or not,
because we need to replace each proposition in s by its corresponding truth value in δ and following the interpretation rule of each connective to decide if s is true in δ or not. In addition, the
number of possible interpretations is normally exponential in the number of atomic propositions
(2|Ω| ).
To overcome the previous shortcomings and to build another lattice, simpler and more convenient to IR than BM , we here propose an intermediate representation of logical sentences
based on rewriting them in DNF. The nodes of the new lattice are flat sets of elements, and the
partial order relation between nodes is equivalent to the validity of material implication.
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5.2.1. Intermediate Representation

We here use two mathematical frameworks, PL and lattices, which have similar notation.
Therefore, and to eliminate vagueness, we differentiate between: 1- Lattice-related notation:
meet (∧),
. join (∨),
˙ complement (¬),
˙ and 2- Logic-related notation: conjunction (∧), disjunction
(∨), negation (¬).

5.2.1

Intermediate Representation

The intermediate representation of logical sentences is essentially based on rewriting these sentences in their DNF form. The intermediate representation is another way to express logical
sentences in PL. It allows us to build a Boolean algebra BΘ , where, the nodes of BΘ are simpler than the nodes of BM and without loss of generality, because any logical sentence can be
rewritten in DNF form, moreover, the partial order relation between the nodes of BΘ is equivalent to the validity of material implication.
This intermediate representation also facilitates the process of checking if an arbitrary sentence s is true or not in a particular interpretation δ, which is an essential process in logic-based
IR models.
5.2.1.1

Logical Sentences in DNF

A logical sentence s in DNF is a disjunction of clauses and each clause is a conjunction of
literals and each literal is either an atomic proposition or its negation. Assume the set Ω is a set
of atomic propositions and it forms the alphabet of the logic (Definition C.1–P.185).
Definition 5.1 (Clauses ΘΩ ). A clause is a conjunction of literals, and each literal is an atomic
proposition or its negation. Any clause s of the set of clauses ΘΩ on the alphabet Ω is defined
as follows:
^
bi
∀s ∈ ΘΩ , ∃Ωs ⊆ Ω, s =
ai ∈Ωs

where Ωs is the set of atomic propositions that appear in s, and bi is a literal. Any literal bi is
either an atomic proposition ai or its negation ¬ai .
Definition 5.2 (DNF Sentences). A logical sentence written in DNF is a disjunction of clauses.
Any sentence s written in DNF, using the set of clauses ΘΩ , is defined as follows:
_
∃Θs ⊆ ΘΩ , s =
si
si ∈Θs

where Θs is the set of clauses that form s.
5.2.1.2

The Intermediate Representation

For any clause s ∈ ΘΩ , the set of propositions Ωs that appear in s is splittable into two subsets:
−
Ω+
s which contains the propositions occurring in their non-negative form, and Ωs which con−
tains the propositions occurring in their negative form, where Ω+
s ∪ Ωs = Ωs . We also define
the set Ω±
s = Ω \ Ωs , which contains the propositions that do not occur in s. Based on this
splitting, we define our intermediate representation (Definition 5.3).
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Definition 5.3 (Alphabet Splitting: The Intermediate Representation). Each clause s ∈ ΘΩ
splits the alphabet Ω into three subsets of atomic propositions:
• Ω+
s contains the propositions ai ∈ Ωs where bi = ai .
−
• Ωs contains the propositions ai ∈ Ωs where bi = ¬ai .
• Ω±
s = Ω \ Ωs contains the propositions that do not occur in s.
−
where Ω+
s ∪ Ωs = Ωs . There are two special cases:
−
• If (Ω+
s ∩ Ωs 6= ∅) then there is a proposition ai ∈ Ωs that appears in its negative and nonnegative form within the same clause s, or in other words, s = · · · ∧ ai ∧ ¬ai ∧ . . . and s
is thus equivalent to the logical false F or it is unsatisfiable. For an unsatisfiable clause
−
±
s, we put: Ω+
s = Ωs = Ω and Ωs = ∅ because, the logical false F can be rewritten as
a1 ∧ ¬a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an ∧ ¬an .
• If (Ωs = ∅) then Ω±
s = Ω, or equivalently, any atomic proposition can be either true or
false in any model of s, and thus any interpretation is a possible model of s, which in turn
−
±
means, s is valid. For a valid clause s, we put: Ω+
s = Ωs = ∅ and Ωs = Ω because,
whatever is the truth value of propositions, s will be true.

We define a function µ that transforms each clause to sets of propositions, as follows:
µ : ΘΩ → 2 Ω × 2 Ω
where 2Ω is the power set of Ω, and

 (∅, ∅)
(Ω, Ω)
∀s ∈ ΘΩ , µ(s) =

−
(Ω+
s , Ωs )

if Ωs = ∅
−
if Ω+
s ∩ Ωs 6= ∅
otherwise

µ(s) is the intermediate representation of the clause s. We also define another function θ that
transfers back any element (x, y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω to a clause in ΘΩ , as follows:
θ : 2Ω × 2 Ω → Θ Ω
where
∀(x, y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , θ(x, y) =

(

T
V

if (x, y) = (∅, ∅)
ai ∈x



ai ∧

V

aj ∈y

¬aj



otherwise

where T is an abstract always-valid clause |= T , or in other words, T is equivalent to the
logical true.
Example 5.1. Suppose Ω = {a, b, c}, for the clause s = ¬a ∧ b ∈ ΘΩ we have: Ωs = {a, b},
−
±
Ω
Ω
Ω+
s = {b}, Ωs = {a}, Ωs = {c}, and µ(s) = ({b}, {a}). Assume ({a, b}, {c}) ∈ 2 × 2 ,
then θ({a, b}, {c}) = a ∧ b ∧ ¬c.
Definition 5.4. The intermediate representation of any logical sentence s written in DNF is the
set of intermediate representations of its clauses Θs .
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Back to the formal interpretation of an arbitrary logical sentence in PL, and knowing that
clauses are a special form of logical sentences, any clause s ∈ ΘΩ thus corresponds to a set of
models M (s), where M (s) |= s. In any interpretation δ, in order to be a model of the clause s,
−
the propositions Ω+
s must be mapped to true, the propositions Ωs must be mapped to false, and
±
the propositions Ωs can be mapped to true or false. Hence, the number of models |M (s)| of
±
any clause s ∈ ΘΩ is |M (s)| = 2|Ωs | . Here, we consider the Open World Assumption (OWA).
In the following, we show the rules that are used to check if an arbitrary sentence, written
in DNF, is true or not in an interpretation δ using our intermediate representation:
• If s is a clause s ∈ ΘΩ then {δ} |= s iff
+
– the propositions of Ω+
s is mapped to true, or equivalently, Ωs ⊆ δ, and
−
– the propositions of Ωs is mapped to false, or equivalently, Ω−
s ∩ δ = ∅.

• For any sentence s = s1 ∨ · · · ∨ si , where s1 , . . . , si are clauses, {δ} |= s iff {δ} |= s1 or
. . . or {δ} |= si .
The checking if a logical sentence is true or not in an interpretation becomes a simple setinclusion checking. Determining the truth of a logical sentence in an interpretation is an important and essential operation in logic-based IR models [Lalmas & Bruza, 1998; Nie, 1988; van
Rijsbergen, 1986].

5.2.2

Intermediate Representation Based Boolean Algebra

Based on our proposed intermediate representation (Definition 5.3), another Boolean algebra
BΘ (Theorem 5.1) is defined, which is different from the Boolean algebra BM that is built
based on the formal interpretation of PL.
Theorem 5.1 (Intermediate Representation Based Boolean Algebra BΘ ). The algebraic structure BΘ = (2Ω × 2Ω , ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ¬,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) is a Boolean algebra, where:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2Ω is the powerset of Ω.
meet operation: ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , (x1 , y1 ) ∧. (x2 , y2 ) = (x1 ∩ x2 , y1 ∩ y2 )
join operation: ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , (x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ (x2 , y2 ) = (x1 ∪ x2 , y1 ∪ y2 )
complement operation: ∀(x, y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , ¬˙ (x, y) = (Ω \ x, Ω \ y)
top element: ⊤ = (Ω, Ω)
bottom element: ⊥ = (∅, ∅)

The partial order relation ≤ defined on BΘ is:
[(x1 , y1 ) ≤ (x2 , y2 )] ⇔ [(x1 ⊆ x2 )

and

(y1 ⊆ y2 )]

Proof. The proof of this theorem can be directly established based on (Theorem B.1–P.179).

5.2.2. Intermediate Representation Based Boolean Algebra
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Theorem 5.2. The potential relationship between the material implication ⊃ and the partial
order relation ≤ defined on BΘ is:
∀s1 , s2 ∈ ΘΩ , [|= s1 ⊃ s2 ] ⇔ [µ(s2 ) ≤ µ(s1 )]
OR
∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , [µ(θ(x2 , y2 )) ≤ µ(θ(x1 , y1 ))] ⇔ [|= θ(x1 , y1 ) ⊃ θ(x2 , y2 )]
Proof. Point 1. Assume |= s1 ⊃ s2 then we have three possible cases:
−
• Unsatisfiable premises (6|= s1 ). The clause s1 is unsatisfiable iff Ω+
s1 ∩ Ωs1 6= ∅. In
this case, µ(s1 ) = (Ω, Ω) = ⊤ (Theorem 5.1), and then ∀s2 ∈ ΘΩ , µ(s2 ) ≤ µ(s1 ).
• Valid conclusions (|= s2 ). The clause s2 is valid iff Ωs2 = ∅. In this case, µ(s2 ) =
(∅, ∅) = ⊥ (Theorem 5.1), and then ∀s1 ∈ ΘΩ , µ(s2 ) ≤ µ(s1 ).
• Otherwise: We know that [|= s1 ⊃ s2 ] ⇔ [M (s1 ) ⊆ M (s2 )], which means that every model of s1 is also a model of s2 , or in other words, every proposition in s2 must
+
−
−
have the same truth value in both s1 and s2 , and then Ω+
s2 ⊆ Ωs1 and Ωs2 ⊆ Ωs1 , or
equivalently, µ(s2 ) ≤ µ(s1 ).

Point 2. Assume µ(s2 ) ≤ µ(s1 ) then
−
−
+
µ(s2 ) ≤ µ(s1 ) means that Ω+
s2 ⊆ Ωs1 and Ωs2 ⊆ Ωs1 , and then every proposition in s2
has the same truth value in both s1 and s2 , which means that every model of s1 is also a
model of s2 . In other words, M (s1 ) ⊆ M (s2 ) and thus |= s1 ⊃ s2 .
From point 1, we prove that:

[|= s1 ⊃ s2 ] ⇒ [µ(s2 ) ≤ µ(s1 )]
From point 2, we prove that:
[|= s1 ⊃ s2 ] ⇐ [µ(s2 ) ≤ µ(s1 )]
Similarly, we prove that
∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , [µ(θ(x2 , y2 )) ≤ µ(θ(x1 , y1 ))] ⇔ [|= θ(x1 , y1 ) ⊃ θ(x2 , y2 )]

Theorem 5.2 shows that the partial order relation ≤ defined on the Boolean algebra BΘ is
equivalent to the validity of materiel implication ⊃ between the clauses of ΘΩ (Definition 5.1).
However, this theorem talks about the validity of material implication between clauses. Later in
this chapter, when describing our IR model, we will introduce the relation between the validity
of material implication of two arbitrary logical sentences and the partial order relation defined
on the Boolean algebra BΘ .
Figure 5.1 shows the position of our proposed intermediate representation with respect to:
the formal language (syntax) of PL, the formal interpretation or semantic of PL, and the
models-based Boolean algebra BM . It also shows how to go from one world to another. The
Boolean algebra BΘ is depicted as a component directly connected to our intermediate representation, and BΘ is simpler than BM where the nodes are flat sets instead of sets of sets in BM ,

5.3. Logic and Lattice Based IR Model
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Figure 5.1: The position of our intermediate representation.

Table 5.1: The meaning of basic logical notions w.r.t. our intermediate representation.
Basic notions
A clause s
A sentence s where
s = s1 ∨ s2
Validity of
material implication
between clauses

PL formal language Inter. representation Boolean algebra BΘ
−
Conjunction of literals
µ(s) = (Ω+
a node in BΘ
s , Ωs )
Disjunction of clauses
{µ(s1 ), µ(s2 )}
a set of nodes in BΘ
s1 , s2
+
⊢ s1 ⊃ s2
Ω+
s 2 ⊆ Ωs 1
−
where s1 , s2 are
Ω−
µ(s2 ) ≤ µ(s1 )
s 2 ⊆ Ωs 1
clauses

and at the same time, the partial order relation defined on BΘ is equivalent to the validity of
material implication between clauses ΘΩ .
Furthermore, the Boolean algebra BΘ is built upon the formal language of PL through
exploiting our proposed intermediate representation, whereas BM is built upon the formal semantic of PL. Actually, that helps to transform checking the validity of the material implication
between two arbitrary clauses |= s1 ⊃ s2 , which is a computationally intensive task, to simple
set-inclusion checking µ(s2 ) ≤ µ(s1 ).
Table 5.1 reviews, within each mathematical world, the basic logical notions: a clause, a
sentence written in DNF, and the validity of material implication between clauses.

5.3

Logic and Lattice Based IR Model

We proposed an intermediate representation for logical clauses of PL (Definition 5.3). We then
built a Boolean algebra BΘ upon this representation (Theorem 5.1). In this section, we exploit
this intermediate representation and the Boolean algebra BΘ in order to define an IR model.
In general, to define an IR model, we mainly need to define four components: a document, a
query, relevance (retrieval decision), degree of relevance (uncertainty).
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5.3.1

Documents and Queries

In logic-based IR models, documents and queries are normally represented through logical
sentences. In this study, documents and queries are DNF logical sentences. In other words,
a document (or a query) is a set of clauses of ΘΩ connected by disjunction. Since any logical
sentence can be rewritten in the DNF form, there are thus no restrictions on the logical sentences
that can be used to represent documents and queries, and hence there is no loss of generality.
Furthermore, we consider the Open World Assumption. More formally, suppose we have a set
of documents D and a query q:
Definition 5.5 (Document). Any document d ∈ D is a DNF logical sentence, and it corresponds
to one unique non-empty set of clauses Θd ⊆ ΘΩ connected via disjunction, or equivalently:
_
∀d ∈ D, d =
si
si ∈Θd

where Θd 6= ∅.
Definition 5.6 (Query). The query q is a DNF logical sentence, and it corresponds to one unique
non-empty set of clauses Θq ⊆ ΘΩ connected via disjunction, or equivalently:
_
q=
si
si ∈Θq

where Θq 6= ∅.
Definitions 5.5 & 5.6 represent documents and queries in the most general form. They
exploit the full expressive power of PL. Logic-based IR models, which are based on PL,
normally represent documents and queries (especially documents) as a conjunction of terms
or as a clause, which is a special case of the previous two definitions. Furthermore, in our
representation, we do not make any pre-assumption about the terms that do not appear in d,
where, for simplicity, these terms are set to false in most models.
Representing documents and queries as disjunction of several clauses enables us to represent
different views of them. Assume a document d = s1 ∨ s2 where s1 and s2 are two clauses, then
s1 can represent the English content of d and s2 the French content (multilingualism), or s1
represents the textual content of d and s2 the graphical content (multimodality), etc.

5.3.2

Relevance

Most studies in the logical IR define the relevance between a document d and a query q by a nonclassical implication between them [Chevallet & Chiaramella, 1998; Chiaramella & Chevallet,
1992; Crestani & Lalmas, 2001; Meghini et al., 1993; Nie, 1988; van Rijsbergen, 1986]; d is
relevant to q iff d implies q, denoted d → q. In other words, the retrieval decision is equivalent
to check the truth of the non-classical implication d → q.
We claim that the truth of the non-classical implication d → q can be replaced by the validity
of the material implication |= d ⊃ q (Hypothesis 4.1). More precisely, we represent the retrieval
decision between d and q through the validity of material implication.
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Relevance: d is relevant to q iff the material implication d ⊃ q is valid, denoted |= d ⊃ q.
Assume that d is a document (Definition 5.5) and q is a query (Definition 5.6). Theorem 5.2
states that: if each of d and q corresponds to only one clause (|Θd | = |Θq | = 1) then |= d ⊃ q is
equivalent to µ(q) ≤ µ(d). Generally and according to the number of document’s clauses |Θd |
and query’s clauses |Θq |, we have the following cases:
Case 1. |Θd | = |Θq | = 1
The document and query are represented by only one clause. Suppose that Θd = {sd }
and Θq = {sq } then,
[|= d ⊃ q] ⇔ [µ(sq ) ≤ µ(sd )]
(5.1)
see (Theorem 5.2).
Case 2. |Θd | = 1 and |Θq | > 1
The document is represented by only one clause, but the query is a disjunction of several
clauses. We know that for any logical sentences s1 , s2 , s3 :
[s1 ⊃ (s2 ∨ s3 )] ⇔ [(s1 ⊃ s2 ) ∨ (s1 ⊃ s3 )]
Then, suppose Θd = {sd }:
[|= d ⊃ q] ⇔ [∃si ∈ Θq , µ(si ) ≤ µ(sd )]

(5.2)

This case represents the main assumption in most logic-based IR models, where d is a
conjunctions of terms and q is any logical sentences of terms. Equation 5.2 has two main
advantages:
• For a document d, it is sufficient to find a part of the query si ∈ Θq where |= d ⊃ si
for deciding that d is relevant to q (partial relevance).
• Instead of checking the validity of an implication, we check the set-inclusion between two sets of elements (very simple and implementable checking).
Case 3. |Θd | > 1 and |Θq | = 1
The document is a disjunction of several clauses, whereas the query is represented by
only one clause. We know that for any logical sentences s1 , s2 , s3 :
[(s1 ∨ s2 ) ⊃ s3 ] ⇔ [(s1 ⊃ s3 ) ∧ (s2 ⊃ s3 )]
Then, suppose Θq = {sq }:
[|= d ⊃ q] ⇔ [∀si ∈ Θd , µ(sq ) ≤ µ(si )]

(5.3)

Case 4. |Θd | > 1 and |Θq | > 1 (the most general case)
Each of d and q is a disjunction of several clauses. We know that for any logical sentences
s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 :
[(s1 ∨ s2 ) ⊃ (s3 ∨ s4 )] ⇔ [[(s1 ⊃ s3 ) ∨ (s1 ⊃ s4 )] ∧ [(s2 ⊃ s3 ) ∨ (s2 ⊃ s4 )]]
Then,
[|= d ⊃ q] ⇔ [∀si ∈ Θd , ∃sj ∈ Θq , µ(sj ) ≤ µ(si )]

(5.4)

This is the most general case where d and q can be any logical sentence, since any logical
sentence can be rewritten in a DNF form.
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We can see that using our intermediate representation, checking the validity of the material
implication |= d ⊃ q is transformed to a series of simple set-inclusion checking.

5.3.3

Uncertainty

It is known that IR is an uncertain process [Chiaramella & Chevallet, 1992]. Therefore, it is
mandatory to define a measure for quantifying the validity of the implication d ⊃ q, written
U (|= d ⊃ q). It is rarely the case where d ⊃ q is valid, so we need a measure to estimate the
degree to which d ⊃ q is valid, and then ranking documents according to the decreasing value
of this measure.
According to (Definitions 5.5 & 5.6), documents and queries are sets of clauses, or equivalently, sets of nodes in BΘ (Definition 5.3), where BΘ is a Boolean algebra (Theorem 5.1).
Knuth [Knuth, 2005] defines the Z function on lattices, where for any two distinct elements x
and y of a lattice, Z(x, y) measures the degree to which x includes or implies y. In other words,
the Z function quantifies the partial order relation defined on a lattice.
First we must redefine the Z function on our Boolean algebra BΘ . For any two nodes or
elements (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω of the Boolean algebra BΘ :

if (x2 , y2 ) ≤ (x1 , y1 )
 1
0
if (x1 , y1 ) ∧. (x2 , y2 ) = ⊥
Z((x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 )) =
(5.5)

z
otherwise, where 0 < z < 1
The condition (x2 , y2 ) ≤ (x1 , y1 ) means that the material implication between the logical
clauses that correspond to the two nodes (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) is valid (Theorem 5.2). The condition (x1 , y1 ) ∧. (x2 , y2 ) = ⊥ means that x1 ∩ x2 = ∅ and y1 ∩ y2 = ∅, or equivalently,
the logical clauses that correspond to the two nodes (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) use a very different set of
propositions.
Let us now come back to our initial uncertain retrieval decision U (|= d ⊃ q). In logic-based
IR models, d and q are logical sentences. By rewriting d and q in DNF form, each of them
becomes one or several clauses or equivalently nodes in BΘ . Let us now assume that each of
d and q is only one clause, in the next section we will discuss the general case. We propose to
estimate the uncertainty U (|= d ⊃ q) via the function Z (Equation 5.5), as follows:
U (|= d ⊃ q) = Z(µ(d), µ(q))

(5.6)

We postulate that the previous rewriting (Equation 5.6) is reasonable, because:
• Z(µ(d), µ(q)) = 1 when µ(q) ≤ µ(d) which is equivalent to |= d ⊃ q (Theorem 5.2).
More precisely, when the implication d ⊃ q is valid then µ(q) ≤ µ(d), and thus the value
of Z will be equal to 1:
[Z(µ(d), µ(q)) = 1] ⇔ [|= d ⊃ q]
−
−
+
• Z(µ(d), µ(q)) = 0 when (Ω+
d ∩ Ωq = ∅) and (Ωd ∩ Ωq = ∅) which means that d and q
use different propositions, or equivalently, d and q use different terms. By supposing that
terms are independent then d and q are about very different things. For example, this case

5.3.4. The Relevance Status Value RSV(d,q)
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correspond to the case when we try to match a query about ‘dolphins’ with a document
about ‘grasslands’.
More formally, the implication d ⊃ q is unsatisfiable (6|= d ⊃ q) when d is valid and q
is unsatisfiable. According to (Definition 5.3), if d is valid then µ(d) = (∅, ∅), and if q
+
is unsatisfiable then µ(q) = (Ω, Ω). Therefore, if 6|= d ⊃ q then (Ω+
d ∩ Ωq = ∅) and
−
−
(Ωd ∩ Ωq = ∅). Accordingly, when the implication d ⊃ q is unsatisfiable then Z will be
equal to 0:
[6|= d ⊃ q] ⇒ [Z(µ(d), µ(q)) = 0]
• 0 < Z(µ(d), µ(q)) < 1 otherwise. This condition represents the case when d ⊃ q is
neither valid nor unsatisfiable. In IR, this condition corresponds to the case when there
are some terms shared between d and q, which is the general case in IR.
If we assume that terms are independent then the main difference between Z(µ(d), µ(q)) = 0
and 0 < Z(µ(d), µ(q)) < 1 is that in the former d and q use different terms, and they are thus
about totally different subjects. Whereas in the latter there is some thing shared between d and
q, or in other words, there is some thing that we can build upon it to establish the matching
between d and q.

5.3.4

The Relevance Status Value RSV(d,q)

In this section, we generalize (Equation 5.6) from the case where each of d and q is only one
clause to the case where d and q are any logical sentence. Our goal is to estimate the Relevance
Status Value RSV (d, q) between d and q.
Nie [Nie, 1988] differentiates between the two non-classical implications Exhaustivity d →
q and Specificity q → d. He proposes to write the matching score RSV (d, q) as follows:
RSV (d, q) = F [U (d → q), U (q → d)]

(5.7)

According to (Hypothesis 4.1–P.74), we propose to check the validity of material implication
instead of checking the truth of non-classical implication. Therefore, (Equation 5.7) becomes:
RSV (d, q) = F [U (|= d ⊃ q), U (|= q ⊃ d)]

(5.8)

We take this general form of matching score (Equation 5.8), and we build our discussion on
it. According to the form of d and q, we have:
Case 1. |Θd | = |Θq | = 1
The document and query are represented by only one clause. Suppose that Θd = {sd }
and Θq = {sq } then,
• U (|= d ⊃ q) = Z(µ(sd ), µ(sq )) (Equation 5.6).
• U (|= q ⊃ d) = Z(µ(sq ), µ(sd )).
RSV (d, q) = F [U (|= d ⊃ q), U (|= q ⊃ d)]
= F [Z(µ(sd ), µ(sq )), Z(µ(sq ), µ(sd ))]

(5.9)
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Case 2. |Θd | = 1 and |Θq | > 1
The document is represented by only one clause, but the query is a disjunction of several
clauses. Suppose that Θd = {sd } then,
• U (|= d ⊃ q) = G (Z(µ(sd ), µ(s1 )), Z(µ(sd ), µ(s2 )), . . . , Z(µ(sd ), µ(sn )))
where G : Rn → R, and n = |Θq |. G must be consistent with (Equation 5.2). In
order to build such type of function, G must be a triangular conorm function. To
simplify the notation, we will refer to G (Z(µ(sd ), µ(s1 )), . . . , Z(µ(sd ), µ(sn ))) by
G (Z(µ(sd ), µ(si ))).
si ∈Θq

• U (|= q ⊃ d) = G′ (Z(µ(si ), µ(sd )))
si ∈Θq

where G′ : Rn → R must be consistent with (Equation 5.3). In order to build such
type of function, G′ must be a triangular norm function.
The functions G and G′ must satisfy the following conditions to be triangular conorm
and triangular norm, respectively [Bělohlávek & Klir, 2011]: ∀a, b, c ∈ [0, 1],
•
•
•
•

Associativity: G(a, G(b, c)) = G(G(a, b), c) and G′ (a, G′ (b, c)) = G′ (G′ (a, b), c).
Monotonicity: If b ≤ c then G(a, b) ≤ G(a, c) and G′ (a, b) ≤ G′ (a, c).
Commutativity: G(a, b) = G(b, a) and G′ (a, b) = G′ (b, a).
Boundary conditions: G(a, 0) = a and G′ (a, 1) = a.

For example, G can be the normal sum + or the max function, and G′ can be the normal
product × or the min function.
RSV (d, q) = F [U
 (|= d ⊃ q), U (|= q ⊃ d)]

′
= F G (Z(µ(sd ), µ(si ))) , G (Z(µ(si ), µ(sd )))
si ∈Θq

(5.10)

si ∈Θq

Case 3. |Θd | > 1 and |Θq | = 1
The document is a disjunction of several clauses, whereas the query is represented by
only one clause. Suppose that Θq = {sq } then,
• U (|= d ⊃ q) = G′ (Z(µ(si ), µ(sq )))
si ∈Θd

• U (|= q ⊃ d) = G (Z(µ(sq ), µ(si )))
si ∈Θd

RSV (d, q) = F 
[U (|= d ⊃ q), U (|= q ⊃ d)]

= F G′ (Z(µ(si ), µ(sq ))) , G (Z(µ(sq ), µ(si )))
si ∈Θd

(5.11)

si ∈Θd

Case 4. |Θd | > 1 and |Θq | > 1
Each of d and q is a disjunction of several clauses then,
• we define G′′ : 2ΘΩ × 2ΘΩ → R where 2ΘΩ is the powerset of the set of clauses ΘΩ ,
and


G′′ (Θd , Θq ) = G′

si ∈Θd

G (Z(µ(si ), µ(sj )))

sj ∈Θq

(5.12)
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• U (|= d ⊃ q) = G′′ (Θd , Θq ) (Equations 5.4 & 5.6).
• U (|= q ⊃ d) = G′′ (Θq , Θd ).
RSV (d, q) = F [U (|= d ⊃ q), U (|= q ⊃ d)] = F [G′′ (Θd , Θq ), G′′ (Θq , Θd )]

(5.13)

Equation 5.13 is the most general form of the matching score RSV (d, q) between a document d and a query q.

5.4

Discussion

In the previous section, we presented a new IR model, starting from the definition of documents
and queries, passing through representing the retrieval decision and its uncertainty, and ending
with computing the matching score RSV (d, q). In this section, we discuss the main theoretical
properties of our proposed model, and we explore its main capabilities, which include the ability
to formalize the van Rijsbergen assumption about replacing U (d → q) by P (q|d), rewriting
Exhaustivity and Specificity in an easy to implement form, and the model is also capable of
reproducing most of classical IR models.

5.4.1

Formalizing Van Rijsbergen’s Assumption

Van Rijsbergen [van Rijsbergen, 1986] assumes, in an intuitive manner, that the uncertainty of
the retrieval decision U (d → q) between a document d and a query q can be estimated through
the conditional probability P (q|d). Although this assumption is well accepted in IR community,
but to our knowledge it is not yet well-formalized. For formalizing it, we consider the Boolean
algebra BM , which is built upon the formal interpretation of PL (Theorem C.2–P.188). We
also replace the truth of the non-classical implication d → q by the validity of the material
implication |= d ⊃ q (Hypothesis 4.1).
If d and q are two arbitrary logical sentences then they correspond to two sets of models
M (d) and M (q), or equivalently two nodes in the Boolean algebra BM .
First, we redefine the Z function on the Boolean algebra BM as follows: for any two sets of
Ω
interpretations x, y ∈ 22 ,

if y ⊆ x
 1
0
if x ∩ y = ∅
Z(x, y) =
(5.14)

z
otherwise, where 0 < z < 1
On the one hand, we propose to estimate U (|= d ⊃ q) via Z(M (q), M (d)):
U (|= d ⊃ q) = Z(M (q), M (d))

(5.15)

because,
• Z(M (q), M (d)) = 1 when M (d) ⊆ M (q) which is equivalent to |= d ⊃ q (Theorem
C.1–P.188). More precisely, when the implication d ⊃ q is valid then M (d) ⊆ M (q), and
thus the value of Z will be equal to 1:
[Z(M (q), M (d)) = 1] ⇔ [|= d ⊃ q]

5.4.2. Exhaustivity & Specificity
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• Z(M (q), M (d)) = 0 when M (d) ∩ M (q) = ∅ which means that if d is true then q is false
and vice-versa. Therefore, the implication d ⊃ q can be true or false but it is impossible
to be valid (Theorem C.3–P.188).
• 0 < Z(M (q), M (d)) < 1 otherwise. In this case, even the implication d ⊃ q is not
explicitly valid, it is possible to find at least a subset of models, e.g. M (d ∧ q) = M (d) ∩
M (q), in which d ⊃ q becomes valid.
Assuming that Z is consistent with all structural properties of the Boolean algebra BM , then Z
is the conditional probability (Equation B.8–P.178). Therefore,
U (|= d ⊃ q) = Z(M (q), M (d)) = P (M (q)|M (d))
On the other hand, we know that each node in BM represents a set of models of a set of
logically equivalent sentences. By this way, M (q) is a set of models of a set of logical sentences
equivalent to q. We choose q as a representative to this equivalent class. We do the same thing
for d. Therefore,
U (d → q) = U (|= d ⊃ q) = Z(M (q), M (d)) = P (M (q)|M (d)) = P (q|d)

(5.16)

Equation 5.16 formalizes the definition of U (d → q) that is presented by van Rijsbergen
[van Rijsbergen, 1986]. To our knowledge, this is the first study that present a mathematical
formalization for the Rijsbergen’s assumption.

5.4.2

Exhaustivity & Specificity

We reconsider the Boolean algebra BΘ which is built based on our intermediate representation.
We take the definition of the degree of implication function Z that is presented in (Equation
5.5). If Z is consistent with the structure of the Boolean algebra BΘ then Z satisfies: the Sum
rule (Equation B.4–P.178), the First Product rule (Equation B.5–P.178), the Second Product
rule (Equation B.6–P.178), and the Bayes’ Theorem rule (Equation B.7–P.178). By considering
these rules, it is possible to draw some valuable and useful conclusions.
We suppose that d is one single clause, or equivalently one node µ(d) in BΘ , and the same
for q. The conclusions that we draw here can be generalized to the cases where d and q are any
logical sentences.
Here, we consider the definitions of Exhaustivity and Specificity that are introduced by Nie
[Nie, 1988]. Nie represents Exhaustivity through U (d → q) and Specificity through U (q → d).
According to (Hypothesis 4.1–P.74) and (Equation 5.6), Exhaustivity becomes Z(µ(d), µ(q))
and Specificity becomes Z(µ(q), µ(d)).
According to the Sum rule of Z:
Z(µ(d) ∧. µ(q), µ(q)) = Z(µ(d), µ(q)) + Z(µ(q), µ(q)) − Z(µ(d) ∨˙ µ(q), µ(q))
but we know that Z(µ(q), µ(q)) = 1 because µ(q) ≤ µ(q), and also Z(µ(d) ∨˙ µ(q), µ(q)) = 1
because µ(q) ≤ µ(d) ∨˙ µ(q). Hence,
U (d → q) = U (|= d ⊃ q) = Z(µ(d), µ(q)) = Z(µ(d) ∧. µ(q), µ(q))

(5.17)
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In the same way, according to the Sum rule of Z:
Z(µ(d) ∧. µ(q), µ(d)) = Z(µ(d), µ(d)) + Z(µ(q), µ(d)) − Z(µ(d) ∨˙ µ(q), µ(d))
but we know that Z(µ(d), µ(d)) = 1 because µ(d) ≤ µ(d), and also Z(µ(d) ∨˙ µ(q), µ(d)) = 1
because µ(d) ≤ µ(d) ∨˙ µ(q). Hence,
U (q → d) = U (|= q ⊃ d) = Z(µ(q), µ(d)) = Z(µ(d) ∧. µ(q), µ(d))

(5.18)

The main difference, between the new definitions of Exhaustivity and Specificity (Equations
5.17 & 5.18) and the original definitions, is that instead of comparing two different objects d
and q for estimating Exhaustivity and Specificity, we here compare d (or q) with a part of it
µ(d) ∧. µ(q). Using Bayes’ Theorem rule, we obtain:
Z(µ(d), µ(q)) =

Z(µ(d), ⊤)
× Z(µ(q), µ(d))
Z(µ(q), ⊤)

(5.19)

where Z(x, ⊤) represents prior probability, and can be arbitrary assigned [Knuth, 2005]. Equation 5.19 clarifies the relation between Exhaustivity and Specificity, where we can see that Exhaustivity is monotonically increasing with respect to the size of documents and monotonically
decreasing with respect to the size of queries, whereas the case is reversed with Specificity.

5.4.3

General Framework

The proposed model in this thesis forms a general IR framework and most classical IR models
can be derived from it. Any instance I of our model is determined through providing a precise
definition of the following elements:
I = (µ, F, Z, G, G′ )

(5.20)

• The function µ : ΘΩ → 2Ω × 2Ω (Definition 5.3), is a function to translate logical clauses
into sets of atomic propositions.
• Providing a precise definition of the components of (Equation 5.13):
– F : R × R → R is a function to merge two numerical values.
– Z is the degree of inclusion or implication function defined on BΘ . If Z is consistent
with the structure of BΘ then it corresponds to a probability function P . However,
Z is not forcibly consistent with the whole structure of the Boolean algebra, so in
general: Z : (2Ω × 2Ω ) × (2Ω × 2Ω ) → R. The only restriction with respect to Z, if
we want to exploit the two results (Equations 5.17 & 5.18), is that the Z must satisfy
the Sum rule.
– G : Rm → R is a function to merge several numerical values, and it must be
triangular conorm.
– G′ : Rm → R is a function to merge several numerical values, and it must be
triangular norm.
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5.4.3.1

Boolean Model (BM)

Boolean model assumes that the document d is a clause and the query q is any logical sentence.
The document is relevant to the query iff the implication d ⊃ q is valid. As we see the Boolean
model corresponds to the direct application of our model.
Assume that each proposition ai ∈ Ω corresponds to one term in the document collection
D. A document d ∈ D is written as follows:
^
d=
bi
ai ∈Ω

where bi = ai if the term ai indexes d, or bi = ¬ai otherwise. In other words, d is a conjunction
of the terms that describe it and the conjunction of the negative form of the other terms (Close
World Assumption). The query q is any logical sentence, and thus it corresponds to a set of
clauses Θq .
The retrieval decision in the Boolean model is binary, and thus we do not need the degree
of inclusion function Z. Therefore, to decide if d is relevant to q or not, it is sufficient to check
the condition in (Equation 5.2). The instance IBM is:
• The function µ is the same as in (Definition 5.3), but in Boolean model the document is
always one clause.
• We do not need to define the functions F, Z, G, G′ because the retrieval decision in the
Boolean model is binary, and thus it is sufficient to check the condition in (Equation 5.2).
5.4.3.2

Language Models (LM)

Language models estimate the similarity between a document d and a query q through assuming that d is a language, represented as a probability distribution, and q is a phrase, and then
measuring the ability of the language d to reproduce the phrase q, denoted P (q|πd ), where πd is
the probability distribution defined on d [Ponte & Croft, 1998].
Assume that each proposition ai ∈ Ω corresponds to one term in the document collection
D. A document d ∈ D is written as follows:
^
d=
ai
(5.21)
ai ∈Ωd

where Ωd 6= ∅ is the set of terms that index or describe d, and ai is a term indexing d, or
equivalently, d is about ai . In other words, d is a conjunction of the terms that describe it. For
any document d, we have: Ω−
d = ∅, or in other words, the negation of terms is not modeled.
The query q is represented in the same way,
^
ai
(5.22)
q=
ai ∈Ωq

Hence, d, q ∈ ΘΩ are two clauses, and they correspond to two distinct nodes µ(d) = (Ωd , ∅) and
µ(q) = (Ωq , ∅), respectively. Therefore, G′′ ({d}, {q}) = Z(µ(d), µ(q)) and G′′ ({q}, {d}) =
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Z(µ(q), µ(d)) (Equation 5.12). We choose F as the weighted-sum between two values, so
(Equation 5.13) can be rewritten as follows:
RSV (d, q) = α × Z(µ(d), µ(q)) + β × Z(µ(q), µ(d))
Now, assume that α = 0 and β = 1 (Specificity without Exhaustivity) then
RSV (d, q) = Z(µ(q), µ(d))
Assume Z is consistent with all structural properties of the Boolean algebra BΘ , then
RSV (d, q) = Z(µ(q), µ(d)) = P (µ(q)|µ(d))
We know that µ(d) = (Ωd , ∅) and µ(q) = (Ωq , ∅), then it is possible to rewrite the previous
equation as follows:
RSV (d, q) = P (Ωq |Ωd )
Now, suppose that the elements of Ωq are conditionally independent, and let us define a probability distribution πd on the set Ωd then
Y
P (ai |πd )
RSV (d, q) =
ai ∈Ωq

which is the general form of language models. Therefore, language models are instances of our
general framework. The instance ILM is:
• The function µ is the same as in (Definition 5.3), but language models do not take the
negative terms into account. Therefore, for any clause s the set of negative propositions
Ω−
s is empty.
• The function F is the weighted sum.
• The function Z is a probability function.
• The functions G and G′ are the identity function, where ∀x ∈ R, G(x) = G′ (x) = x.
5.4.3.3

Probabilistic Models (PM)

In probabilistic models, each query q determines two classes of documents: Relevant (R) and
Non-Relevant (NR). Any new document d is ranked by comparing the probability that d belongs
to R with the probability that d belongs to NR. Probabilistic models depend on the Probability
Ranking Principle [Robertson, 1977], according to which: documents are ranked according to
the decreasing value of the probability P (R|d, q). More precisely, PMs use the notion of odds:
RSV (d, q) ∝

P (R|d, q)
P (NR|d, q)

R, NR are binary random variables, and R means document is relevant whereas NR means
document is non-relevant.
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The main problem in PMs is that the relevance information is not available in advance.
Therefore, it is hard to estimate the two probabilities P (R|d, q) and P (NR|d, q). However,
using Bayes’ rule and with some simplifications, the previous formula becomes:
RSV (d, q) ∝

P (d|R, q)
P (d|NR, q)

To estimate the two probabilities, we should have samples of the relevant and non-relevant
documents of each query. Some studies [Hiemstra & de Vries, 2000; Lavrenko & Croft, 2001;
Zhai, 2008] claim that R and NR can be seen as two sets of relevant and non-relevant documents
for a specific query, respectively. Robertson et al. [Robertson & Jones, 1976] also assume that
a set of relevance judgments for each request should be available to estimate the relevance
weights. If we take this viewpoint, where R and NR are two sets of documents, and project it
on the lattice BΘ , we obtain: Assume that each proposition ai ∈ Ω corresponds to one term in
the document collection D,
• Any document d ∈ D has the same definition presented in LMs (Equation 5.21), so it
corresponds to only one node µ(d) = (Ωd , ∅) in BΘ .
• Any query q has the same definition presented in LMs (Equation 5.22), so it corresponds
to only one node µ(q) = (Ωq , ∅) in BΘ .
• We know that any document di in R is relevant to q and satisfies |= di ⊃ q. By assuming
that R is a disjunction of a set of documents R = d1 ∨ · · · ∨ dk then |= R ⊃ q.
• We know that any document di in NR is non-relevant to q and satisfies 6|= di ∧ q 1 . By
assuming that NR is also a disjunction of a set of documents NR = d1 ∨ · · · ∨ dl then
6|= NR ∧ q.
• The retrieval decision can be reformulated as follows: ‘d is relevant to q if |= d ⊃ R and
6|= d ⊃ NR’ (Theorem 5.3). By taking the degree of implication Z into account (Equation
5.5), we have:
G′′ ({d}, R)
RSV (d, q) ∝ ′′
G ({d}, NR)
G′′ ({d}, R) can be simplified to G (Z(µ(d), µ(di ))). Since µ(d) = (Ωd , ∅) and µ(di ) =
di ∈R

(Ωdi , ∅) we replace Z(µ(d), µ(di )) by Z(Ωd , Ωdi ). We choose the max function to replace
G. In addition, assume that Z is consistent with all structural properties of the Boolean
algebra BΘ , then it corresponds to a conditional probability. We also suppose that the
elements of Ωd are conditionally independent. Finally, we obtain the following ranking
formula:
Y P (ai |ΩR )
RSV (d, q) ∝
P (ai |ΩNR )
a ∈Ω
i

d

where (ΩR , ∅) is the node µ(di ) that maximizes G (Z(µ(d), µ(di ))), whereas (ΩNR , φ)
di ∈R

is the node µ(di ) that maximizes G (Z(µ(d), µ(di ))).
di ∈NR

1

6|= di ∧ q means that di ∧ q is false in all interpretations, or equivalently, there is no an interpretation validating
both di and q.
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The previous formula is the general form of probabilistic models. Therefore, probabilistic
models are instances of our general framework. The instance IP M is:
• The function µ is the same as in (Definition 5.3), but probabilistic models do not take the
negative terms into account. Therefore, for any clause s the set of negative propositions
Ω−
s is empty.
• The function F is the weighted sum.
• The function Z is a probability function.
• The function G is the max function.
• The function G′ is the identity function, where ∀x ∈ R, G′ (x) = x.
Theorem 5.3. In probabilistic models, a document d is relevant to a query q if:
|= d ⊃ R

and

6|= d ⊃ NR

R
R
Proof. Assume R = dR
1 ∨ · · · ∨ dk , where ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k, |= di ⊃ q.
NR
NR
NR
Assume NR = d1 ∨ · · · ∨ dl , where ∀1 ≤ i ≤ l, 6|= di ∧ q.

Case 1. If 6|= d ⊃ R:
6|= d ⊃ R means that,
R
6|= (d ⊃ dR
1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ (d ⊃ dk ),
∀1 ≤ i ≤ k, 6|= d ⊃ dR
i ,
R
We know that |= di ⊃ q, and we also know from (Theorem C.3) that if d ⊃ dR
i is
unsatisfiable and dR
⊃
q
is
valid
then
d
⊃
q
is
not
valid.
That
means
d
is
not
relevant
to
i
q in this case.
Case 2. If |= d ⊃ R and |= d ⊃ NR:
|= d ⊃ NR means that,
NR
|= (d ⊃ dNR
1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ (d ⊃ dl ),
∃1 ≤ i ≤ l, |= d ⊃ dNR
i ,
NR
|= ¬d ∨ di ,
6|= ¬(¬d ∨ dNR
i ),
NR
NR
NR
we know that 6|=
∨ di  ) ∨ (di ∧ q),
 di NR∧q then 6|= ¬(¬d
NR
NR
∧ d ∧ ¬di ∨ q ,
∨ di
6|= d ∧ ¬di

NR
NR
6|= (d ∨ q) ∧ d ∨ di ) ∧ (¬dNR
∨ q , we know that d ∨ dNR
∨ q can be
i
i ) ∧ (¬di
NR
rewritten as (d ∧ q) ∨ (d ∧ ¬dNR
∧ q), we also know that 6|= ¬(¬d ∨ dNR
i ) ∨ (di
i ) and
NR
6|= (di ∧ q) then,
6|= (d ∨ q) ∧ (d ∧ q),
6|= (d ∧ q),
We know from (Theorem C.3) that if d ∧ q is unsatisfiable then d ⊃ q is not valid. That
means d is not relevant to q in this case.
We must thus change our hypotheses in Case 1 & Case 2.
Furthermore, unlike the previous implementations of PMs, lattices allow us to define the
two sets R and NR in advance. We first define the up-set ↑ x of a node x in our lattice BΘ :
∀x ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , ↑ x = {x′ |x′ ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , x ≤ x′ }
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We define the non-relevant documents NR:
NR = {θ(x)|x ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , Z(x, µ(q)) = 0}
Now, it is possible to define the set of relevant documents R,
R = {θ(x)|x ∈↑ µ(q)} \ NR
where ∀di ∈ R, µ(q) ≤ µ(di ) which means that di ⊃ q is valid which in its turn means that di
is relevant to q.
The lattice BΘ allows us to define the family of probabilistic models. Moreover, it allows
us to determine the relevant and non-relevant documents in advance, which is very important to
estimate the two probabilities P (d|R, q) and P (d|NR, q).
5.4.3.4

Vector Space Model (VSM).

Vector space models assume that both documents and queries are vectors in the same term
space. According to VSMs, the similarity between a document d and a query q is either the
inverse of the Euclidean distance between them or the cosine of the angle between them [Salton
et al., 1975].
Assume that each proposition ai ∈ Ω corresponds to one term in the document collection D.
Suppose that any document d ∈ D has the same definition presented in LM (Equation 5.21), so
d corresponds to only one node µ(d) = (Ωd , ∅) in BΘ . Suppose that any query q has the same
definition presented in LM (Equation 5.22), so q corresponds to only one node µ(q) = (Ωq , ∅)
in BΘ .
−
For any node x = (x+ , x− ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω in BΘ , we build a binary vector →
x as follows:
→
−
x = hw1 , . . . , wn i

(5.23)

where wi = 1 if ai ∈ x+ , or wi = 0 otherwise. We define the following two operations:
Production ∀x, y ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω ,
→
−
−
x ⊗→
y = hw1x × w1y , . . . , wnx × wny i
−
−
The ⊗ operation between the two vectors →
x and →
y corresponds to the meet operation ∧.
between the two nodes x and y, where,
−−−→ →
−
x ∧. y = −
x ⊗→
y

(5.24)

Addition ∀x, y ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω ,
→
−
−
x ⊕→
y = hw1x + w1y − w1x × w1y , . . . , wnx + wny − wnx × wny i
−
−
The ⊕ operation between the two vectors →
x and →
y corresponds to the join operation ∨˙
between the two nodes x and y, where,
−−−→ →
−
x ∨˙ y = −
x ⊕→
y

(5.25)
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Let us define the Z function as the inner-product (·) between the vectors of two nodes, as
follows:
→
−
−
x ·→
y
(5.26)
Z(x, y) = →
−
|y|
P
−
where |→
y | = ai wi . Note that, the previous definition of Z satisfies the sum rule, where:
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
−
−
→
−
→
−
−
−
(→
x ⊕→
y)· t
x · t
y · t
(→
x ⊗→
y)· t
= →
→
−
− + →
− −
→
−
|t|
|t|
|t|
|t|

(5.27)

We choose F as the weighted-sum between two values, so (Equation 5.13) becomes:
RSV (d, q) = α × Z(µ(d), µ(q)) + β × Z(µ(q), µ(d))
Now, assume that α = 1 and β = 0 (Exhaustivity without Specificity) then
RSV (d, q) = Z(µ(d), µ(q))
Replacing Z in the previous equation by the definition presented in (Equation 5.26), then:
→
− →
d ·−
q
RSV (d, q) = →
−
|q|
−
|→
q | will not affect the ranking. Finally we obtain,
→
− −
RSV (d, q) = d · →
q
This is one of the different forms of VSMs (remember that Z is the inner-product function).
The instance IV SM is:
• The function µ is the same as in (Definition 5.3), but vector space models do not take the
negative terms into account. Therefore, for any clause s the set of negative propositions
Ω−
s is empty.
• The function F is the weighted-sum.
• The function Z is the inner-product between two vectors.
• The functions G and G′ are the identity functions, where ∀x ∈ R, G(x) = G′ (x) = x.
5.4.3.5

Inference Networks (IN)

Inference network models estimate the similarity between documents and queries through initiating the network by an interior probability (the chosen document), and then updating the
probabilities of the other nodes until getting the posterior probability of the intended node (the
query node) [Turtle & Croft, 1990, 1991].
Assume that each proposition ai ∈ Ω corresponds to one term in the document collection D.
Suppose that any document d ∈ D has the same definition presented in LM (Equation 5.21), so
d corresponds to only one node µ(d) = (Ωd , ∅) in BΘ . Suppose that each term ai in the query q
is represented by a node µ(ai ) = ({ai }, ∅). Note that, the document is a logical clause d ∈ ΘΩ
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and the query terms are propositions, it is thus possible to represent them using binary random
variables, where the binary random variable Ai = 1 if ai appears in its positive form in q, or
Ai = 0 otherwise.
Hence, d corresponds to one node whereas q corresponds to a set of nodes (a node for each
term ai ). Therefore, G′′ ({d}, q) = G (Z(µ(d), µ(ai ))) and G′′ (q, {d}) = G′ (Z(µ(ai ), µ(d))).
ai ∈q

ai ∈q

We choose F as the weighted-sum between two values, so (Equation 5.13) is rewritten as follows:
RSV (d, q) = α × G (Z(µ(d), µ(ai ))) + β × G′ (Z(µ(ai ), µ(d)))
ai ∈q

ai ∈q

Now, assume that α = 0 and β = 1 (Specificity without Exhaustivity) then
RSV (d, q) = G′ (Z(µ(ai ), µ(d)))
ai ∈q

We know that µ(ai ) = ({ai }, ∅) and µ(d) = (Ωd , ∅). We also know that BΘ is a Boolean
algebra. Therefore, we replace Z(µ(ai ), µ(d)) by P (Ai |Ωd ). Moreover, assume that bel d (Ai ) =
P (Ai |Ωd ) if ai ∈ Ωd or 0 otherwise, then,
RSV (d, q) = G′ (bel d (Ai ))
ai ∈q

which is the general form of Inference Network models. The instance IIN is:
• The function µ is the same as in (Definition 5.3). However, d is only one node in BΘ
whereas q is represented by several nodes, one for each term.
• The function F is the weighted sum.
• The function Z is a probability function.
• According to the implicit relation between query terms [Metzler & Croft, 2004], e.g.
AND, OR, NOT, etc., we can build the appropriate form of G′ for reproducing the standard query operators (#MAX, #AND, #OR, #NOT, #SUM, #WSUM) [Metzler & Croft,
2004]. In addition, it is possible to modelize the notion that any information need corresponds to a set of queries.

5.5

Conclusion

We present in this chapter a new theoretical framework for representing documents, queries, and
the retrieval decision including a ranking mechanism. We use the Propositional Logic (PL), as
underlying logical framework, for representing documents and queries, and then we claim that
the retrieval decision corresponds to the validity of material implication between a document
and a query, denoted |= d ⊃ q. Furthermore, we propose an intermediate representation to logical sentences (Definition 5.3), where after rewriting any logical sentence s in its DNF form, we
transform each clause of it to two sets of atomic propositions: one containing the propositions
that must be true in any model of this clause of s, and another containing the propositions that
must be false in any model. The intermediate representation enables us to transform checking
the validity of material implication |= d ⊃ q from a difficult and formal-interpretation based
checking to a series of simple set-inclusion checking. After that, we position the intermediate
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representations of documents and queries on a lattice, more precisely on a Boolean algebra.
We finally exploit the degree of implication metric Z, defined on lattices, for representing the
ranking mechanism.
On the one hand, this model presents a new vision of logic-based IR models through exploiting the implicit link between lattices and PL. On the other hand, it presents a general IR
framework capable of representing the classical IR models, like language models, probabilistic
models, vector space models, and inference networks.
Another important point in this study, in our point of view, is the simplicity and flexibility
of the framework that it provides. We discussed a few capabilities of our model, but there still
exists so many potential capabilities waiting to be discovered, especially through working on
the rules of the Z function (Equations B.4 & B.5 & B.6 & B.7).
The IR model of Losada et al. [Losada & Barreiro, 2001] is supposed to be the closest,
among logic-based IR models, to our model. However, the main difference between their model
and our model is that they use Belief Revision (BR) to estimate uncertainty, whereas, we use
the potential relation between PL and lattices. Moreover, they are forced to do some ad-hoc
simplifications to make their model computationally feasible, whereas, this is not the case in our
model. Our model is also more general because it is capable of representing most classical IR
models. In addition, the usage of lattice theory to estimate uncertainty allows us to deduce some
interesting conclusions concerning the assumption of van Rijsbergen about estimating U (d →
q) via P (q|d), and also concerning the two theoretical notions: Exhaustivity and Specificity.
The main advantages of our model can be reviewed in the following points:
• The retrieval decision is the classical material implication |= d ⊃ q. The connective ‘→’,
in the IR logical implication d → q, is thus a part of the formal language of PL. Actually,
this is a very important property, because with this property it is possible to build an IR
model based on the formal language of PL instead of its formal interpretation, where the
formal interpretation of PL contains 2|Ω| different interpretations, which is a very huge
number knowing that |Ω| is the number of atomic propositions. In IR, |Ω| could arrive to
tens of thousands.
• Different from Losada et al., our model is based on clauses comparison instead of formal
interpretation comparison, and without any type of ad-hoc simplifications. Therefore, the
computation time of our algorithms is visible, and it is rather easy to build operational
models of our theoretical model, as we will see in (Chapter 6–P.101).
• The uncertainty U (d → q) is estimated using lattice theory. On the one hand, the formal
definition of U exactly corresponds to the degree to which d implies q, and it is not
defined in an ad-hoc way like other models. On the other hand, positioning documents
and queries on a lattice, representing the retrieval decision as a partial order relation, and
estimating uncertainty through quantifying the partial order relation, all that lead to a very
flexible framework susceptible to be in future developed in several ways.
• Our model provides a mathematical formalization of the very early van Rijsbergen’s intuitional assumption about estimating the uncertainty U (d → q) through the conditional
probability P (q|d).
• Our model provides an implementable version of the very abstract notions Exhaustivity and Specificity, which are introduced by Nie [Nie, 1988]. It rewrites Exhaustivity and
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Specificity, in a way that instead of comparing two different objects d and q, it compares
d (or q) with a part of it d ∧. q.
• Our model is general enough to reproduce most classical IR models.
• Our model is implicitly capable of integrating an external knowledge into the retrieval
process through the possibility to build several document and query representations.
The main disadvantage of our model (in its current version) is that it is not yet capable of
explicitly integrating an external knowledge into the IR model, although, it is possible to do that
in an implicit way. However, one of our main perspectives is to extend our model to be able to
explicitly integrate an external knowledge.

Chapter 6
Instances of our Model
6.1

Introduction

In (Chapter 5–P.77), we presented a theoretical Information Retrieval (IR) model through proposing an intermediate representation for the logical sentences in Propositional Logic (PL), and
through exploiting the implicit relation between PL and lattice theory. In addition, we theoretically explored the merits of our model. In this chapter, we introduce different ways to build
different operational instances of the previous theoretical model.
Our theoretical model presents a new way to estimate Exhaustivity and Specificity, where
instead of comparing two different objects, a document d and a query q, it proposes to compare
d (or q) with a part of it d ∧. q (Equations 5.17 & 5.18). The theoretical model also enables us to
represent different facets of d and q, where d and q can be one or several nodes in the Boolean
algebra BΘ (Definitions 5.5 & 5.6).
In this chapter, we build operational instances that exploit and enable us to experimentally
check the previous two advantages, namely the new approach of Exhaustivity and Specificity estimation and the possibility to map documents and queries to several nodes in BΘ . We build
three instances:
Exhaustivity and Specificity instance (ES ).
The main goal of this instance is to check the importance of Exhaustivity and Specificity when they are explicitly integrated into a concrete IR model. We exactly consider
the two new forms of Exhaustivity and Specificity (Equations 5.17 & 5.18).
This instance could be considered as the direct, or even naive, application of our model,
where we do not make any special assumption about the document and query representation. We only profit from the new form of Exhaustivity and Specificity, and how they are
theoretically integrated into our model, to check the importance of them in IR.
Relation-based instance (RL).
We aim in this instance to build several representations of documents and queries through
exploiting some potential semantic relations between indexing terms. We show how it
is possible to integrate an external knowledge, namely the semantic relations between
terms, in our IR model.
In this instance, we mainly play on the possibility to build different representations of
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documents and queries, where instead of assuming that d only corresponds to one node in
BΘ , we map d to several nodes through exploiting the semantic relations between terms.
Structure-based instance (ST ).
The main goal of this instance is to exceed the flat representation of documents and
queries through exploiting some structural relations between terms.
In principle, this instance is similar to the previous instance (RL). However, this instance
exploits a different knowledge source, where it exceeds the flat representation of documents and queries, namely the bag of term representation, and supposes that terms are
inter-related. This instance also depends on the possibility to map documents and queries
to several nodes in BΘ .
In each instance, we redefine documents, queries, and the matching function. However,
prior to that, we must redefine the alphabet Ω through showing the nature of elements that it
could contain.
This chapter is organized as follows: In section 2, we talk about the possible mapping
between the alphabet or the set of atomic propositions, as a mathematical notion, and the set
of indexing terms, as an IR related notion. We also talk about the type of terms that we use
in this thesis and the notion of truth or falseness of a term in a particular document or query.
Section 3 is dedicated to present the Exhaustivity and Specificity instance (ES ) of our model,
where we provide a concrete definition of documents, queries, and the matching function. In
section 4, we present the relation-based instance (RL). In the same section, we also show,
in a theoretical manner, that document or query expansion generally improves the recall but
decreases the precision. Section 5 presents the structure-based instance (ST ). We conclude in
section 6.

6.2

The Alphabet

From a mathematical perspective, the alphabet Ω is a finite set of atomic propositions, whereas
from an IR perspective, it is a finite set of indexing terms. Therefore, any indexing term is an
atomic proposition, and in a particular document or query it can be either true or false. The truth
or falseness of an indexing term in a document or a query will be discussed later in this chapter.
Normally, there are several types of indexing terms, e.g. words, concepts, phrases, etc. In
this study, we mainly consider two types: words and concepts. When documents and queries
are indexed using words then each atomic proposition ai ∈ Ω corresponds to a word, and when
they are indexed using concepts, each atomic proposition ai ∈ Ω corresponds to a concept.

6.2.1

Words

Words can be defined as the smallest linguistic elements that have a semantic and can stand by
themselves. Words are the classic type of indexing terms that is used to represent the content of
documents and queries. For example, assume the document d is ‘lobar pneumonia xray’ then
the three words ‘lobar’, ‘pneumonia’, and ‘xray’, each of them is an atomic proposition in Ω.
Most IR models suppose that words are independent, or in other words, the only relation
between words is the identity, i.e. for any two words either they are identical or not. However,
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transforming documents or queries to bags of words is a quite limited indexing choice, because
we lose the information that comes from the order of words within the text, e.g. the meaning of
the text ‘The White House’ is different from the meaning of each word alone, and it also different
from the meaning of the text ‘the house is white’. Therefore, besides words, we propose in this
study to use concepts as another type of terms.

6.2.2

Concepts

There are many possible definitions of concepts [Bělohlávek & Klir, 2011]. In this study, concepts are defined as in (Definition 2.1–P.20). WordNet’s synsets or UMLS’ concepts are examples of concepts. For example, assume the document d is ‘lobar pneumonia’, then in UMLS d
can be mapped to two concepts ‘C0032300’ and ‘C0155862’1 . In this case, both ‘C0032300’
and ‘C0155862’ are atomic propositions in Ω.
In general, concepts are supposed to be more meaningful type of terms than words. There
are two main advantages of using concepts instead of words. On the one hand, since concepts
encompass the phrases or words that are synonymous then concepts contribute to solve the term
mismatch problem, where any two synonymous words should be mapped to the same concept.
On the other hand, concepts are normally a part of a knowledge resource which is supposed to
contain some supplementary information about concepts, e.g. some semantic relations between
concepts. Knowing that knowledge resources are normally human-validated then they are valuable resources of information. The main disadvantage of using concepts is that it is mandatory
to have a tool for mapping text to concepts, and the retrieval performance of concept-based IR
models is highly dependent on the precision of these tools, which are normally not very precise
[Maisonnasse et al., 2009].

6.2.3

Truth and Falseness of Indexing Terms

We said in (Section 4.2–P.69) that, in general, the truth or falseness of a term is related to the
implicit content of documents and queries. In other words, the decision that a specific term is
true or false in a specific document is not directly related to the occurrence of that term in the
document.
In general, two status of truth can be identified in the relation between a document d and a
term t. First, t is true in d if d contains enough information to say that d must be indexed by t.
Normally, the occurrence of t in d is considered a sufficient reason for t to be true in d. Second,
t is false in d if d contains enough information to say that d must not be indexed by t. Normally,
the non-occurrence of t in d is considered a sufficient reason for t to be false in d. However,
sometimes it is difficult to make any assumption about the truth of t in d. For example, in a
document d like ‘Karam lives in Grenoble’, what about ‘France’? Knowing that ‘Grenoble’ is
a french city, should the term ‘France’ be true or false in d? By considering the Close World
Assumption, any term does not occurring in d is false, whereas, by considering the Open World
Assumption, we do not say anything about the truth of the term t that does not occur in d, which
means, t could be true or false.
1

The concept ‘C0032300’ refers to ‘lobar pneumonia’ as a disease or syndrome. Whereas the concept
‘C0155862’ refers to ‘streptococcal pneumonia’ as a disease or syndrome.
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We distinguish between the truth or falseness of a word, in a specific document, and those
of a concept, as follows:
Words. A word ai ∈ Ω is considered true in a document d (or a query q) iff ai occurs in d. We
also consider the open wold assumption, where the words that do not occur in d can be
considered either true or false.
Concepts. A concept ai ∈ Ω is considered true in a document d (or a query q) iff d contains a
text mapped to ai . Here also, we consider the open wold assumption, where the concepts
that do not correspond to any text in d can be considered either true or false.
In this manner, we do not explicitly take the falseness of a term into account. Mathematically,
if d ∈ ΘΩ is a clause then the set of propositions Ω−
d is always empty (Definition 5.3–P.80).
Although, our model is capable of efficiently dealing with the cases where Ω−
d 6= ∅, we do not
take the explicit term falseness into account, because it is very hard to automatically identify
these cases in text (pure technical reason). Automatic identification of false terms is beyond the
topic of this thesis.
Actually, most IR models assume that all terms occurring in d are true and all other terms
are false (close world assumption). In this study, we consider the open wold assumption, where
all terms occurring in d are true, but we do not make any pre-assumption about the truth or
falseness of the other terms.

6.2.4

Term Weighting

The previous discussion talks about the relation between documents (or queries) and indexing
terms in a binary way, where a term is either true or false in a specific document. This is a quite
limited way because documents do not talk about all terms in the same way or in the same level
of details. Therefore, it is mandatory to reflect this gradual nature of the relation. Moreover, all
experiments in the IR field show the importance of term weighting [Fang et al., 2004].
First of all, let us keep in mind that term weighting is not a part of the logic and it is a pure
operational aspect, even though, it can be reflected through the degree of inclusion function
(Equation 5.5–P.86). Second, assume d is a document and it is a clause d ∈ ΘΩ , where µ(d) =
−
(Ω+
d , Ωd ). The weight of a term ai ∈ Ω in a document d can be viewed as a function:
 d
if ai ∈ Ω+
 wi > 0
d
if ai ∈ Ω−
(6.1)
∀ai ∈ Ω, ∀d ∈ ΘΩ , wid = 0
d
 d
±
wi ≥ 0
if ai ∈ Ωd

The last case, wid ≥ 0 when ai ∈ Ω±
d , will be especially seen in the relation-based instance
(RL), where concepts from outside the document will take a weight because they are related to
concepts from inside the document via a semantic relation.

6.3

Exhaustivity & Specificity Instance

In principle, Exhaustivity and Specificity compare either a document d with a query q or q with
d. Therefore, using a symmetric uncertainty measure U will lead to an identical Exhaustivity and Specificity. Equations 5.17 & 5.18 reform the two notions, where instead of comparing
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d with a totally different object q, they compare d and q with a part of them µ(d) ∧. µ(q). In this
manner, even using a symmetric uncertainty measure will not lead to identical Exhaustivity and
Specificity, because in Exhaustivity we compare q with a part of it, whereas in Specificity we
compare d with a part of it.
As we mentioned, the main goal of this instance is to check the retrieval performance of an
IR model integrating the new forms of Exhaustivity and Specificity. In other words, we test the
importance of Exhaustivity and Specificity.
To build an operational instance of our IR model, we need to concretely define documents,
queries, and the matching function. In this instance, the alphabet Ω can be either words or
concepts. In other words, this instance is applicable whatever the type of indexing terms is.

6.3.1

Documents & Queries

We follow the main assumption in most IR models, where the content of a document d is
determined through the aggregation of the indexing terms that occur in it. In other words, d is
a conjunction of the terms that appear in it. More precisely, d is a clause d ∈ ΘΩ (Definition
5.5 where |Θd | = 1), and it corresponds to only one node µ(d) in the Boolean algebra BΘ . The
query q is represented in the same way. In this manner, the object µ(d) ∧. µ(q) is also a node in
BΘ . More formally,
Query. Any query is a conjunction of terms and it is represented by only one clause, as follows:
for any query q,
^
∃Ωq ⊆ Ω, q =
ai
ai ∈Ωq

where Ωq is the set of terms that occur in q. Any query corresponds to only one node µ(q)
in the Boolean algebra BΘ , where µ(q) = (Ωq , ∅).
Document. Any document is a conjunction of terms and it is represented by only one clause,
as follows:
^
∀d ∈ D, ∃Ωd ⊆ Ω, d =
ai
ai ∈Ωd

where Ωd is the set of terms that occur in d. Any document corresponds to only one node
µ(d) in the Boolean algebra BΘ , where µ(d) = (Ωd , ∅).
The meet between them. The meet node of the two nodes µ(d) and µ(q) is:
µ(d) ∧. µ(q) = (Ωd , ∅) ∧. (Ωq , ∅) = (Ωd ∩ Ωq , ∅)
For simplifying the notation, we will refer to µ(d) ∧. µ(q) by µ(dq). Based on (Equations
5.17 & 5.18), instead of comparing Ωd with Ωq , we compare the sets Ωd and Ωq with the
set of shared elements Ωd ∩ Ωq , that means, we explicitly integrate the coordination level
between d and q into the IR model.

−
Note that, for d and q, the negative terms are not considered (Ω−
d = ∅ and Ωq = ∅), and at the
same time, we do not make any assumption about the terms that do not occur in them (Ω±
d and
±
Ωq ), which means, these terms can be true or false.
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Matching Function

For computing the matching score between a document and a query RSV (d, q), the most general form (Equation 5.13–P.89) is considered. We said that each of d and q is only one clause or
equivalently one node, we thus replace G′′ ({d}, {q}) and G′′ ({q}, {d}) by Z(µ(d), µ(q)) and
Z(µ(q), µ(d)), respectively, and thus:
RSV ES (d, q) = F [Z(µ(d), µ(q)), Z(µ(q), µ(d))]
According to (Equations 5.17 & 5.18), we replace each of Z(µ(d), µ(q)) and Z(µ(q), µ(d)) by
Z(µ(dq), µ(q)) and Z(µ(dq), µ(d)), respectively:
RSV ES (d, q) = F [Z(µ(dq), µ(q)), Z(µ(dq), µ(d))]
Now, it is mandatory to provide a concrete definition of the function Z, and to do that, µ(d),
µ(q), and µ(dq) must be first redefined in a way compatible with Z.
In fact, there are many mathematical frameworks, e.g. vector space, probability, fuzzy sets,
etc., to concretize our model, or in other words, to concretely define the degree of inclusion
or implication function Z. Vector Space Model (VSM) is one of the earliest and simplest IR
models, and also its retrieval performance is comparable to other IR models [Singhal, 2001].
Actually, we showed in (Section 5.4.3.4–P.96) the possibility to use the inner-product function
to define Z. Furthermore, the inner-product satisfies the Sum rule, which is necessary to use
the new form of Exhaustivity and Specificity. Therefore, we choose, in this thesis, to use the
vector space as a mathematical framework to concretize our model. Keep in mind that the vector
space is not the only choice, and there are many other choices, especially probability, because
when Z is consistent with all structural properties of Boolean algebra, it becomes a conditional
probability. This could be one of perspectives to develop our study.
Using (Equations 5.23 & 5.24), the three nodes µ(d), µ(q), and µ(dq) can be transformed to
−−→ −−→
−−−→
three vectors µ(d), µ(q), and µ(dq), respectively. We know that the inner-product satisfies the
Sum rule, then we replace the function Z by the inner-product:
h−−−→ −−→ −−−→ −−→i
RSV ES (d, q) = F µ(dq) · µ(q), µ(dq) · µ(d)

For the function F , we choose the multiplication (×), because for any two values x, y ∈ [0, 1],
limx→0 x × y = 0 and limx→1 x × y = y, and that produces a rather stable behavior because it
privileges the worst case. After these choices, the matching score between a document d and a
query q becomes:
−−−→ −−→α −−−→ −−→1−α
RSV ES (d, q) = µ(dq) · µ(q) × µ(dq) · µ(d)
where α ∈ [0, 1] is a tuning parameter. We introduce α to study the mutual impact between
Exhaustivity and Specificity, where α = 1 means that RSV ES (d, q) is totally depended on
Exhaustivity, whereas RSV ES (d, q) is totally depended on Specificity when α = 0. The log
function is a monotonically increasing function, then it will not change the ranking if it applied
to the previous equation:
−−−→ −−→
−−−→ −−→
RSV ES (d, q) ∝ α × log µ(dq) · µ(q) + (1 − α) × log µ(dq) · µ(d)
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According to the definition of the inner-product, the previous equation becomes:
!
!
X dq
X
RSV ES (d, q) ∝ α × log
wi × wiq + (1 − α) × log
widq × wid
ai ∈Ω

(6.2)

ai ∈Ω

This is the retrieval equation of this instance, where: wiq is the weight of the term ai in the query
q, wid is the weight of the term ai in the document d, and widq is the weight of the term ai in the
object µ(d) ∧. µ(q).

6.4

Relation-Based Instance

Classical intersection-based IR models suffer from the term-mismatch problem, which occurs
when the user who asks the query and the author of document use different terms to say the
same thing. These models assume that the indexing terms are independent, which means, the
only relation between terms is the identity, where any two terms are either identical or not.
For example, when a user asks about the price of flats in France using the term ‘flat’, then a
document talking about the price of flats in France is obviously related to the query even if it
uses the term ‘apartment’, because the two terms ‘flat’ and ‘apartment’ are synonymous.
Intersection-based IR models also suffer from another problem, which appears when the
query asks about something very general and the document contains information about another
thing that can be considered as a specification of the query’s thing. For example, assume a user
searching an article about ‘trees’, then in this case, an article about ‘cypress’ or about ‘pine’ is
isa
isa
probably related to the query, because cypress −→ tree and pine −→ tree.
Another problem also appears when a query is about something and a document is about
a part of that thing, and vice-versa. For example, if a user asking for some information about
‘fingers’, then a document containing information about the ‘hand’ is susceptible to have the
part-of
information that the user is looking for, because finger −−−→ hand .
The previous discussion shows that terms are normally not independent, and it also shows
the importance of exploiting the semantic relations between terms. Semantic relations can link
concepts or even words. In this instance, we choose concepts to build our index, because concepts are normally a part of a knowledge resource, which is supposed to contain rich information
about concepts and the semantic relations between them. Anyway, this instance is also applicable to words, but we prefer to currently restrict it to concepts. One more reason to focus
on concepts rather than words is that concepts normally encompass all synonymous words and
phrases. Thus, concepts automatically contribute to solve the term-mismatch problem.

6.4.1

Documents & Queries

We assume that in this instance the elements of Ω are restricted to concepts. Concepts are a
part of a knowledge resource, which contains supplementary information about concepts and
defines semantic relations between them. Relations between concepts are normally directed and
r
r
r′
→ aj and aj →
− ai . Let us refer to the concept aj
labeled, where ai →
− aj is different from ai −
that is related to the concept ai via a relation r directed from ai to aj by ari . In other words,
r
ari = aj where ai →
− aj .

6.4.1. Documents & Queries
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Assume that the original document do is a clause do ∈ ΘΩ . There are several choices
to extend do using concepts related to the original concepts of do via semantic relations. We
present some of these choices through an example. Assume do = a1 ∧ a2 , and assume ar1 and
ar2 are the two concepts related to a1 and a2 via the relation r, respectively. The new document
d after expanding do by the relation r becomes:
Choice 1. Considering either ai or its related concept ari . In this case, the document d becomes:
d = (a1 ∨ar1 )∧(a2 ∨ar2 ) or equivalently d = (a1 ∧a2 )∨(ar1 ∧a2 )∨(a1 ∧ar2 )∨(ar1 ∧ar2 ). On
the one hand, this choice transforms the original document do from only one node in BΘ
to a huge number of nodes. On the other hand, this choice is not very reasonable because
choosing among something belongs to the original document do and another thing from
outside of do , means that, the outer thing can replace the original one, and that could lead
to a lot of noise. Note that the last clause in the previous equation (ar1 ∧ ar2 ) does not
contain anything from the original document do .
Choice 2. Building two versions, representing two points of view, of the original document do ,
one with only the original concepts (a1 and a2 ) and another with only the related concepts
(ar1 and ar2 ). In this case, the document d becomes: d = do ∨ dr where dr = ar1 ∧ ar2 . This
choice will lead to noisy representation of d, where the second clause in the previous
equation (ar1 ∧ ar2 ) is so far from the original document do .
Choice 3. Instead of choosing among a concept and its related concept, we consider both at
the same time, that means, extending the original document do by new concepts using
a specific semantic relation. The document d becomes: d = do ∨ dr where in this case
dr = a1 ∧ ar1 ∧ a2 ∧ ar2 .
On the one hand, when d ⊃ q is valid then do ⊃ q and dr ⊃ q are also valid, because
|= d ⊃ q can be rewritten as |= [(do ⊃ q) ∧ (dr ⊃ q)]. On the other hand, assume that the
r
relation ai →
− aj is represented by |= ai ⊃ aj [Chiaramella & Chevallet, 1992], then dr
is resulted from do through revising it using the knowledge Γ = {|= ai ⊃ aj , . . . }, where
do ∧ (ai ⊃ aj ) = (do ∧ ¬ai ) ∨ (do ∧ aj ) = do ∧ aj because ai ∈ do and thus do ∧ ¬ai is
unsatisfiable or always false;
Note that in the above choices, we only talk about documents without referring to queries,
although queries are an essential part of the retrieval process. The intrinsic goal of IR is to
answer a query, so what is the benefit of extending a document by some concepts non-related to
the query? Assume that the query q is about ar1 but not about ar2 , then adding ar2 to the original
document do will only increase the noise. By considering the third choice and by taking the
query q into account, the document d becomes: d = do ∨ dr where dr = a1 ∧ ar1 ∧ a2 .
Using semantic relations to expand a document lead to better recall, but at the same time
it could decrease the precision. For example, assume that the query asks for ‘rock’ as a type
of music, then extending the document that talks about ‘quartz’ by the concept ‘rock’ will lead
isa
to noise. Remember that quartz −→ rock . Furthermore, using relations could lead to add
some non-informative or very general concepts, where everything is an entity. For example, in
isa
isa
isa
isa
UMLS: Bcell −→ Cell −→ FullyFormedAnatomicalStructure −→ AnatomicalStructure −→
isa
PhysicalObject −→ Entity. Actually, here lies the role of term weighting, which should maintain the recall improvement and avoid the decrease in precision. More formally, documents and
queries are:
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Query. Any query is a conjunction of concepts and it is represented by only one clause, as
follows: for any query q,
^
ai
∃Ωq ⊆ Ω, q =
ai ∈Ωq

where Ωq is the set of concepts that the text of q is mapped to. Any query corresponds to
only one node µ(q) in the Boolean algebra BΘ , where µ(q) = (Ωq , ∅).
Document. Any document d can be written as a disjunction of two documents: do the original
document and dr the expanded version of do using the semantic relation r.
d = do ∨ dr
The original document do is a conjunction of concepts and it is represented by only one
clause, as follows:
^
∃Ωod ⊆ Ω, do =
ai
ai ∈Ωod

where Ωod is the set of concepts that the text of the original document do is mapped to.
The expanded document dr is also a conjunction of concepts and it is represented by only
one clause, as follows:
^
ai
∃Ωrd ⊆ Ω, dr =
ai ∈Ωrd

where Ωrd = Ωod ∪ Ωr and Ωr contains the expansion terms that are connected to the terms
of Ωod via the relation r:
r

Ωr = {aj ∈ Ω \ Ωod |∃ai ∈ Ωod , ai →
− aj }
The original document do corresponds to only one node µ(do ) in the Boolean algebra
BΘ , where: µ(do ) = (Ωod , ∅). The expanded document dr also corresponds to one node
µ(dr ) in BΘ , where µ(dr ) = (Ωrd , ∅). Note that whatever is the relation r, µ(do ) ≤ µ(dr ).
Therefore, the document d corresponds to two comparable nodes µ(do ) and µ(dr ) in the
Boolean algebra BΘ .
It is possible to build several extensions of the original document do using different semantic relations ri . In this case, the final document d becomes: d = do ∨ dr1 ∨ · · · ∨ drk .
Note that d corresponds to several nodes in BΘ , one node for each relation and the node
of the original document.
The meet between them. The meet node of the node of the original document µ(do ) and the
node of the query µ(q) is:
µ(do q) = µ(do ) ∧. µ(q) = (Ωod , ∅) ∧. (Ωq , ∅) = (Ωod ∩ Ωq , ∅)
The meet node of the node of the expanded document µ(dr ) and the node of the query
µ(q) is:
µ(dr q) = µ(dr ) ∧. µ(q) = (Ωrd , ∅) ∧. (Ωq , ∅) = (Ωrd ∩ Ωq , ∅)
Note also that the coordination level between d and q becomes bigger, where µ(do q) ≤
µ(dr q), and that is exactly what contribute to solve the term mismatch problem.
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Figure 6.1: Document expansion using a semantic relation r w.r.t. BΘ .

The position of µ(do ), µ(dr ), µ(q), µ(do q), and µ(dr q) on the Boolean algebra BΘ is depicted
in (Figure 6.1). Note that, for do and q, the negative terms are not considered (Ω−
do = ∅ and
−
Ωq = ∅), and at the same time, we do not make any assumption about the terms that do not
±
appear in them (Ω±
do and Ωq ), which means, these terms can be true or false.

6.4.2

Matching Function

Before talking about the matching function, let us theoretically study the difference between
RSV (do , q) and RSV (dr , q). We discuss the difference from two points of view:
Exhaustivity. In order to show the difference between RSV (do , q) and RSV (dr , q) from Exhaustivity point of view, it is sufficient to study the difference between Z(µ(do ), µ(q))
and Z(µ(dr ), µ(q)).
We know that µ(do ) ≤ µ(dr ) and µ(do q) ≤ µ(dr q) ≤ µ(q) (Figure 6.1). Therefore, we
have:
Z(µ(do ), µ(q)) = Z(µ(do q), µ(q))
(Equation 5.17)
o
r
r
= Z(µ(d q), µ(d q)) × Z(µ(d q), µ(q)) (Equation B.9)
= Z(µ(do q), µ(dr q)) × Z(µ(dr ), µ(q)) (Equation 5.17)
From the definition of the Z function, we know that: Z(µ(do q), µ(dr q)) ≤ 1, and hence:
Z(µ(do ), µ(q)) ≤ Z(µ(dr ), µ(q))

(6.3)
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Specificity. In order to show the difference between RSV (do , q) and RSV (dr , q) from Specificity point of view, it is sufficient to study the difference between Z(µ(q), µ(do )) and
Z(µ(q), µ(dr )).
We know that µ(do q) ≤ µ(do ) ≤ µ(dr ) (Figure 6.1). Therefore, we have:
Z(µ(do q), µ(dr ))

= Z(µ(do q), µ(do )) × Z(µ(do ), µ(dr ))
= Z(µ(q), µ(do )) × Z(µ(do ), µ(dr ))

(Equation B.9)
(Equation 5.18)

We also know that µ(do q) ≤ µ(dr q) ≤ µ(dr ) (Figure 6.1). Therefore, we have:
Z(µ(do q), µ(dr ))

= Z(µ(do q), µ(dr q)) × Z(µ(dr q), µ(dr ))
= Z(µ(do q), µ(dr q)) × Z(µ(q), µ(dr ))

(Equation B.9)
(Equation 5.18)

Finally, by comparing the previous two values of Z(µ(do q), µ(dr )), we get:
Z(µ(do q), µ(dr q))
Z(µ(q), µ(do ))
=
Z(µ(q), µ(dr ))
Z(µ(do ), µ(dr ))

(6.4)

In general, we cannot conclude if Z(µ(q), µ(do )) ≤ Z(µ(q), µ(dr )) or vice-versa. However, it is possible to choose two nodes x = (Ωr , ∅) and y = (Ωr ∩ Ωq , ∅) from BΘ . The
two nodes x, y satisfy: µ(dr ) = µ(do ) ∨˙ x and µ(dr q) = µ(do q) ∨˙ y. At the same time,
we have: y ≤ x (Figure 6.1). That means, the difference between µ(do ) and µ(dr ) is
bigger than the difference between µ(do q) and µ(dr q). Hence, it is more probable that
Z(µ(q), µ(do )) ≥ Z(µ(q), µ(dr )).
It is known that Exhaustivity is recall-oriented whereas Specificity is precision-oriented [Losada
& Barreiro, 2001]. Therefore, from (Equations 6.3 & 6.4) we can conclude that document
expansion improves the recall, but at the same time, we can not draw a clear conclusion about
the precision, even though the precision normally decreases which is clear from the fact that
y ≤ x. This discussion provides a mathematical formalization of the well accepted idea in IR
that claims: document or query expansion increases recall but decreases precision. Actually, it
is a game of term weighting to maintain recall increasing and avoid precision decreasing.
After clarifying the difference between RSV (do , q) and RSV (dr , q), now it is the time to
show how RSV RL (d, q) can be computed. The document d corresponds to two nodes µ(do ) and
µ(dr ) in the Boolean algebra BΘ . The query q corresponds to one node µ(q) in BΘ . According
to the most general form of matching function (Equation 5.13), we have:
RSV RL (d, q) = F [G′′ ({do , dr }, {q}) , G′′ ({q}, {do , dr })]
= F [G′ (Z(µ(do ), µ(q)), Z(µ(dr ), µ(q))) , G (Z(µ(q), µ(do )), Z(µ(q), µ(dr )))]
We choose multiplication × to replace G′ , because G′ must be a triangular norm function.
Whereas, we choose addition + to replace G, because G must be a triangular conorm function.
Concerning the function F , we choose multiplication ×. In view of these choices, the matching
function becomes:
RSV RL (d, q) = Z(µ(do ), µ(q)) × Z(µ(dr ), µ(q)) × [Z(µ(q), µ(do )) + Z(µ(q), µ(dr ))]
= Z(µ(do ), µ(q)) × Z(µ(dr ), µ(q)) × Z(µ(q), µ(do ))
+Z(µ(do ), µ(q)) × Z(µ(dr ), µ(q)) × Z(µ(q), µ(dr ))
= Z(µ(do q), µ(q)) × Z(µ(dr q), µ(q)) × Z(µ(do q), µ(do ))
+Z(µ(do q), µ(q)) × Z(µ(dr q), µ(q)) × Z(µ(dr q), µ(dr ))
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If we choose to replace Z by inner-product and the other components by vectors as in the
previous model RSV ES (d, q) then:

 P
 P
P
do q
q
dr q
do q
q
do
×
w
w
×
×
w
×
w
RSV RL (d, q) =
w
×
w
i
i
i
ai ∈Ω i
ai ∈Ω i
ai ∈Ω i
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dr q
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q
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×
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×
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w
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ai ∈Ω i
ai ∈Ω i

where, wiq is the weight of the concept ai in the query q, wid is the weight of the concept ai in
o
r
the original document do , wid is the weight of the concept ai in ther expanded document dr , wid q
is the weight of the concept ai in the object µ(do ) ∧. µ(q), and wid q is the weight of the concept
ai in the object µ(dr ) ∧. µ(q).
r
We know that, µ(dr q) = (Ωrd ∩ Ωq , ∅), we can thus estimate wid q depending on the concepts
of q. In addition, we illustrated that document expansion, using a semantic relation r, increases
the recall but it can decrease the precision if it is not carefully considered. To avoid the noise
that comes from the document expansion, we weight the concepts of dr through the weight of
the corresponding concepts in do . First, we need a measure to estimate the semantic similarity
between any two concepts having a semantic relation r, as follows:

if ai = aj
 1
0
no semantic relation
∀ai , aj ∈ Ω, Sim r (ai , aj ) =
(6.5)

r
0 < u < 1 if ai →
− aj
o

The Sim r measure reflects the fact that the strongest relation between concepts is the identity,
and the weakest is that they are totally different, whereas if two concepts are linked by any type
of semantic relations then the measure should reflect the nature of this relation and the way
the two concepts are linked via this relation. Second, the weight of concepts in the expanded
document dr becomes:
o
r
∀ai ∈ Ω, wid = Sim r (aj , ai ) × wjd

where, aj is the concept of the original document do that maximizes the similarity measure of
the semantic relation r. In other words,
aj = arg max Sim r (ak , ai )
ak ∈Ωod

The final equation to compute the matching score between q and d becomes:
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(6.6)

6.5

Structure-Based Instance

Flat document and query representation is a quite limited way to represent the content of documents and queries, because it is not capable of expressing the potential relations between
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Table 6.1: The phrase ‘lobar pneumonia xray’ and its corresponding concepts in UMLS.
The phrase and its parts
Corresponding concepts
‘lobar pneumonia xray’
‘lobar pneumonia’
C0032300, C0155862
‘pneumonia xray’
C0581647
‘pneumonia’
C0024109, C1278908, C0032285, C2707265, C2709248
‘lobar’
C1522010, C1428707, C0796494
C0034571, C0043299, C0043309, C1306645, C1714805
‘xray’
C1962945
terms. For example, representing documents and queries as a bag of terms will not differentiate between ‘The White House’ and ‘the house is white’. The order of terms and the structure
of phrases are important components of the content of documents and queries. Conceptual
indexing is supposed to be capable of overcoming this problem, because the first step in the
conceptual indexing process is to identify noun-phrases in the text, and then try to map them to
some concepts in a knowledge resource.
However, for a noun-phrase, it is sometimes difficult to find concepts corresponding to the
whole noun-phrase. Moreover, even if there are concepts corresponding to the whole nounphrase, it is useful to return some concepts corresponding to parts of it, because restricting our
attention to the concepts that only correspond to the whole phrase could lead to miss some
related concepts, or in other words, it could lead to loss in recall. For example, (Table 6.1)
shows the UMLS’ concepts that correspond to the phrase ‘lobar pneumonia xray’ or to a part
of it. You can see that the original phrase does not correspond to any concept and that justifies
searching concepts that correspond to a part of it. You can also see that by replacing the phrase
‘pneumonia xray’ by the concept ‘C0581647’ without considering the concepts that correspond
to ‘pneumonia’ or to ‘xray’ separately, we get a recall problem, because a document about
‘pneumonia xray’ will not be able to answer a query about ‘xray’ or ‘pneumonia’.
From the above example, we can see that a disambiguation step to choose one concept
among the candidate concepts to represent the phrase is inadequate and can decrease the recall
[Sanderson, 1994]. Moreover, transforming the phrase to a simple and flat set of the candidate
concepts will decrease the precision. Fortunately, it is not difficult to build a hierarchical structure of concepts depending on the parts of phrase that theses concepts correspond to (Figure
6.2) [Bruza & van der Gaag, 1993].
Furthermore, another type of problems arises when mapping each part, e.g. x2 , to concepts.
Normally, each phrase or sub-phrase is mapped to several candidate concepts, but only one of
these concepts is supposed to be the most appropriate to the context of the phrase, and this is
actually the role of the disambiguation step of the conceptual indexing process to select the most
appropriate concept among the candidate concepts. Therefore, we think that the appropriate
logical sentence to represent x2 is x2 = C0032300 ∨ C0155862 , and not, x2 = C0032300 ∧
C0155862 (Table 6.1). This behavior, on the one hand, explosively increases the number of
clauses that are necessary to represent the document d. On the other hand, this behavior is
totally different from the behavior of words, where the potential relation between the words of
a document is the conjunction. There are two possible approaches to deal with this behavior.

6.5.1. Documents & Queries
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Figure 6.2: The hierarchical structure of the phrase ‘lobar pneumonia xray’.

First, it is possible to pass again through a disambiguation step, but disambiguation is normally
so difficult process. In addition, even if it is so precise and accurate, studies show that a precise
disambiguation will negligibly improve the retrieval performance [Sanderson, 1994]. Second,
we can convert the disjunction between concepts to conjunction, but with proposing a new
concept weighting system that implicitly reflects the disjunction between concepts [Abdulahhad
et al., 2012b, 2013b].
Finally, we must clearly say that this instance is only applicable to concepts, or in other
words, Ω is a set of concepts.

6.5.1

Documents & Queries

Let us assume that any document d or query q is a list of phrases, and each phrase has a hierarchical structure of its parts or sub-phrases. Assume that each part is a logical sentence.
Considering (Figure 6.2), there are several choices to represent documents and queries, among
them:
Choice 1. Assume the document d is a list of two phrases s1 and s2 then: d = s1 ∧ s2 . If each
phrase has a hierarchical structure as in (Figure 6.2) then s1 = (x1 )∨(x2 ∧x3 )∨(x4 ∧x5 ∧
x6 ), because each level is supposed to be sufficient to represent the phrase. The problem
in this way of representation is that d will correspond to huge number of clauses or nodes
in the Boolean algebra BΘ .
Choice 2. Instead of seeing the document d as a list of phrases, it is possible to see it as different
levels of abstraction d = l0 ∨ l1 ∨ l2 . Each level can be constructed as a clause, e.g.
l1 = x2 ∧ x3 . In this manner, we reduce the number of nodes of BΘ that are necessary
to represent the document. The problem in this choice is that the high levels will suffer
from low-recall problem and the low levels will contain a lot of noise.
Choice 3. We see the document as in choice 2, but each level will be a conjunction of itself and
the levels below it, e.g. l1 = x2 ∧ x3 ∧ x4 ∧ x5 ∧ x6 . It is clear that in this case the highest
level will contain all other levels.
In this instance, we consider the third choice, where d = l0 = x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3 ∧ x4 ∧ x5 ∧ x6 .
However, we will reflect the structure of phrases and the disjunctive relation between concepts
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through a new concept weighting system, which we present in (Appendix A–P.165). More
formally,
Query. Any query is a conjunction of concepts and it is represented by only one clause, as
follows: for any query q,
^
ai
∃Ωq ⊆ Ω, q =
ai ∈Ωq

where Ωq is the set of concepts that the text of q is mapped to. Any query corresponds to
only one node µ(q) in the Boolean algebra BΘ , where: µ(q) = (Ωq , ∅).
Document. Any document is a conjunction of concepts and it is represented by only one clause,
as follows:
^
∀d ∈ D, ∃Ωd ⊆ Ω, d =
ai
ai ∈Ωd

where Ωd is the set of concepts that the text of d is mapped to. Any document corresponds
to only one node µ(d) in the Boolean algebra BΘ , where: µ(d) = (Ωd , ∅).
The meet between them. The meet node of the node of the document µ(d) and the node of the
query µ(q) is:
µ(dq) = µ(d) ∧. µ(q) = (Ωd , ∅) ∧. (Ωq , ∅) = (Ωd ∩ Ωq , ∅)
−
Note that, for d and q, the negative terms are not considered (Ω−
d = ∅ and Ωq = ∅), and at the
same time, we do not make any assumption about the terms that do not appear in them (Ω±
d and
Ω±
),
which
means,
these
terms
can
be
true
or
false.
q

6.5.2

Matching Function

The definition of documents and queries in this instance is the same as in the first instance
RSV ES (d, q), we thus use the same matching equation:
!
!
X dq
X
wi × wiq + (1 − α) × log
widq × wid
(6.7)
RSV ST (d, q) ∝ α × log
ai ∈Ω

ai ∈Ω

The main difference between this instance and the first one is that here we use concepts instead
of words and we suppose that there is a hierarchical structure between concepts. The central
point in this instance is the new concept weighting system that we claim its ability to reflect the
hierarchical structure.

6.6

Conclusion

This chapter can be considered as a link between the theoretical model, which is presented in
(Chapter 5–P.77), and the concrete and operational models that can be implemented and tested.
Before talking about the operational IR instances proposed in this chapter, we had presented
how the alphabet Ω can be transformed from the mathematical world, where Ω is a set of atomic

6.6. Conclusion
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propositions, to the IR world, where Ω can be seen as a set of indexing terms. In this study, we
propose to use two types of indexing terms: words and concepts.
We presented, in this chapter, three operational IR instances inspired from the theoretical
IR model presented in the previous chapter. The first instance RSV ES (d, q) (Equation 6.2)
considers the flat document and query representation. This instance is applicable whatever the
type of terms is.
The second instance RSV RL (d, q) (Equation 6.6) claims that terms are not independent.
The instance exploits the semantic relations between terms to expand documents, in order to
overcome the term-mismatch problem. This instance is applicable to words or concepts, but, in
this study, we restrict the instance to only deal with concepts. In the context of this instance, we
theoretically show that document or query expansion generally improves the recall but decrease
the precision.
The third instance RSV ST (d, q) (Equation 6.7) deals with the inadequacy of flat document
and query representation, where it claims that there is a type of hierarchical relation between
terms. Actually, this instance does not explicitly express this hierarchy, instead of that, it uses a
new weighting system, which is presented in (Appendix A–P.165), being capable of reflecting
or modeling this hierarchical structure. This instance with its current configuration is only
applicable to concepts.
We investigated three instances of our theoretical model. In all instances the proposed sentences to represent documents and queries are fairly simple, where in most cases these sentences
are restricted to clauses without even taking the negative form of propositions into account (for
any s, Ω−
s = ∅). Our model is capable of efficiently dealing with any logical sentence. However, we choose to represent documents and queries in this simple way because the automatic
construction of more complex and expressive logical sentences based on the textual content is
not an easy and evident process, especially identifying the negative form of propositions. The
automatic transformation of the content of documents and queries to expressive logical sentences, even in a simple logic like PL, is still an open research question and it is beyond the
topic of this thesis [Kim et al., 2011; Losada & Barreiro, 2003].

Part IV
EXPERIMENTS

Chapter 7
Experimental Setup
7.1

Introduction

Any new Information Retrieval (IR) model needs to be tested and compared with other state of
the art models, to finally establish valuable and meaningful conclusions about its effectiveness.
However, the goal of experimentally testing the instances of our model is twofold. First, showing that our proposed model is applicable to large-scale data, and it can be efficiently tested on
corpora of big sizes. Actually, we aim to show that our model satisfies the main thesis’ goal that
is announced in (Chapter 1–P.3). Second, comparing the retrieval performance of the instances
of our model with some high-performance IR models, in order to place our model with respect
to the state-of-the-art models, and to draw some valuable conclusions about how to improve the
instantiating process of our model.
In (Chapter 5–P.77), we presented our theoretical IR model. In (Chapter 6–P.101), we built
three operational instances of our theoretical model. In this chapter, we present the experimental
framework and all technical details that allow us to test the three instances, and to compare their
retrieval performance with the performance of some high-performance models.
Nowadays, users of IR systems search information of different modalities, e.g. text, images,
videos, etc. In this thesis, we only deal with text. Therefore, we apply our model to documents
and queries of textual content.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the way in which we extract words
from the text, and also how we map the textual content to concepts. In the same section, we also
talk about the semantic relations that we use in this thesis and how we compute the semantic
similarity between two concepts. In section 3, we present our ways of weighting, where besides
the classical weighting schema (a variant of tf.idf ), we use a new way of concept counting,
namely the Relative Concept Frequency (RCF). Section 4 is dedicated to describe the corpora,
which we apply our model to, and their basic statistics. Section 5 reviews the metrics that we
use for comparing the retrieval performance of IR models. In section 6 we present the baseline
models that are used for comparison purposes. We conclude in Section 7.

7.2. Indexing Terms Definition

7.2
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Indexing Terms Definition

As we said in (Chapter 6–P.101), we use two types of indexing terms: words and concepts. Of
course we use words, as a usually-used type of terms, to represent the content of documents
and queries. However, although the proved effectiveness of using words as indexing terms, we
propose to use concepts, which are supposed to be more informative than words. In fact, since
each concept is the identifier of a category that encompasses all synonymous phrases (Definition
2.1–P.20), concepts implicitly contribute to solve the term-mismatch problem. Furthermore,
concepts are a part of a knowledge resource, which contains supplementary information that
can be exploited besides concepts, e.g. semantic relations.

7.2.1

Words

Words are classically extracted from text after removing stop words and stemming. In this
study, we eliminate stop words and stem the remaining words using Porter algorithm [Porter,
1997] to finally get the list of words that index documents and queries. We use the SMART stop
words list [Salton, 1971].
When using words as indexing terms, the alphabet or the set of atomic propositions Ω becomes a set of words, where any word can be true or false in a particular document or query
(Section 6.2–P.102).

7.2.2

Concepts

Besides words, we propose to use a more informative type of terms, namely concepts. Normally,
concepts are a part of a knowledge resource, and they are connected via a variety of semantic
relations. Concepts do not originally belong to documents and queries like words, then we need
a tool to map the textual content of documents and queries to concepts.
The concepts of many knowledge resources can be used in IR, e.g. the synsets of WordNet,
the concepts of UMLS, etc. In this study, we choose UMLS as a source of concepts in the
medical field. Therefore, we need a tool to map text to UMLS concepts.
For moving from text to concepts, there are many tools [Aronson, 2006; Baziz, 2005; Dozier
et al., 2007; Maisonnasse, 2008; Maisonnasse et al., 2009], which essentially map text to concepts of a knowledge resource. Each tool proposes some concepts for a certain piece of text,
and some of these tools also achieve a supplementary step to filter or disambiguate the proposed
concepts for providing a more precise list of concepts [Baziz, 2005]. In this study, and since
we use UMLS as a concepts source, we use MetaMap [Aronson, 2006] that provides the basic
mapping functionality, and maps medical text to UMLS concepts.
In fact, the textual content of documents and queries is mapped to UMLS concepts using
MetaMap. In this case, the alphabet or the set of atomic propositions Ω becomes a set of
concepts, where any concept can be true or false in a particular document or query (Section
6.2–P.102). Figure 7.1 shows the output of MetaMap when it is applied to the phrase ‘lobar
pneumonia’, where we can see the candidate concepts of the whole phrase and its sub-phrases.
We should mention here that we maintain all candidate concepts and not only the mapping ones.
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Figure 7.1: MetaMap’s output of the text ‘lobar pneumonia’

7.2.3

Semantic Relations

When using concepts, we implicitly take synonymy into account, because each concept encompasses all synonymous phrases (Definition 2.1–P.20). However, concepts are also interconnected via semantic relations, e.g. antonymy (opposition), hyponymy-hypernymy (specificgeneral), meronymy-holonymy (part-whole), etc.
The relation-based (RL) instance of our model exploits semantic relations between concepts. Therefore, there are two issues we need to decide about: which relation will we concretely use? and how do we estimate the semantic similarity between two concepts connected
via this relation? namely the concrete definition of (Equation 6.5–P.112).
The semantic relation that will be used in the RL instance of our model is the ‘isa’ relation
(Hyponymy / Hypernymy) between concepts. This relation is defined on the concepts of UMLS.
The isa relation is:
isa

isa

isa

• Transitive: for any three concepts c1 , c2 , and c3 if c1 −→ c2 and c2 −→ c3 then c1 −→ c3 .
isa

isa

• Anti-symmetric: if c1 −→ c2 and c2 −→ c1 then c1 = c2 .
Therefore, it is possible to define the length or the number of edges lci .cj of an isa-path between
two concepts ci and cj directed from ci to cj in UMLS, where lci .cj = 0 iff ci = cj , or equivalently, iff the two concepts are identical. We choose the isa relation directed from the concepts
of d to the concepts of q, i.e. a query about ‘animal’ will be satisfied by a document about ‘dog’
but not the inverse. Choosing one direction of the isa relation, namely from d to q, reduces the
chance of adding noisy concepts to d.
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Concerning the semantic similarity measure Sim isa (ci , cj ), or simply Sim(ci , cj ), there are
several possible choices [Aslam & Frost, 2003; Holi & Hyvönen, 2005; Leacock & Chodorow,
1998; Li et al., 2003; Mohler & Mihalcea, 2009]. The main constraint is to be monotonically
decreasing with respect to the length of the isa-path between the two concepts lci .cj . We choose
the exponential function to estimate the semantic similarity between two concepts that are related via an isa relation:
(
0
no semantic relation
Sim(ci , cj ) =
(7.1)
isa
−β×lci .cj
e
ci −→ cj
where β ∈ R+∗ is a tuning parameter. Figure 7.2 shows the exponential semantic similarity
function with different values of β.
Figure 7.2: The exponential semantic similarity measure
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One possible justification of choosing exponential measure, besides its good experimental
results [Abdulahhad et al., 2011c], is that it rapidly decreases. Actually, this is a very important
property in any similarity measure, because concepts rapidly become very general and far from
the original concept. For example, (Figure 7.3) shows the isa-paths starting from the concept
‘C0004561’ that corresponds to ‘B-cell’. We can see that concepts rapidly, within 2 or 3 edges,
become very general, and have very far meaning comparing to the meaning of the original
concept ‘C0004561’.
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Figure 7.3: The isa-paths starting from ‘B-cell’ in UMLS

7.3

Term Weighting

Whatever the type of indexing terms is, either words or concepts, term weighting is semimandatory to build effective and high-performance IR models. Fang et al. [Fang et al., 2004]
review, in a form of constraints, the weighting heuristics that weighting functions should respect
in order to be effective. Table 7.1 lists the constraints of Fang et al. and the intuitions beyond.
Clinchant et al. [Clinchant & Gaussier, 2010] presents an analytical form of these constraints.
In this study, we test three instances of our model: Exhaustivity and Specificity (ES ) instance (Equation 6.2–P.107), relation-based (RL) instance (Equation 6.6–P.112), and structurebased (ST ) instance (Equation 6.7–P.115). Each instance contains many weighting components
that need to be concretely defined. In the following subsections, we present a detailed definitions of all these components, to finally our instances can be experimentally tested. As we
mentioned earlier in (Chapter 6–P.101), the instances ES & RL use classical weighting mechanisms. However, the instance ST uses a different weighting mechanism that reflects the internal
structure of phrases within text (Appendix A–P.165).

7.3.1

Classical Weighting

One of the most important weights is the weight of a term ai in a document d, denoted wid . In
this study and since we depend on the vector space framework to build our instances, we choose
a variant of the well-known tf.idf weighting schema [Luhn, 1958]. Actually, we use (Equation
7.2), which respects the first four constraints TFC1 & TFC2 & TDC & LNC1 of (Table 7.1)
[Fang & Zhai, 2005].
c(ai , d)
N
(7.2)
×
wid =
|d|
df (ai )
c(ai , d) +
avdl

where, c(ai , d) is the count, or the number of occurrences, of ai in d, |d| is the document length,
avdl is the average document length in the corpus, N is the total number of documents in the
corpus, and df (ai ) is the number of documents in the corpus that contains ai .

7.3.1. Classical Weighting
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Table 7.1: Term weighting constraints
Intuitions
to favor a document with more occurrence of a query term
to favor document matching more distinct query terms
to make sure that the change in the score caused by increasing TF (Term Frequency) from 1 to 2 is larger than that
caused by increasing TF from 100 to 101
TDC
to regulate the impact of TF and IDF (Inverse Document
Frequency): it ensures that, given a fixed number of occurrences of query terms, we should favor a document that
has more occurrences of discriminative terms (i.e. high IDF
terms)
LNC1
to penalize a long document
LNC2, TF-LNC to avoid over-penalize a long document: as it says that if we
concatenate a document with itself k times to form a new
document, then the score of the new document should not
be lower than the original document
TF-LNC
to regulate the interaction of TF and document length: if d1
is generated by adding more occurrences of the query term
to d2 , the score of d1 should be higher than d2
Constraints
TFC1
TFC2
TFC2

In ES instance, the weight of the term ai , which is either a word or a concept, in a document
d is defined as follows:
( c(a ,d)
N
i
If ai ∈ Ωd
|d| × df (a )
i
c(ai ,d)+ avdl
wid =
(7.3)
0
otherwise
In RL instance, the weight of the term ai , which is a concept, in the original document do is
defined as follows:
( c(a ,do )
N
i
If ai ∈ Ωod
o
|do | × df (a )
i
c(ai ,do )+ avdl
wid =
(7.4)
0
otherwise
1
, where |q| is
We assume that query’s terms are equally important. We thus define wiq = |q|
the query length. In both ES & RL instances, the weight of the term ai in a query q is defined
as follows:
 1
If ai ∈ Ωq
q
|q|
wi =
(7.5)
0
otherwise

In IR, documents are ranked with respect to a query and not the inverse. In addition, the
document length could change in the RL instance, where |do | ≤ |dr |, whereas the query length
remains unchanged. We thus decide to weight the terms of the meet object µ(d) ∧. µ(q) using
the query, where widq = c(ai , q) and c(ai , q) is the count of the term ai in the query q.

7.3.2. Relative Weighting
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In ES instance, the weight of the term ai , which is either a word or a concept, in the meet
object µ(d) ∧. µ(q) is defined as follows:

c(ai , q)
If ai ∈ Ωd ∩ Ωq
dq
wi =
(7.6)
0
otherwise

In RL instance, the weight of the term ai , which is a concept, in the meet object of the
original document µ(do ) ∧. µ(q) is defined as follows:

c(ai , q)
If ai ∈ Ωod ∩ Ωq
do q
wi =
(7.7)
0
otherwise

In RL instance also, the weight of the term ai , which is a concept, in the meet object of the
expanded document µ(dr ) ∧. µ(q) is defined as follows:

c(ai , q)
If ai ∈ Ωrd ∩ Ωq
dr q
wi =
(7.8)
0
otherwise

After these definitions, namely (Equations 7.1&7.3&7.4&7.5&7.6&7.7&7.8), the two instances ES & RL are ready to be tested and experimentally studied. In the next subsection, we
use the Relative Concept Frequency (RCF) approach (Appendix A–P.165), which reflects the
internal structure of phrases, in order to define the weighting components of the ST instance.

7.3.2

Relative Weighting

We show in (Appendix A–P.165), our new counting approach RCF that takes the internal phrase
structure into account. RCF extends the flat representation of documents and queries through
exploiting some structural relations between terms. Therefore, we argue that this approach is
suitable for the ST instance of our model (Equation 6.7–P.115). Since our new approach of
counting maintains the document and query length, then the only component in (Equations
7.2&7.5&7.6) that must be changed is the count c(a, d).
The ST instance is similar to the ES instance. Therefore, in ST instance, the weight of the
term ai , which is a concept, in a document d is defined as follows:
( rcf (a ,d)
N
i
If ai ∈ Ωd
|d| × df (a )
d
i
rcf
(a
,d)+
i
(7.9)
wi =
avdl
0
otherwise
where rcf (ai , d) is the relative frequency of ai in d (Equation A.1–P.172). For more details
about the way of computing rcf (ai , d), see (Appendix A–P.165). We assume that query’s terms
1
are equally important. We thus define wiq = |q|
, where |q| is the query length. In ST instance,
the weight of the term ai , which is a concept, in a query q is defined as follows:
 1
If ai ∈ Ωq
q
|q|
(7.10)
wi =
0
otherwise
In ST instance, the weight of the term ai , which is a concept, in the meet object µ(d) ∧. µ(q) is
defined as follows:

rcf (ai , q)
If ai ∈ Ωd ∩ Ωq
dq
wi =
(7.11)
0
otherwise
After these definitions, namely (Equations 7.9&7.10&7.11), the instance ST is ready to be
tested and experimentally studied.

7.4. Test Collections (Corpora)
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Test Collections (Corpora)

In order to study the retrieval performance of the instances of our model, we apply them to six
corpora: four from ImageCLEF 1 , and two from TREC2 .

7.4.1

ImageCLEF

ImageCLEF is a part of CLEF3 (Cross-Language Evaluation Forum), which is a yearly campaign for evaluation of multilingual information retrieval since 2000. For example, ImageCLEF2012 contains four main tracks: 1) Medical Image Classification and Retrieval, 2) Photo
Annotation and Retrieval, 3) Plant Identification, and 4) Robot Vision. Medical Image Classification and Retrieval track contains three tasks: a) modality classification, b) ad-hoc imagebased retrieval which is an image retrieval task using textual, image or mixed queries, and c)
case-based retrieval: in this task the documents are journal articles extracted from PubMed4 and
the queries are case descriptions. In this study, we only consider ad-hoc image-based corpora,
denoted clef . In addition, we only use the textual part of corpora. Furthermore, since corpora
contain medical data, we index documents and queries using the two types of indexing terms,
namely words and concepts.
clef 09, clef 10, clef 11, clef 12 : are four ad-hoc image-based corpora of the years 2009, 2010,
2011, and 2012, respectively. These corpora contain short medical documents and queries.
Figures 7.4&7.5 show an example of a query and a document from the clef 09 corpus, respectively. What we exactly index in queries is their English parts EN DESCRIPTION.
Whereas, we index the caption and the title in documents.
Figure 7.4: An example of a query in clef 09

Table 7.2 shows some statistics about the medical corpora of ImageCLEF using two types of
terms: words and concepts, where the statistics of words are taken after removing stop words
and stemming, and avdl, avql are the average length of documents and queries respectively.
Furthermore, (Table 7.2) clearly shows a bias in the length of documents and queries between
the word-space and the concept-space. Actually, in view that mapping tools map each phrase to
a set of candidate concepts, then documents and queries in the concept space are much longer,
e.g. a phrase like ‘xray’ is mapped to six different UMLS concepts using MetaMap.
1

www.imageclef.org
trec.nist.gov
3
www.clef-campaign.org
4
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
2
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Figure 7.5: An example of a document in clef 09

Table 7.2: Statistics of ImageCLEF corpora
Corpus
#d
#q
Terms
avdl
avql
Words
62.16 3.36
clef 09
74901 25
Concepts 157.48 10.84
Words
62.12 3.81
clef 10
77495 16
Concepts 157.27 12.0
Words
44.83
4.0
clef 11 230088 30
Concepts 101.92 12.73
Words
47.16 3.55
clef 12 306530 22
Concepts 47.16 9.41

7.4.2

TREC

TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) was started in 1992. It supports research within the IR
community by providing the infrastructure necessary for large-scale evaluation of text retrieval
methodologies. TREC encompasses many different tracks1 . In this study, we only consider two
corpora trec6 and trec8 of the ad-hoc retrieval task. The two corpora are only indexed by words.
trec6, trec8 : contain long general-content documents and queries. Figure 7.6 shows the query
number 301 from trec6. Figure 7.7 shows what a document from trec looks like. For
TREC queries, we use the three fields: title, desc, and narr. Concerning trec6,
documents on disks 4 & 5 and topics 301-350 are used. Concerning trec8, documents on
disks 4 & 5 without Congressional Record (CR) and topics 401-450 are used.
Table 7.3 shows some statistics about the two corpora trec6 and trec8 that are indexed using
words, where the statistics of words are taken after removing stop words and stemming, and
avdl, avql are the average length of documents and queries respectively.
1

trec.nist.gov/tracks.html
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Figure 7.6: The query 301 of trec6

Figure 7.7: The document structure in trec

Table 7.4 shows an overview about the corpora that are used in this thesis and about their
content. We tried to apply the instances of our model to corpora of different fields (medical
vs. general) and with a variety of documents and queries length. This diversity gives more
credibility to our experiments.

7.5

Metrics & Tools

In order to compare the retrieval performance of IR models, we use the Mean Average Precision
(MAP) metric, which is both recall and precision metric, and also the precision at the first ten
documents (P@10) metric, which is a pure precision metric (Equations II.31 & II.35 in [Dinh,
2012] respectively).
The statistical significance tests are used to verify if a system a is statistically better than
another system b, and that it is not the pure coincidence that makes a better than b. As statistical
significance test, we use Fisher’s Randomization test at the 0.05 level [Smucker et al., 2007].
Besides MetaMap, which is used to map text to UMLS concepts, and trec eval1 , which
is used to compute the MAP and P@10 metrics, we build our own tools, using Java, to:
• extract the word-based index of documents and queries.
• compute the Relative Concept Frequency (see Section A.2.1–P.167), which is used to
weight the concepts in the ST instance of our model.
• build an IR system, which applies retrieval formulae to corpora.
1

trec.nist.gov/trec eval/
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Table 7.3: Statistics of trec6 and trec8 corpora
Corpus
#d
#q
avdl
avql
trec6
551787 50 266.67 46.56
trec8
523865 50 243.87 29.06

Corpus
clef 09
clef 10
clef 11
clef 12
trec6
trec8

7.6

Terms

Table 7.4: Corpora overview
Description

Words & Concepts

Contain short medical documents and queries

Words

Contain long general-content documents and queries

Baselines

In order to check the performance of our model, we must compare it to some high-performance
baselines. In order to obtain more valuable and reliable results, we choose baseline models
belonging to different mathematical frameworks:
Vector Space. From the vector space models family, we choose the Pivoted Normalization
Method [Singhal et al., 1996], denoted piv (Equation 7.12), where s is a tuning parameter, and
usually s = 0.2 [Fang et al., 2004; Singhal, 2001; Singhal et al., 1996; Zhai, 2008].
RSVpiv (d, q) =

X 1 + ln (1 + ln (c(a, d)))

a∈d∩q

(1 − s) +

|d|
s avdl

× c(a, q) × ln

N +1
df (a)

(7.12)

Probabilistic Models. From the probabilistic IR models family, we choose the BM25 model
[Robertson & Walker, 1994], denoted bm25 (Equation 7.13), where b, k1 , k3 are tuning parameters, and usually b = 0.75, k1 = 1.2, and k3 = 1000 [Fang & Zhai, 2005; Fang et al., 2004;
Robertson & Walker, 1994].
P
(k1 +1)×c(a,d)
−df (a)+0.5
×
RSVbm25 (d, q) = a∈d∩q ln N df
|d|
(a)+0.5
k1 ×((1−b)+b× avdl )+c(a,d)
(7.13)
× (k3k+1)×c(a,q)
3 +c(a,q)

Language Models. From the language models family [Ponte & Croft, 1998], we choose two
smoothing methods. First, Dirichlet priors method, denoted dir (Equation 7.14), where p(a, D)
is the probability of a given the corpus language model D, µ is a tuning parameter, and usually
µ = 2000 [Fang et al., 2004; Zhai & Lafferty, 2001]. Second, Jelinek-Mercer method, denoted
jm (Equation 7.15), where λ is a tuning parameter, and usually λ = 0.1 for short queries, which
is the case in clef corpora. Whereas, λ = 0.7 for long queries, which is the case in trec corpora
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[Zhai & Lafferty, 2001].


X
c(a, d)
µ
+
c(a, q) × ln 1 +
RSVdir (d, q) = |q| × ln
|d| + µ a∈d∩q
µ × p (a, D)


1−λ
c(a, d)
RSVjm (d, q) = |q| × ln(λ) +
c(a, q) × ln 1 +
×
λ
|d| × p (a, D)
a∈d∩q
X

(7.14)



(7.15)

Information-Based Models. From the information-based models family [Clinchant & Gaussier,
2010], we choose Log-Logistic distribution, denoted lgd (Equation 7.16), where γ is a tuning
parameter, and usually γ = 1 [Amati & Van Rijsbergen, 2002].


df (a)
X

 N

RSVlgd (d, q) =
−c(a, q) × log 
(7.16)
df (a)
avdl
c(a,
d)
×
log
1
+
γ
+
a∈d∩q
|d|
N
Table 7.5 shows a global overview of all baseline models used and their tuning parameter
values. As we can see from the table, we choose baseline models belonging to a variety of
mathematical frameworks.
Model
piv
bm25
dir
jm
lgd

7.6.1

Table 7.5: Overview of baseline models
Framework
Equation
Parameters
vector space models Equation 7.12 s = 0.2
k1 = 1.2
probabilistic models Equation 7.13 k3 = 1000
b = 0.75
language models
Equation 7.14 µ = 2000
λ = 0.1 (short queries)
language models
Equation 7.15
λ = 0.7 (long queries)
information models Equation 7.16 c = 1

Results

Table 7.6 shows the MAP and P@10 of all baselines, where we apply the baseline models to all
corpora after indexing documents and queries using words.
Table 7.7 shows the MAP and P@10 of all baselines, where we apply the baseline models to
the corpora of ImageCLEF after mapping the text of documents and queries to UMLS concepts
via MetaMap.

7.7

Conclusion

We presented in this chapter all technical details that are necessary to test and experiment the
instances of our model.
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Corpus
clef 09
clef 10
clef 11
clef 12
trec6
trec8

Corpus
clef 09
clef 10
clef 11
clef 12

Table 7.6: Baselines using words
Metric
piv
bm25
dir
jm
MAP 0.3664 0.3726 0.3353 0.3792
P@10 0.5920 0.5800 0.5600 0.6040
MAP 0.2992 0.2745 0.2960 0.2994
P@10 0.4312 0.3187 0.4250 0.3875
MAP 0.1546 0.1995 0.1534 0.1985
P@10 0.3033 0.3367 0.2433 0.3167
MAP 0.1027 0.1438 0.1161 0.1371
P@10 0.2182 0.2682 0.2182 0.2818
MAP 0.2076 0.2238 0.2410 0.2532
P@10 0.4340 0.4320 0.4100 0.4460
MAP 0.2302 0.2521 0.2514 0.2627
P@10 0.4640 0.4760 0.4360 0.4820

lgd
0.3917
0.6080
0.3106
0.4312
0.1960
0.3267
0.1420
0.3000
0.2064
0.3880
0.2318
0.4380

Table 7.7: Baselines using concepts
Metric
piv
bm25
dir
jm
MAP 0.2626 0.2672 0.2675 0.3058
P@10 0.4440 0.4600 0.4640 0.5280
MAP 0.2530 0.2127 0.2455 0.2451
P@10 0.3687 0.2937 0.3625 0.3750
MAP 0.1096 0.1552 0.1228 0.1580
P@10 0.2300 0.3100 0.2333 0.2800
MAP 0.0934 0.1034 0.0861 0.1022
P@10 0.1318 0.1500 0.1364 0.1591

lgd
0.2966
0.5080
0.2525
0.3937
0.1512
0.2833
0.1063
0.1727

We extract the list of words that index documents and queries after removing stop words
and stemming using Porter algorithm. In addition, we use MetaMap to map the textual content of documents and queries to UMLS concepts, and to finally build the conceptual index of
documents and queries.
Since we use the vector space framework to implement our instances, we weight indexing
terms, either words or concepts, using a variant of the classical tf.idf weighting schema. We also
use a new concept counting approach, namely RCF, where RCF takes the internal hierarchical
structure of phrases into account.
We apply our model to six corpora: four from ImageCLEF and two from TREC. We use
the MAP and P@10 metrics for comparing the retrieval performance of our model with the
performance of some high-performance baseline models. Actually, these baselines belong to
a variety of mathematical frameworks, and that gives more credibility for the comparison. To
check if one model is statistically better than another one, we use the Fisher’s Randomization
test at the 0.05 level.
We use a variety of corpora and baselines in order to obtain more credible and useful conclusions.

Chapter 8
Results and Discussion
8.1

Introduction

After presenting all necessary technical details in (Chapter 7–P.119), we present in this chapter
the experimental results of the instances of our model. We also compare the retrieval performance of our model with the performance of the baseline models, in order to finally draw
experimental conclusions about our model.
By presenting these results of the instances of our model, namely ES , RL, ST instances
(Chapter 6–P.101), our main goal is, on the one hand, to show the applicability of our model to
large-scale corpora, and on the other hand, to place our model with respect to other IR models.
Concerning each instance alone, the main purpose of the experiments that we manage on
the ES instance is to show the importance of integrating both Exhaustivity and Specificity in
one IR model. Concerning the RL instance, the goal is to show the flexibility and the ability
of our model to formally and efficiently integrate large knowledge resources into an IR model.
Our main intention beyond testing the ST instance is to show the validity of hypotheses that
govern our new structure-based concept counting approach (Appendix A–P.165).
The chapter is organized as follows: in section 2, we present, in view of the choices that we
made in (Chapter 7–P.119), the retrieval formulae of the instances of our model, namely the ES ,
RL, and ST instances. Section 3 shows the experimental results of applying the ES instance to
the selected corpora. In sections 4 & 5, we present the experimental results of the RL and ST
instances, respectively. We conclude in section 6.

8.2

Retrieval Formulae

Based on the weighting choices that we made in the previous chapter, namely (Equations 7.3
& 7.5 & 7.6), the retrieval formula (Equation 6.2–P.107) of the ES instance can be rewritten as
follows1 :

P
c(a
,
q)
RSV ES (d, q) ∝ α × log
i
ai ∈d∩q


(8.1)
P
c(ai ,d)
N
+(1 − α) × log
c(a
,
q)
×
×
i
|d|
ai ∈d∩q
df (ai )
c(ai ,d)+ avdl

1

For simplifying the notation, we replace Ωd , Ωq , and Ωd ∩ Ωq , by d, q, and d ∩ q, respectively.
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In the same manner, and based on the weighting choices that we made and the semantic
similarity measure that we considered in the previous chapter, namely (Equations 7.1 & 7.4 &
7.5 & 7.7 & 7.8), we can rewrite the retrieval formula (Equation 6.6–P.112) of the RL instance,
as follows:
P
 P

RSV RL (d, q) =
c(a
,
q)
×
c(a
,
q)
×
o
i
i
ai ∈dr ∩q

 ai ∈d ∩qP
o
c(ai ,d )
N
c(a
,
q)
×
×
o
i
|d |
ai ∈do ∩q
df (ai )
c(ai ,do )+ avdl
(8.2)




+

 P
c(aj ,do )
−β×laj .ai
N
×
c(a
,
q)
×
e
×
o
r
i
|d |
ai ∈d ∩q
o
df (aj )
c(aj ,d )+ avdl

The retrieval formula (Equation 6.7–P.115) of the ST instance is very similar to the formula
of the ES instance. The only difference is that, instead of the classical term-frequency, we
use the relative concept frequency. Therefore, based on the weighting choices that we made in
the previous chapter, namely (Equations 7.9 & 7.10 & 7.11), the retrieval formula of the ST
instance can be rewritten as follows:
P

RSV ST (d, q) ∝ α × log
rcf
(a
,
q)
i
ai ∈d∩q


(8.3)
P
rcf (ai ,d)
N
×
+(1 − α) × log
rcf
(a
,
q)
×
i
|d|
ai ∈d∩q
df (ai )
rcf (ai ,d)+ avdl

8.3

The ES Instance

The main goal of testing this instance, namely ES , is to show the importance of Exhaustivity and Specificity if they are appropriately defined and used. In other words, we show that
integrating Exhaustivity and Specificity into one IR model can increase the effectiveness of that
model. Although, this hypothesis is not new, but the new thing is the new practical definitions
of Exhaustivity and Specificity presented in this thesis (Section 5.4.2–P.90).
We divide our experiments into three main categories: 1- experiments to study the effect
of α value on the retrieval performance of ES (Equation 8.1), in other words, to study the
mutual effect between Exhaustivity and Specificity, 2- experiments using words to compare
the retrieval performance of the ES instance with the performance of the baseline models,
and 3- experiments using concepts to compare the performance of the ES instance with the
performance of the baseline models.

8.3.1

The Mutual Effect between Exhaustivity & Specificity

In this category of experiments, we only use words as indexing terms. By varying the value of
α, in the ES instance, between α = 0.0 (only Specificity) and α = 1.0 (only Exhaustivity), it is
possible to study the mutual effect between Exhaustivity and Specificity.
In (Table 8.1), we apply the ES instance to all corpora using words, (*) means a significant
improvement comparing to the case of α = 0.0 ‘only Specificity’ and (†) means a significant
improvement comparing to the case of α = 1.0 ‘only Exhaustivity’. In (Table 8.1), we also see
that, on the one hand, integrating the two components (Exhaustivity and Specificity) is better
than depending on only one. On the other hand, there should be a type of balance between the

8.3.2. Experiments Using Words

Table 8.1: The ES instance (Exhaustivity vs. Specificity)
α
clef 09
clef 10
clef 11
clef 12
trec6
0.0 (Specificity)
0.3149
0.3117
0.1965
0.1207
0.2116
0.1
0.3340 †∗ 0.3266 †∗ 0.2113 †∗ 0.1376 †∗ 0.2295 †∗
0.2
0.3544 †∗ 0.3352 †∗ 0.2229 †∗ 0.1477 †∗ 0.2464 †∗
0.3
0.3653 †∗ 0.3402 †∗ 0.2284 †∗ 0.1539 †∗ 0.2584 †∗
0.4
0.3737 †∗ 0.3102 †
0.2330 †∗ 0.1580 †∗ 0.2639 †∗
0.5
0.3789 †∗ 0.3171 †
0.2317 †∗ 0.1586 †∗ 0.2661 †∗
0.6
0.3834 †∗ 0.3221 †
0.2282 †
0.1539 †
0.2613 †∗
0.7
0.3846 †∗ 0.3194 †
0.2221 †
0.1485 †
0.2357 †∗
0.8
0.3846 †∗ 0.3144 †
0.2114 †
0.1463 †
0.1742 †
0.9
0.3731 †∗ 0.3056 †
0.1922 †
0.1348 †
0.0617 †
1.0 (Exhaustivity) 0.2300
0.1921
0.0749
0.0551
0.0120
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trec8
0.1934
0.2166 †∗
0.2339 †∗
0.2480 †∗
0.2609 †∗
0.2666 †∗
0.2631 †∗
0.2478 †∗
0.2112 †
0.1271 †
0.0369

two components. However, the exact value of α is corpus-dependent. In general, α = 0.5,
which is also the average of α values in all corpora, gives good performance (Figure 8.1). In
the rest of the thesis, we fix α = 0.5 to give an equal importance to both Exhaustivity and
Specificity.

8.3.2

Experiments Using Words

All experiments in this category are done using words as indexing terms. The main goal of this
part of experiments is to study the retrieval performance of the ES instance of our model, and
to compare it with the baseline models (Table 7.5–P.130).
In (Table 8.2), we apply the ES instance, piv , bm25 , jm, dir , and lgd to all corpora using words, where (*) indicates that the ES instance is significantly better. Table 8.2 shows
that the retrieval performance of the ES instance is better than the performance of some highperformance IR models, like piv , bm25 , jm, dir , and lgd . That is especially clear when using a
recall-precision metric like MAP. The only exception in (Table 8.2) is the clef 09 corpus, where
the lgd models performs better than other models including the ES . However, even though the
MAP of lgd is higher than the MAP of ES , it is not statistically significant. Therefore, the ES
instance and lgd have similar retrieval performance when applied to the clef 09 corpus.
Anyway, the comparison using a pure-precision metric like P@10 shows that in three of
six cases the ES instance performs better than other IR models. Similarly, even though lgd in
clef 09 and jm in trec6&trec8 perform better than ES but not in a statistically significant way.
Therefore, it is possible to say that the ES instance performs better than or at least as good
as the high-performance baseline IR models. Figure 8.2 shows precision at the standard recall
levels.
Concerning the trec6 corpus, the performance of the ES instance is slightly better than the
best run in TREC6 conference (the run ‘anu6alol’ where M AP = 0.2602) [Voorhees & Harman, 2000], and it is also better than the best result obtained by the DFR framework (the run
‘I(ne )L2’ where M AP = 0.2600) [Amati & Van Rijsbergen, 2002]. Concerning the trec8
corpus, all runs in TREC8 conference, which have better score than our score, use some supplementary techniques. For example, query expansion, pseudo relevance feedback, POS tools,
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Figure 8.1: The ES instance (Exhaustivity vs. Specificity)
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and fusion of several runs [Voorhees & Harman, 1999].
This category of experiments shows that, it is possible to build a high-performance IR model
through exploiting the two notions: Exhaustivity and Specificity, or in other words, through the
indirect matching between documents and queries. Table 8.2 shows the effect of integrating
Exhaustivity and Specificity, namely the ES instance, on the retrieval performance. This type
of results shows also that the indirect matching between d and q using an intermediate object
d ∧. q gives better results comparing to the direct matching.

8.3.3

Experiments Using Concepts

All experiments in this category are done using UMLS concepts as indexing terms. The main
goal of this part of experiments is to study the retrieval performance of the ES instance of
our model through repeating the same experiments of the previous section but using concepts
instead of words. Furthermore, studying the experimental behavior of the ES instance using two
different types of terms, namely words and concepts, gives more credibility to our conclusions
and at the same time it shows the stability of the ES instance.
In (Table 8.3), we apply the ES instance, piv , bm25 , jm, dir , and lgd to the corpora of
ImageCLEF using concepts, where (*) indicates that the ES instance is significantly better.
Table 8.3 shows that the retrieval performance of the ES instance is better than the performance
of the baseline IR models.
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Figure 8.2: The interpolated recall-precision using words in the ES instance
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MAP
ES
piv
bm25
jm
dir
lgd
P@10
ES
piv
bm25
jm
dir
lgd

Table 8.2:
clef 09
0.3789
0.3664
0.3726
0.3792
0.3353*
0.3917
clef 09
0.5960
0.5920
0.5800
0.6040
0.5600
0.6080

The ES instance (experiments using words)
clef 10
clef 11
clef 12
trec6
trec8
0.3171 0.2317
0.1586 0.2661
0.2666
0.2992 0.1546* 0.1027* 0.2076* 0.2302*
0.2745* 0.1995* 0.1438 0.2238
0.2521
0.2994 0.1985* 0.1371 0.2532
0.2627
0.2960 0.1534* 0.1161* 0.2410
0.2514
0.3106 0.1960* 0.1420 0.2064* 0.2318*
clef 10
clef 11
clef 12
trec6
trec8
0.4500 0.3467
0.3455 0.3680
0.4360
0.4312 0.3033
0.2182* 0.4340
0.4640
0.3187* 0.3367
0.2682 0.4320
0.4760
0.3875 0.3167
0.2818 0.4460
0.4820
0.4250 0.2433* 0.2182* 0.4100
0.4360
0.4312 0.3267
0.3000 0.3880
0.4380

The conclusions in this case, namely using concepts, are clearer, and in most cases our
model outperforms other models. The only exception is that the P@10 of the bm25 model is
slightly better than the P@10 of ES in the clef 11 corpus. Figure 8.3, which shows precision at
the standard recall levels, also clarifies our conclusions about the outperformance of our model.
The results in (Table 8.3) show that integrating Exhaustivity and Specificity, through the ES
instance, in an IR model can lead to important gain in the retrieval performance.

8.3.4

Discussion

Comparing the results obtained using words (Table 8.2) with those of using concepts (Table 8.3)
shows that indexing documents and queries using words generally gives better performance. We
think that happens because natural languages are ambiguous. Therefore, mapping tools, like
MetaMap, map each noun-phrase to several candidate concepts, and that adds a lot of noise.
Actually, the text-concept mapping tools are very noisy. In addition, the classical IR models
are built upon some statistical studies that concern words not concepts [Amati & Van Rijsbergen, 2002; Clinchant & Gaussier, 2010; Fang et al., 2004; Luhn, 1958; Ponte & Croft, 1998;
Robertson & Walker, 1994; Singhal et al., 1996; Zhai & Lafferty, 2001], and mapping text to
concepts, one way or another, destructs these statistical studies (see Appendix A–P.165). That’s
why classical IR models normally performs better when using words as indexing terms.
In general, experiments show that both Exhaustivity and Specificity are important to build a
high-performance IR model, and there should be a type of balance between the two components.
In addition, using two types of terms (words and concepts) gives more credibility to our obtained
results, and shows that even though using words generally gives better results but using concepts
gives more flexibility. That results from the available supplementary information that could be
exploited besides concepts. This supplementary information is normally a part of the knowledge
resources that contain concepts. Finally, the retrieval performance of our model (ES instance)
has, in most cases, statistically significant improvement over the performance of the chosen
high-performance baseline IR models.
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Table 8.3: The ES instance (experiments using concepts)
MAP clef 09
clef 10
clef 11
clef 12
ES
0.3489 0.3448
0.1822 0.1322
piv
0.2626* 0.2530
0.1096* 0.0934*
bm25 0.2672* 0.2127* 0.1552 0.1034
jm
0.3058 0.2451* 0.1580* 0.1022
dir
0.2675* 0.2455
0.1228* 0.0861*
lgd
0.2966* 0.2525* 0.1512* 0.1063
P@10 clef 09
clef 10
clef 11
clef 12
ES
0.5760 0.4562
0.3033 0.2136
piv
0.4440* 0.3687
0.2300 0.1318
bm25 0.4600* 0.2937* 0.3100 0.1500
jm
0.5280 0.3750* 0.2800 0.1591
dir
0.4640 0.3625
0.2333* 0.1364
lgd
0.5080 0.3937
0.2833 0.1727

Figure 8.3: The interpolated recall-precision using concepts in the ES instance
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MAP
RL
ES
piv
bm25
jm
dir
lgd
P@10
RL
ES
piv
bm25
jm
dir
lgd

8.4

Table 8.4: The RL instance
clef 09
clef 10
clef 11
0.3652 0.3018
0.1797
0.3489* 0.3448
0.1822
0.2626* 0.2530
0.1096*
0.2672* 0.2127* 0.1552
0.3058* 0.2451* 0.1580*
0.2675* 0.2455
0.1228*
0.2966* 0.2525* 0.1512*
clef 09
clef 10
clef 11
0.5760 0.4375
0.2900
0.5760 0.4562
0.3033
0.4440* 0.3687
0.2300
0.4600* 0.2937* 0.3100
0.5280 0.3750* 0.2800
0.4640 0.3625
0.2333
0.5080 0.3937
0.2833

clef 12
0.1307
0.1322
0.0934*
0.1034*
0.1022*
0.0861*
0.1063*
clef 12
0.2091
0.2136
0.1318
0.1500
0.1591
0.1364
0.1727

The RL Instance

The main goal of testing the RL instance is to show the flexibility of our model. More precisely,
we show the ability of our model to integrate large knowledge resources into IR models. Additionally, we still compare the experimental results of this instance with the baselines for placing
our instance with respect to them.
The RL instance exploits the semantic relations between concepts. Hence, we use concepts
as indexing terms in the experiments of this instance. To test the hypothesis beyond this instance, we apply (Equation 8.2) to the ImageCLEF corpora, and then we compare the retrieval
performance of RL with the performance of the ES instance, piv , bm25 , jm, dir , and lgd
models.
Table 8.4 shows the retrieval performance of applying RL, ES , piv , bm25 , jm, dir , and
lgd to the ImageCLEF corpora using concepts, where (*) indicates that the RL instance is
significantly better. Concerning the tuning parameter β in the semantic similarity measure, we
tested a range of values β ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} on all corpora, and we found that when
β = 7 best results are obtained. Therefore, we fix β = 7 in all experiments of this instance.
In (Table 8.4), by comparing the retrieval performance of the RL instance, which exploits the
isa relations between concepts, with the performance of the ES instance, which assumes that
concepts are independent, we can see that RL performs as good as ES . Rather than the invalidity
of the hypothesis beyond the RL instance, this result shows that more in-depth research is still
needed in knowledge-based IR especially in the semantic similarity computation.
However, RL still outperforms other IR models (Table 8.4). Figure 8.4 also clarifies that.
The most important case can be revealed by comparing the results of clef 09 and clef 12 in the
two tables (Tables 8.3&8.4), where RL is always significantly better than other models, which
is not the case in the ES instance.
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Figure 8.4: The interpolated recall-precision in the RL instance
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Discussion

The experiments of the RL instance reveal that we must be careful when exploiting semantic
relations to expand documents. Even with a big value of β, which means a very small value of
the semantic similarity measure, exploiting semantic relations adds some noise to documents.
We can also see this noise by tracking the isa-paths starting from ‘B-cell’ in UMLS (Figure
7.3–P.123). We can see that, in most cases, we rapidly get unrelated concepts, and very far from
the original concept. In addition to this noise there is a type of redundancy in our instance,
because the RL instance takes both the original document do and the expanded document dr
into account, where do ⊆ dr .
Documents and queries in this instance are indexed by concepts. Therefore, on the one hand,
moving from words to concepts increases the document and query lengths (Table 7.2), which
means, queries and documents become longer and thus there is less need to expand them. On
the other hand, concepts encompass synonymous words and phrases, and that means by using
concepts we already exploit relations, and hence by using other types of relations the noise
increases.
The performance of the RL instance presented in (Table 8.4) is for β = 7 in the semantic
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Model
ES
ST
ES
ST

Table 8.5: The ST
clef 09
clef 10
MAP
Gain MAP
Gain
0.3488
0.3447
+15%
-19%
0.4022*
0.2791
P@10
Gain P@10 Gain
0.5760
0.4562
+9%
-7%
0.6280
0.4250

instance
clef 11
MAP
Gain
0.1822
+12%
0.2031
P@10 Gain
0.3033
+7%
0.3233

clef 12
MAP
Gain
0.1321
+7%
0.1409
P@10 Gain
0.2136
+11%
0.2363

similarity measure. We tested several values of β ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}, on all corpora. The
interesting thing is that the same value of β gives the best performance in all corpora. Hence,
the value of β seems to be dependent on the knowledge resource that contains the concepts and
relations, UMLS in our case, and not on corpora. In other words, it is preferable to optimize β
on a knowledge resource and not on a particular corpus.

8.5

The ST Instance

As we mentioned, the ST instance (Equation 8.3) is very similar to the ES instance. Actually,
the only difference between ST and ES is the term-frequency component, where in ES is
classically computed, namely c(a, d), whereas, in ST the Relative Concept Frequency (RCF) is
used. RCF respects the internal structure of phrases in text (Appendix A–P.165).
Hence, what we exactly test in ST is the new way of term-frequency computing. In order
to do that, we compare the retrieval performance of ST using RCF with its performance using
the classical term-frequency, which is exactly the ES instance.
Table 8.5 shows the retrieval performance of applying ST and ES to the ImageCLEF corpora using concepts, where (*) indicates that the ST instance is significantly better. Table 8.5
shows that generally, in 3 corpora of 4, the new term-frequency computing method, namely
RCF, improves the retrieval performance, and sometimes the improvement is statistically significant. Figure 8.5 shows precision at the standard levels of recall for the ST instance of our
model.
The interesting thing is that the RCF method can be integrated into the classical IR models
[Abdulahhad et al., 2013b], because this method maintains the document, query, and corpus
lengths. Accordingly, we generalize our baseline models (Table 7.5–P.130) by replacing the
classical term-frequency component c(a, d) by the relative one rcf (a, d) (Equation A.1–P.172).
Table 8.6 shows the retrieval performance of applying our baselines and their variants by
using RCF to the ImageCLEF corpora using concepts, where (*) indicates that the variant of a
baseline model using RCF is significantly better than its original form. Table 8.6 shows that in
all cases, except when applying bm25 to the clef 11 corpus, the new term-frequency computing
method improves the retrieval performance, and in many times this improvement is statistically
significant. For example, (Figure 8.6) compares the precision at the standard recall levels of the
lgd model using classical term-frequency with the same model using the RCF.
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Model Weight
piv
bm25
dir
jm
lgd

piv
bm25
dir
jm
lgd

classic
RCF
classic
RCF
classic
RCF
classic
RCF
classic
RCF
classic
RCF
classic
RCF
classic
RCF
classic
RCF
classic
RCF

Table 8.6: Integrating RCF in other IR models
clef 09
clef 10
clef 11
MAP
Gain MAP
Gain MAP
Gain
0.2626
0.2530
0.1096
+49%
+14%
+62%
0.3909*
0.2894
0.1780*
0.2672
0.2126
0.1552
+26%
+20%
-3%
0.3355
0.2558
0.1503
0.2675
0.2455
0.1227
+26%
+12%
+2%
0.3380
0.2748
0.1255
0.3057
0.2451
0.1579
+31%
+14%
+15%
0.4005*
0.2803
0.1820*
0.2965
0.2525
0.1512
+35%
+13%
+25%
0.3997*
0.2853
0.1887*
P@10
Gain P@10
Gain P@10
Gain
0.4440
0.3687
0.2300
+39%
+7%
+45%
0.6160*
0.3937
0.3333*
0.4600
0.2937
0.3100
+17%
+21%
-6%
0.5400
0.3562
0.2900
0.4640
0.3625
0.2333
+24%
+21%
+1%
0.5760
0.4375
0.2366
0.5280
0.3750
0.2800
+16%
+20%
+20%
0.6120
0.4500*
0.3366
0.5080
0.3937
0.2833
+23%
+13%
+10%
0.6240*
0.4437
0.3133

clef 12
MAP
Gain
0.0933
+46%
0.1360*
0.1033
+11%
0.1142
0.0861
+13%
0.0969
0.1021
+29%
0.1318*
0.1063
+28%
0.1365
P@10
Gain
0.1318
+86%
0.2454*
0.1500
+6%
0.1590
0.1363
+7%
0.1454
0.1590
+51%
0.2409*
0.1727
+34%
0.2318
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Figure 8.5: The interpolated recall-precision in the ST instance
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Discussion

We think that the ability of the RCF method to considerably improve the performance, can more
and more increase by using more accurate mapping tools. Figure 8.7 shows the total number of
phrases in the clef 10 and clef 11 corpora, and also shows the number of phrases with respect
to the depth of the hierarchy that we can build for each phrase. More precisely, (Figure 8.7)
shows that in about 86% of cases, the depth of phrases’ hierarchies is 1, or in other words,
in about 86% of cases we can not build the hierarchy of a phrase because this phrase is only
one solid part and does not have sub-phrases, which means, the phrase is only one word. For
example, in clef 10 corpus, for 1916593 out of 2458245 phrases, we can not build a hierarchy
of depth more than 1. Hence, it is clear that MetaMap, which is the mapping tool used in these
experiments, maps only phrases of one word to UMLS’ concepts. In other words, in 86% of
cases MetaMap is not capable of recognizing the correct phrases in the text, and consequently
it only makes a simple word-by-word text scan, and then it tries to map each word to UMLS’
concepts. Without hierarchy or with a hierarchy of depth equals 1, our counting approach loses
some of its effectiveness and gives a fix importance to each concept in the set of candidate
concepts of a particular phrase. For example, assume the phrase (or word) ‘xray’ only (Table
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Figure 8.6: The interpolated recall-precision of lgd in clef 10 using and without using RCF
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6.1–P.113), each concept of its six candidate concepts will be assigned 16 as a relative frequency,
because there is no hierarchy.

8.6

Conclusion

We presented in this chapter the experimental results of three instances ES , RL, and ST of our
theoretical model. We have three groups of results, one for each instance. On important result of
our experiments is to show that our logical IR model is efficiently applicable to large-scale data.
This conclusion responds to the goal of this thesis that is declared in the general introduction
(Chapter 1–P.3). To our knowledge, this is the first time that a logical model is applied to and
tested on such large-scale corpora. We think that it is a non-marginal step in the field of logical
IR models.
Additionally, the main purpose of comparing the experimental behavior of our logical model
(with its current technical configurations) to the behavior of some high-performance IR models,
is to place our model with respect to other models, and to draw some valuable conclusions about
the way of making our model not only operational but also effective.
The experimental results of the ES instance, which simply integrates the new definitions of
Exhaustivity and Specificity into one IR model, show that ES performs better than the highperformance baseline models that we choose. The outperformance of the ES instance is clearer
when using concepts as indexing terms. In general, this group of experiments shows that integrating Exhaustivity and Specificity in an IR model could lead to a considerable gain in performance, and there should be a type of balance between Exhaustivity and Specificity. However,
the relative weight of Exhaustivity and Specificity is still corpus-dependent.
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Figure 8.7: The number of phrases with respect to the depth of the hierarchy of each phrase
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The main goal of testing the RL instance, which exploits semantic relations between concepts, is to show the flexibility and the ability of our model to formally and efficiently integrate
large-scale knowledge resources like UMLS into an IR model. This goal is effectively satisfied
through the experiments that we managed on the RL instance. Additionally, this group of experiments shows that semantic relations aid in finding more relevant documents, but at the same
time generate some noise. Therefore, it is hard to decide about using relations, and about the adequate semantic similarity measure that should be used. These conclusions are consistent with
our theoretical expectation about document expansion (Equations 6.3&6.4–P.110). However,
from our point of view, the experimental results of this instance are promising, because exploiting semantic relations between concepts (RL instance) performs better that the state-of-the-art
models that consider the term-independence assumption, which is one of the main motivations
of this thesis (Section 1.2.1–P.5).
Experiments on the ST instance, which excludes the term-independence assumption and
exploits some inter-concepts hierarchical relations, show that the new term frequency approach,
namely RCF, that respects the internal structure of phrases within text, is interesting and promising. Actually, the RCF approach of term-frequency computing showed an encouraging behavior
when it is integrated into classical IR models. However, RCF is highly dependent on the quality
of the output of mapping tools.
We should also clarify that, in general, the experimental results of any concept based IR
model are highly depended on:
• The quality and the completeness of knowledge resources that contain concepts (UMLS
in our case).
• The accuracy of text-concepts mapping tools (MetaMap in our case).
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• The amount of information that is used besides concepts, such as relations between concepts. In other words, to which degree we profit from the content of knowledge resources
that contain concepts.
Generally and based on the experimental results of the three instances of our model, we can
say that our logical model is applicable to large-scale data, and is capable of integrating large
knowledge resources. Our model also performs better than the baselines that we chose in this
thesis. Furthermore, our model has potentials to perform even better, because the experimental
results that we obtained in this chapter correspond to some basic configurations. Actually, there
still exists some work to do especially when dealing with knowledge resources in IR. There is
also the concept weighting issue, where we think that the classical term weighting mechanism
is not the ideal one for weighting the concepts [Abdulahhad et al., 2012b, 2013b; Bendersky
et al., 2010, 2011].
We think that the main obstacle in front of our model to perform better can be summarized
as follows: Our model is originally based on a formal logic, and hence documents and queries
are represented as logical sentences. Therefore, the essential part to build high-performance
model is, from our point of view, finding an effective and efficient way to transform the textual
content of documents and queries into logical sentences. In this chapter, we presented some
simple ways to build logical sentences from text, but we still think that we need more effective
ways, especially for the automatic identification of some logical connectives (e.g. negation ¬,
disjunction ∨). Actually, this is the main reason for which we said that we partially solved the
first problem of logical models (Section 1.3.1–P.8).

Part V
CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVES

Chapter 9
Conclusions and Perspectives
9.1

Conclusions

The work presented in this thesis lies in the range of logic-based Information Retrieval (IR)
models. These models are based on a logical framework to represent documents d, queries
q, and to express the relevance from the system’s point of view, where d and q are logical
sentences, and the retrieval decision is a logical implication d → q. Moreover, there is a need
to an uncertainty measure U (d → q) to reflex the uncertainty located in every detail of IR.
There are two main motivations beyond the work in this thesis (Motivations 1&2 in Chapter 1–P.3). The first motivation is related to the well-accepted term-independence assumption,
which is, from our point of view, a superficial and inadequate hypothesis because terms are
normally connected to each others via some relations, e.g. synonymy, antonymy (opposition), hyponymy-hypernymy (specific-general), meronymy-holonymy (part-whole), etc. Termindependence assumption leads to the well-known term-mismatch problem. The second motivation is related to the inferential nature of the retrieval decision, where a document d indexed
by a term t1 is not directly relevant, from the system’s point of view, to a query q indexed by
another term t2 . However, if we know that t1 and t2 are synonymous, then based on d and
this knowledge, q can be inferred. Hence, the simple term-based intersection between a document and a query is clearly insufficient mechanism for building effective IR models. Therefore,
logic-based IR is a candidate track of work, where using formal logics in IR is twofold, on the
one hand, formal logics are well adapted for knowledge representation, and then for building
IR models being capable of formally integrating knowledge resources into the retrieval process.
On the other hand, formal logics are powerful tools for simulating and modeling the inferential
nature of the retrieval process.
Rather than dealing with the problems that could occur when using concepts and knowledge
resources, even we have some publications in this context, actually, the main focus of this thesis
is to study the shortcomings of current logical IR models (Problems 1&2&3 in Chapter 1–P.3),
and to propose a logic-based IR model being capable of overcoming some of these problems
and shortcomings.
Logic-based IR models normally propose complex and hard to obtain document and query
representations. This is clearly the case in models that are based on more expressive logics
than Propositional Logic (PL), e.g. conceptual graph, possible world, etc. However, even in
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PL based IR models there is such a type of problems, where PL based models either: 1- deal
with the full spectrum of logical sentences, but with using a complex inference mechanism for
retrieval [Crestani & Rijsbergen, 1995; Picard & Savoy, 2000]. Consequently, these models
are inefficient with respect to execution time, where the inference mechanisms are complex
algorithms, or 2- deal with a restricted category of logical sentences in order to obtain models
having an acceptable execution time with respect to inference [Losada & Barreiro, 2001].
Concerning the retrieval decision d → q, the problem is that: when using more expressive logics than PL, the matching between d and q becomes hard to compute. For example,
conceptual graph projection, logical imaging (specially when there is a big number of possible
worlds), concepts subsumption, etc. Even using PL, without restricting the logical sentences
that could model d and q, can lead to a hard to compute matching. Furthermore, the uncertainty
measure U is either ad-hoc, e.g. the distance between two possible worlds, the cost of changing
one conceptual graph to another, etc., or it is hard to implement, e.g. probability distributions
in logical imaging, positioning, etc.
To sum up, current logical IR models suffer from shortcomings at each level, where they
propose hard to obtain document and query representations. Moreover, logical models generally
either do not present an explicit definition of the IR implication d → q, or present a nonoperational definition, where it is almost impossible to be applied to large-scale data using
the current technology. Concerning the way of measuring the uncertainty of the implication
U (d → q), logical models sometimes present ad-hoc approaches, and in other times they present
hard to implement measures. In this thesis, we address these shortcomings, and propose a new
logical IR model that is to a large degree free of these shortcomings.

9.1.1

Theoretical Conclusions

In this thesis, we propose a logic-based IR model in order to overcome most of the previous
limits. More precisely, we use PL as a mathematical framework. However, the new thing
in our proposal, comparing to previous logic-based models, is that we exploit the potential
mathematical link between formal logics and lattices in order to redefine the implication d → q
and the uncertainty U (d → q).
At the level of document and query representation, our model represents d and q as logical
sentences written in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF), and without any restriction. Here, we
remove the classical assumption, especially for documents, in logical IR models, which says,
the logical sentence that represents the document d is the conjunction of the terms that appear
in d (partial solution of Problem 1–P.8). The ability of our model to deal with any PL logical
sentence without any restriction means that, we benefit from the full expressive power of PL.
However, we should not forget that the automatic identification of some logical connectives
(e.g. negation ¬) from text faces some difficulties and still an open research question. Actually,
although we present a simplified approach to automatically build some classes of logical sentences from text, the indexing process (identifying logical sentences from text) is beyond the
scope of this thesis. Anyway, suppose that there is such an indexing process, our model is able
to efficiently deal with any PL logical sentence, and that is important to build a logical model
being capable of formally integrating knowledge resources into the IR process.
At the level of modeling the logical implication d → q, first, we discuss that it is possible to
use the material implication to represent the retrieval decision, and then we propose to replace
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the implication d → q by the validity of material implication |= d ⊃ q. Showing that the
material implication is an appropriate choice for IR is quite important, because using material
implication means avoiding the other non-classical implications used in IR, which were one
of the main obstacles to build operational logical IR models. Second, after proposing a new
intermediate representation of PL logical sentences, we redefine the potential mathematical
link between PL and lattices. According to this new link, PL logical sentences become nodes
in a lattice of particular structure, and the partial order relation defined on this lattice becomes
equivalent to the validity of material implication. This mapping between PL and lattices enables
us to transform checking the validity of the material implication d ⊃ q to a series of simple setinclusion checking (solution of Problem 2–P.9). Checking the implication d → q was one of
the main obstacles in front of logical models to become operational and applicable to largescale data. Therefore, transforming the checking of d → q into a series of simple set-inclusion
checking, through using the material implication and exploiting the mathematical link between
formal logics and lattices, forms, from our point of view, an important step in the field of logical
IR.
At the level of uncertainty U (d → q), since we position d and q on a lattice, and since
we transform the material implication between two logical sentences to a partial order relation
between their corresponding nodes in the lattice, then we suggest exploiting the degree of inclusion or implication function Z between two nodes of a lattice, which is introduced by Knuth
[Knuth, 2005]. Using the degree of inclusion function Z to estimate the uncertainty of an implication allows us to define the uncertainty measure U as an intrinsic part of the logic (solution
of Problem 3–P.9). Furthermore, the Z function has a mathematical basis, and thus the uncertainty measure U is no more ad-hoc. Additionally, there are many possible implementations of
Z, and some of them are simple, e.g. the inner product of two vectors (Section 5.4.3.4–P.96).
We think that estimating the uncertainty U (d → q) using a function having a mathematical basis, and at the same time having some simple implementations, forms also an important step in
the field of logical IR. Moreover, the Z function has some interesting mathematical properties.
For example, the function Z(x, y) becomes equivalent to the conditional probability P (x|y)
if the function Z is consistent with all properties of distributive lattices. In fact, conditional
probability plays an essential role in IR.
To sum up, we propose a logical IR model based on PL as a logical framework. We exploit
the potential relation between PL and lattice theory, which allows us to, on the one hand, transform checking the validity of the logical implication d → q to a series of simple set-inclusion
checking, on the other hand, exploit the degree of inclusion function Z defined on lattices to
estimate the uncertainty U (d → q). Finally, our model is capable of working efficiently on
any logical sentence without any restriction. It is also applicable to large-scale data, and that
responds to the main goal of this thesis (Section 1.3–P.7). Our model also has some direct and
appealing results, including:
• Formalizing and showing the adequacy of van Rijsbergen assumption about estimating
the logical uncertainty U (d → q) through the conditional probability P (q|d). Although
this assumption was widely-accepted in the IR community, it is based on an intuition
rather than a mathematical basis. Formalizing and providing a mathematical basis for
this assumption was one of the direct results of our logical model, where we show the
correctness of this assumption [Abdulahhad et al., 2013a] (Section 5.4.1–P.89). To our
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knowledge, this is the first study that formalizes the van Rijsbergen’s assumption.
• Redefining Exhaustivity & Specificity. Using the degree of inclusion function Z to estimate the uncertainty U allows us to redefine Exhaustivity & Specificity in a way that
the comparison between d and q is no more symmetric, where comparing d to q is different from comparing q to d. More precisely, to compute Exhaustivity we compare q
with a part of it d ∧. q (Equation 5.17–P.90), and to compute Specificity we compare d
with a part of it d ∧. q (Equation 5.18–P.91). On the one hand, to our knowledge, for
the first time the two notions Exhaustivity & Specificity are comparable because they use
the same object d ∧. q to compare with (Equation 5.19–P.91). On the other hand, since
we compare different objects to compute Exhaustivity and to compute Specificity, even
using commutative functions (e.g. inner-product between two vectors) will give different
values for Exhaustivity and for Specificity, and hence there is more flexibility to compute
them.
• The possibility of reproducing most classical IR models as instances of our model. We
showed in (Section 5.4.3–P.91) that our model is general enough to reproduce IR models
of different mathematical bases. This general framework is useful for IR models comparison purposes. More importantly, our logical model, when seen as a general framework,
shows the possibility to return almost all classical IR models to the same mathematical
origin.

9.1.2

Experimental Conclusions

Theoretically, we showed that our model is able to overcome some problems of logical IR models. However, it is indispensable to support our theoretical solution by experimental evidence.
Therefore, we also present, in this thesis, three operational instances inspired from our theoretical IR model. The first instance ES considers the flat document and query representation.
This instance is applicable whatever the type of terms is, either words or concepts. In fact, ES
shows the importance of integrating Exhaustivity & Specificity into an operational IR model.
The second instance RL claims that terms are not independent. This instance is applicable to
words or concepts, but, in this study, we restrict the instance to deal only with concepts. The
instance exploits the isa relations between concepts to expand documents, in order to overcome
the term-mismatch problem. In the context of this instance, we also theoretically show that document or query expansion generally improve recall but decrease precision. The third instance
ST deals with the inadequacy of flat document and query representation, where it claims that
there is a type of hierarchical relation between terms. Actually, this instance does not explicitly
express this hierarchy, instead of that, it uses a new weighting system, namely Relative Concept Frequency (RCF), being capable of reflecting or modeling this hierarchical structure. This
instance with its current configuration is only applicable to concepts.
Technically, we extract the list of words that index documents and queries after removing
stop words and stemming using Porter algorithm. In addition, we use MetaMap to map the
textual content of documents and queries to UMLS concepts, and to finally build the conceptual
index of documents and queries. Since we use the vector space framework to implement our
instances, we weight indexing terms, either words or concepts, using a variant of the classical
tf.idf weighting schema. We also use a new concept counting approach, namely RCF, where
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RCF takes the internal hierarchical structure of phrases into account. We apply our model to
six corpora: four from ImageCLEF and two from TREC. We use the MAP and P@10 metrics
for comparing the retrieval performance of our model with the performance of some highperformance baseline models. Actually, these baselines belong to a variety of mathematical
frameworks, and that gives more credibility to the comparison. To check if one model is statistically better than another one, we use the Fisher’s Randomization test at the 0.05 level. We use
a variety of corpora and baselines in order to obtain more credible and useful conclusions.
Our experiments aimed to show that our logical model is operational and applicable to largescale data (in accordance with the announced thesis’ goal (Section 1.3–P.7)). However, we still
compare the performance of the instances of our model with some high-performance models, in
order to place our model with respect to the current state-of-the-art IR models. Anyway, managing experiments on corpora of the size of TREC and ImageCLEF, and exploiting knowledge
resources of the size of UMLS, is a sufficient proof that our logical model is operational and
applicable to large-scale data.
Concerning each instance alone, we manage experiments on the ES instance to show the
importance of integrating both Exhaustivity & Specificity in one IR model. Concerning the
RL instance, the goal is to show the flexibility and the ability of our model to formally and
efficiently integrate large knowledge resources into an IR model. Our main intention beyond
testing the ST instance is to show the validity of hypotheses that govern our new structurebased concept counting approach, namely RCF. In other words, in each instance we try to show
one merit of our theoretical model.
The experimental results of the ES instance show that ES performs better than the highperformance baseline models that we choose. The outperformance of the ES instance is clearer
when using concepts as indexing terms. In general, this group of experiments shows that integrating Exhaustivity and Specificity in an IR model could lead to a considerable gain in performance, and there should be a type of balance between Exhaustivity & Specificity. However,
the relative weight of Exhaustivity & Specificity is still corpus-dependent. This experimental behavior of Exhaustivity & Specificity re-highlights their importance in IR. Exhaustivity &
Specificity were abandoned for long time because there were not operational definitions of
them.
Concerning the RL instance that exploits semantic relations between concepts, our experiments show that RL is comparable to the ES instance, and it outperforms our chosen baselines. This group of experiments shows that semantic relations aid in finding more relevant
documents, but at the same time generate some noise. Therefore, it is hard to decide about
using relations, and about the adequate semantic similarity measure that should be used. These
conclusions are consistent with our theoretical expectation about document expansion (Section 6.4.2–P.110). Experiments on the RL instance show that our model is able to efficiently
integrate large knowledge resources into the IR process. However, there still much work to
do in this field, e.g. semantic similarity measures, expansion-term selection, expansion-term
weighting, etc. Actually, this is beyond the scope of our thesis.
Experiments on the ST instance show that the new term frequency approach, namely RCF,
that preserves the internal structure of phrases within text, is interesting. Actually, the RCF
approach of term-frequency computing shows an encouraging behavior when it is integrated
into classical IR models. The most important point in the RCF approach is that it maintains
document and query lengths and consequently the corpus length. This property of RCF makes
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it applicable with any classical IR model. However, RCF is highly dependent on the quality of
the output of mapping tools (MetaMap in our case), where the more accurate the tool is in identifying phrases from text, the more ability to improve the performance the RCF approach has.
Anyway, even with non very accurate tools, the RCF is still able to improve the performance,
but maybe not as expected.

9.2

Perspectives

The work presented in this thesis can be further developed in the future in several ways and at
several levels. Either at the level of our experiments (in the short-term), or even at the level of the
theoretical model (in the long-term). Our goal in the short-term is essentially to investigate more
experimental choices in order to build a rigid experimental basis. For example, applying our
model to other corpora, using other knowledge resources, integrating other weighting systems,
etc. However, our goal in the long-term is to explore some theoretical extensions of our model.
Before that, we discuss in the following the potential influence of our model on the logical IR
field in general.
As we already explained, our model is capable of efficiently dealing with any logical sentence and it is not restricted to one simplified category of sentences. On the one hand, that
means our model takes advantage of the full expressive power of PL, where it is possible to
represent certain relations as logical implications. Therefore, in case that there is a powerful
indexing process to extract logical sentences from text, it is possible to explore, to our knowledge for the first time, all capabilities of a logical IR model. On the other hand, it is possible
to express some IR aspects like multilingualism, multi-modality, or late-fusion. For example,
assume that the set of atomic propositions is Ω = W ∪ C where W is a set of words and C is
a set of concepts, and assume that dw , qw and dc , qc are the word-based and the concept-based
index of d and q, respectively. If we put d = dw ∨ dc and q = qw ∨ qc then d will correspond
to two nodes in our lattice and the same for q. By this way we could formally express the latefusion aspect in textual IR between the word-based and the concept-based representations. To
sum up, the ability of our model to efficiently deal with any logical sentence opens the door to
either focus on building powerful indexing processes to transform text to logical sentences, or
to re-model some IR aspects like multilingualism through representing documents and queries
as several (more than one) nodes in our lattice.
Chapter 4 was dedicated to study the logical implication d → q. At the end of that chapter
and after a detailed discussion, we were able to propose using the material implication d ⊃ q for
IR (Hypothesis 4.1–P.74). Using material implication for IR releases researchers in the logical
IR field from searching non-classical and quite complex definitions of d → q. Furthermore,
based on (Hypothesis 4.1) and based on our lattice, we transform checking the implication
d → q to a series of simple set-inclusion checking. This transformation opens doors to use new
and simple uncertainty measures, rather than Z. In this case, uncertainty measures will estimate
the degree to which one set of elements includes another set of elements. This could form a
new research area to find more effective and efficient uncertainty measures. Actually, this type
of research in the logical IR field was not available, because the implication itself was difficult
to verify.
Using the degree of inclusion function Z to estimate the uncertainty U (d → q) forms one
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of the main choices in this thesis. Z is a general function and can be implemented in several
ways. In this thesis we choose to implement Z as an inner-product of two vectors, but there still
exists many other possible implementations that need to be explored. More importantly, in case
that Z is consistent with all structural properties of distributive lattices, then Z is equivalent
to conditional probability. We know that conditional probability plays an essential role in IR.
Actually, we used this property of Z to formalize van Rijsbergen’s assumption about replacing
U (d → q) by P (q|d) [Abdulahhad et al., 2013a]. We also exploited the mathematical properties
of Z for presenting new definitions of Exhaustivity & Specificity. In the same manner, the
mathematical properties of Z can be explored either to formalize other IR notions or to build
new IR matching functions.
The new definitions of Exhaustivity & Specificity, presented in this thesis, offer more practical forms of Exhaustivity & Specificity. Our experiments also show the importance of Exhaustivity & Specificity to build effective IR systems. Therefore, one possible and candidate track
of research is to study if classical IR models implicitly integrate Exhaustivity & Specificity or
not, and if not, how can these two notions be integrated into IR models?
We showed that our model is capable of reproducing most classical IR models as instances.
Therefore, our model can form a general framework to theoretically understand and compare
IR models. In addition, our model could be used to show that all IR models share the same
mathematical origin. More precisely, our model is based on formal logics (PL), probability
(Z), and geometry (the lattice and the inner-product). These three mathematical theories are the
main theories used in IR. Accordingly, our model could be seen as an intermediate between IR
models and quantum mechanics [van Rijsbergen, 2004].
Our model is based on lattices. We also know that the expanded document de and query qe
result from adding some additional terms to the original document d and query q. Accordingly,
the following order relations hold between d, q and de , qe , where d ≤ de and q ≤ qe . Therefore,
our model can be used as a theoretical framework to study expansion in a formal manner. This
helps us to build better understanding of expansion. It could also help us to conclude some
important directives to build an effective expansion method.
Some future research directions that are based on our logic and lattice based IR model
presented in this thesis, include:
• Building an effective indexing process to automatically extract logical sentences from
text, where our model is capable of dealing efficiently with any logical sentences, which
is not the case in most logic-based IR models.
• Thinking about new and simple uncertainty measures to estimate U (d → q), where the
list of available measures is now much bigger, because our model succeed to transform
checking d → q into a series of simple set-inclusion checking.
• Studying the mathematical properties of Z and its influences on IR models. Studying
also the different possible implementations of Z, where we used in this thesis one possible implementation (inner-product of two vectors). We also explored the mathematical
properties of Z to formalize the van Rijsbergen’s assumption and to redefine Exhaustivity & Specificity.
• Integrating Exhaustivity & Specificity into classical IR models after studying if these
models implicitly integrate them or not, where we presented in this thesis new practical
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definitions of Exhaustivity & Specificity, and we experimentally showed the importance
of them.
• Building a general IR framework to understand and compare IR models, where we showed
in this study that our model can reproduce other IR models.
• Showing that the model presented in this thesis could form a mediator between classical
models and quantum mechanics, where our model is based on formal logics, probability,
and geometry, which are the main mathematical theories used in IR, and they form the
basis of quantum mechanics.
• Building a general framework to understand and study expansion, where there is a partial
order relation between the expanded documents de and queries qe on the one hand, and
the original documents d and queries q on the other hand, where d ≤ de and q ≤ qe .
After long abandonment of the logical IR field, we hope that this study forms a valuable
contribution to this field, and we hope that it forms a solid basis to bring light back to logical
IR. In the following two subsections, we present our plan, in the short and long terms, to develop
this study.

9.2.1

In the Short-Term

Using relations. We showed that exploiting semantic relations between concepts does not
exceed the flat representation, where in some corpora using relations improves the performance,
whereas in other corpora relations destruct the performance. This side of our work needs much
more research, especially concerning the semantic relations that should be used, e.g. should we
use only the isa relation, the part-of relation, etc., or all? In addition, the semantic similarity
measure is a crucial part of models that use relations. Here also, there are many questions need
to be answered, e.g. what is the measure that should be used with each relation? should we use
the same measure with all relations? or it is preferable to choose a measure to each relation, etc.
[Fang & Zhai, 2006].
Concept weighting. The Relative Concept Frequency (RCF) method studies the destruction
that could happen when indexing using concepts instead of words, and it exceeds the flat document and query representation. The RCF method is related to the TF part of concept weighting.
However, the other part of concept weighting, namely IDF, still untouched. On the one hand,
Bendersky et al. [Bendersky et al., 2011] show that only IDF is not sufficient to correctly weight
concepts. They use several techniques to compensate the aspects not covered in IDF [Bendersky et al., 2010, 2011]. On the other hand, we do not exploit the supplementary information
contained in knowledge resources about concepts. For example, the position of a concept in
the global conceptual hierarchy of the knowledge resource, where the hypothesis here is that
deeper concepts are more important because they normally represent more precise notions. For
example, in (Figure 7.3–P.123) the depth of the concept of ‘B-cell’ is larger than the depth of the
concept of ‘Lymphocyte’, and the depth of the concept of ‘Lymphocyte’ is larger than the depth
of the concept of ‘mononuclear Leukocyte’, and so on. By exploiting the available information
in the knowledge resource, we think it is possible to build more effective IR models.
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Text-concepts mapping tools. We showed that the new concept frequency computing method,
namely RCF, is promising and it improves the retrieval performance. However, the usefulness
of this method depends on the accuracy of MetaMap, which is the text-concept mapping tool
used here. We plan in the foreseeable future to use other mapping tools, and study the accuracy
of each tool and how it affects the retrieval performance.
In general, the experimental results of any concept based IR model are highly depended on:
1- the quality and the completeness of knowledge resources that contain concepts (UMLS in our
case), 2- the accuracy of text-concepts mapping tools (MetaMap in our case), and 3- the amount
of information that is used besides concepts, such as relations between concepts, concept depth,
etc. In other words, to which degree we profit from the content of knowledge resources that
contain concepts.

9.2.2

In the Long-Term

First, we said that one of the most important properties of formal logics is their ability to formally represent knowledge, and their ability to formally integrate this knowledge into IR. Assume that knowledge is represented by a set of logical sentences Γ, and assume that the retrieval
decision between a document d and a query q is represented by the following inference d ⊢ q.
One of used ways to formally integrate knowledge into IR is to add Γ to the premises of the
IR inference as follows: {Γ, d} ⊢ q. If we project this idea on our model then the retrieval
decision |= d ⊃ q becomes Γ |= d ⊃ q or equivalently |= (Γ ∧ d) ⊃ q. Actually, in this
thesis, we implicitly integrate knowledge when we build operational instances of our model,
e.g. indexing by concepts, exploiting relations between concepts, etc. Therefore, we should in
the future study how knowledge Γ can be formally and explicitly integrated into our model. In
other words, studing the implication Γ |= d ⊃ q instead of the current implication |= d ⊃ q.
Furthermore, studying the effects of this extension on the uncertainty measure Z.
Second, in order to estimate the uncertainty U (d → q), we use the degree of inclusion
function Z. This function quantifies partial order relations defined on lattices. If Z is defined
on a distributive lattice and it is consistent with all properties of distributive lattices then it
is equivalent to a conditional probability, where Z(x, y) = P (x|y). In addition, Z satisfies
several rules (Appendix B–P.175), and it is possible to deduce some other rules. Therefore, we
could, in future, work on these rules for more in-depth study of the theoretical properties of our
model, or maybe finding new definitions of some theoretical IR notions like what we did with
Exhaustivity and Specificity.
Third, we showed that most classical IR models are instances of our model, or in other
words, our model is capable of reproducing most classical IR models. Hence, based on the
properties of our model, we think it is possible to define some useful extensions of these classical models. For example, defining a variant of language models that take several views of
documents and queries into account, where it is always possible to build different representations of a document or a query.
Fourth, in this thesis, we use the vector space mathematical framework in order to build a
concrete and testable instances of our theoretical model. On the one hand, although interesting
there are other noticeable and more modern mathematical frameworks than vector space are
used in IR, e.g. language models, probabilistic models, etc. On the other hand, if Z is consistent with all properties of distributive lattices then it corresponds to a conditional probability.
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Therefore, one possible development of this study is to instantiate our theoretical model using
another mathematical framework like probability.
Finally, on the one hand, we studied in this thesis the two notions Exhaustivity and Specificity, and we propose a new mathematical definition of them. The experimental results of the
ES instance of our model show that integrating both Exhaustivity and Specificity into a concrete IR model improves its performance. On the other hand, Fang et al. [Fang et al., 2004] and
Clinchant et al. [Clinchant & Gaussier, 2010, 2013] present an axiomatic analysis of classical
IR models and pseudo-relevance feedback models. Therefore, we think that presenting a similar
axiomatic study to analyze Exhaustivity and Specificity, in view of their new definitions in this
thesis, will be valuable and useful. Actually, this axiomatic analysis should be able to show
if an IR model correctly integrates these two notions or not, in order to finally extend it in an
appropriate and useful way.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
Relative Concept Frequency
A.1

Introduction

We have a contribution in the field of knowledge-base IR models. We mainly tackle the conceptmismatch problem and the term-frequency destruction problem that happens when moving from
the word-space to the concept-space.
The concept-mismatch problem normally results from the inconsistency and incompleteness
of knowledge resources. For example, the term ‘Osteoporotic’ does not map to any concept in
UMLS (version 2012AA), and the two related terms ‘Dermatofibroma’ and ‘Dermatofibrosarcoma’ correspond to two different concepts ‘C0002991’ and ‘C0392784’, respectively, and
there is no relation linking these two concepts.
We tackle the concept-mismatch problem in two ways. In the first way [Abdulahhad et al.,
2011a,c], in order to compensate the incompleteness of knowledge resources, we propose, if
two concepts are not related by any relation, to automatically define a new relation between
them depending on their shared words. We then use a Bayesian Network based IR model to
see the improvement that we could obtain due to the new defined relations. In the second
way [Abdulahhad et al., 2011b, 2012a], we use the data fusion approach to compensate the
incompleteness of knowledge resources. We build different representations of documents and
queries using different types of indexing terms, e.g. ngrams of characters, words, concepts. By
this way, if there is a mismatch at the level of concepts then it could be compensated at the
level of words, and if there is a mismatch at the level of words then it could be compensated
at the level of ngrams. For example, in the query number 16 ‘images of dermatofibroma’ of
the ad-hoc image-based retrieval track of ImageCLEF20101 evaluation campaign, on the one
hand, the word ‘images’ is not an useful retrieving term, because 14 out of 16 queries contain
this word. On the other hand, the corpus does not contain the word ‘dermatofibroma’, and
the corresponding concept of ‘dermatofibroma’ does not also belongs to any document in the
corpus. Therefore, the only way to match the query number 16 against the corpus is by using
ngram of characters as indexing terms.
The term-frequency destruction problem happens when using concepts, instead of words,
to index the content of documents and queries. This problem is one of the side-effects of the
conceptual annotation or mapping process, where each term is mapped to a set of candidate
1
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concepts, and then document and query lengths change in a non-consistent way when moving
from the word-space to the concept-space [Abdulahhad et al., 2012b, 2013b].
Concerning both conceptual ambiguity and term-frequency destruction problems, instead of
disambiguation, we apply a new concept counting approach [Abdulahhad et al., 2012b, 2013b].
In other words, instead of mapping each term to only one disambiguated concept, we maintain
all candidate concepts of a particular term, and we give to each concept a relative frequency or
count compatible with two main hypotheses:
• Concepts that correspond to longer text should receive larger relative frequency.
• The relative frequency of a concept should be inversely proportional to the number of
candidate concepts of the text that it belongs to. The bigger the set of candidate concepts
is, the smaller relative frequency its concepts receive, because more candidate concepts
means that the corresponding text is more ambiguous.
In the rest of this chapter, we talk about our new concept counting approach, namely Relative
Concept Frequency (RCF), which is used to correct the destruction that happens when moving
from words to concepts.

A.2

Revisiting Term Frequency in Case of Concepts

Indexing documents and queries using concepts, instead of word-based indexing, is an alternative approach, and it supposes to give a more meaningful indexing. However, this way of
indexing needs to revisit some hypotheses of classical IR. Therefore, we here propose a new
concept counting approach, namely RCF, which counts concepts with respect to their corresponding text in the documents or queries.
Besides the contribution to solve both conceptual ambiguity and term-frequency destruction problems that happen when indexing by concepts instead of words, RCF exceeds the flat
representation of documents and queries through exploiting some structural relations between
concepts, and that is essential for the ST instance of our model.
To obtain the concepts that correspond to a particular text, we need a mapping tool. In this
study, we use MetaMap for mapping text to UMLS concepts. In general, mapping tools, not
only MetaMap, first extract phrases from text, and then they map each phrase, or parts of it, to
concepts. Finally, for each phrase, we get concepts corresponding to the phrase and its parts.
Actually, this implicit structure between phrases and their parts is what we exploit to define
our RCF approach that explicitly takes this structure into account. Table 6.1 (P.113) shows
the UMLS concepts that correspond to the phrase ‘lobar pneumonia xray’, or its parts, using
MetaMap. The intuitive structure that can be built upon (Table 6.1) is depicted in (Figure A.1).
In classical bag of words based IR models, the weight of a word a in a document d is
generally a consequence of Luhn conjecture [Luhn, 1958], and respects the two following rules:
• Rule 1: the weight of a is proportional to the frequency of a in d (descriptive measure).
• Rule 2: the weight of a is inversely proportional to the frequency of a in the corpus
(discriminative measure).
Accordingly, our counting approach, namely RCF, respects the following hypotheses:
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Figure A.1: The intuitive structure of the phrase ‘lobar pneumonia xray’ using MetaMap

• Hypothesis 1: Concepts that correspond to longer text should receive larger relative frequency. For example, the relative frequency of ‘C0032300’, which corresponds to the
‘lobar pneumonia’ phrase, should be larger than ‘C1522010’, which corresponds to the
‘lobar’ phrase (Figure A.1).
• Hypothesis 2: The relative frequency of a concept c should be inversely proportional to
the number of candidate concepts of the text that c belongs to. The bigger the set of candidate concepts is, the less important relative frequency its concepts receive, because more
candidate concepts means that the corresponding text is more ambiguous. For example,
each of the six concepts of ‘xray’ (Figure A.1) should have less relative frequency than
each of the two concepts of ‘lobar pneumonia’.
• Hypothesis 3: As in classical IR, the length of documents correspond to their textual
length, and we here propose an approach that re-distributes the length of the document on
its concepts (maintaining the document length).
• Hypothesis 4: Concepts of the same part of phrase are equally important. For example,
the six concepts of ‘xray’ are equally important.
These hypotheses validate the first rule of Luhn. In addition, our approach only affects the term
frequency part. Therefore, concerning the second rule, it is easily conserved by using an IDF
(Inverse Document Frequency) like measure.

A.2.1 Computing Relative Concept Frequency (RCF)
Mapping tools start by extracting phrases from text. Therefore, we explain our approach at
phrase-level, and then we generalize it to document-level. For each phrase of document, map-
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Figure A.2: The general process to compute RCF at phrase-level

ping tools generate its variants, or sub-phrases, and map these variants to sets of concepts (Step
1 Figure A.2). In fact, Step 1 represents the mapping tools. Based on the output of Step 1,
we generate a phrase-hierarchy, which gives an overview of the concepts of the phrase (Step
2 Figure A.2). From the hierarchy of the concepts of a phrase, we compute the RCF of each
concept (Step 3 Figure A.2). Globally, each phrase of each document is processed as described
above. In the following, we present the definitions of the previous steps.
Step 1
Step 1 represents the work of mapping tools, where these mapping tools extract phrases, and
for each phrase they search concepts that correspond to the phrase or parts of it. Since we use
MetaMap in this study, then Step 1 represents MetaMap.
We define the set of words W , the set of phrases P , and the set of concepts C. Each
phrase p ∈ P is a sequence of words or equivalently a set of terms. We define the set of terms
T = W × N∗ , which is a set of tuples, and each tuple (w, i) ∈ T links a word w ∈ W with a
number i ∈ N∗ . We also define the set of nodes N = 2T × 2C , which links a set of terms with a
set of concepts, where 2T is the power set of T and 2C is the power set of C.
We define two functions to link terms, phrases, and concepts. The function trm returns the
set of terms that appear in a phrase, where
trm : P → 2T
For example, assume p is the ‘lobar pneumonia xray’ phrase then:
trm(p) = {(lobar , 1), (pneumonia, 2), (xray, 3)}
where 1, 2, and 3 are the positions of the words in the phrase p, starting by 1. We define
|p|T = |trm(p)| as the length of a phrase p ∈ P in the word-space. For example, a phrase p like
‘lobar pneumonia xray’ has a length |p|T = 3.
The function map maps a phrase p ∈ P to its parts and their concepts. This function fits to
be a representation of any mapping tool, where
map : P → 2N
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Table A.1: The output of applying the function map to the phrase ‘lobar pneumonia xray’,
where map stand for MetaMap
Terms
Candidate concepts
T1 = {(lobar , 1), (pneumonia, 2)}
C1 ={C0032300, C0155862}
T2 = {(pneumonia, 2), (xray, 3)}
C2 ={C0581647}
T3 = {(lobar , 1)}
C3 ={C1522010, C1428707, C0796494}
C4 ={C0024109, C1278908, C0032285
T4 = {(pneumonia, 2)}
C2707265, C2709248}
C5 ={C0034571, C0043299, C0043309
T5 = {(xray, 3)}
C1306645, C1714805, C1962945}
map(p) is the set of all parts of p with their candidate concepts. Therefore,
• ∀p ∈ P, ∀(Ti , Ci ) ∈ map(p), Ti ⊆ trm(p), or in other words, each part is a sub-phrase of
the original phrase.
• ∀p ∈ P, ∀(Ti , Ci ) ∈ map(p), Ci are the set of concepts that the part Ti is mapped to.
• ∀p ∈ P, ∀(Ti , Ci ) ∈ map(p), Ci 6= φ, or in other words, we only consider the parts that
have concepts.
T
• (Ti ,Ci )∈map(p) Ci = φ, the same concept does not appear more than one time in a phrase.

For example, assume p is the ‘lobar pneumonia xray’ phrase then (see Table A.1):
map(p) = {(T1 , C1 ), (T2 , C2 ), (T3 , C3 ), (T4 , C4 ), (T5 , C5 )}

Step 2
We define a partial order relation < on the set N , as follows:
∀(Ti , Ci ), (Tj , Cj ) ∈ N, (Tj , Cj ) < (Ti , Ci )

iff

Tj ⊂ Ti

Using the partial order relation <, two functions ch and pr could be defined. However, we
first define an abstract root node R = (TR , CR ), where |TR | = 0, |CR | = 0, and by definition
∀(Ti , Ci ) ∈ N, (Ti , Ci ) < R. The function ch returns the direct children of any node n ∈
N ∪ {R}.
ch : N ∪ {R} → 2N
where, ∀(Ti , Ci ), (Tj , Cj ) ∈ N ∪ {R} then (Tj , Cj ) ∈ ch((Ti , Ci )) iff
• (Tj , Cj ) < (Ti , Ci ) and
• 6 ∃(Tk , Ck ) ∈ N ∪ {R} satisfying that (Tj , Cj ) < (Tk , Ck ) < (Ti , Ci )
Reversely, we define the function pr that returns the direct parents of any node n ∈ N ∪ {R}.
pr : N ∪ {R} → 2N ∪{R}
where, ∀(Ti , Ci ), (Tj , Cj ) ∈ N ∪ {R} then (Tj , Cj ) ∈ pr ((Ti , Ci )) iff
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Figure A.3: The hierarchy of the phrase ‘lobar pneumonia xray’

• (Ti , Ci ) < (Tj , Cj ) and
• 6 ∃(Tk , Ck ) ∈ N ∪ {R} satisfying that (Ti , Ci ) < (Tk , Ck ) < (Tj , Cj )
The hierarchy of a phrase p ∈ P is defined by applying the two functions ch and pr to each
node in map(p) ∪ {R}. For example, assume p is the ‘lobar pneumonia xray’ phrase. Figure
A.3 shows the hierarchy that is defined on the set map(p) ∪ {R}.
Step 3
We define the Relative Frequency function rf that relatively counts each concept of a phrase.
rf : P → 2C×R

+∗

where ∀p ∈ P, rf (p) = {(c1 , β1 ), . . . , (cr , βr )}, ci is a concept, βi is the relative frequency of
ci . The function rf must respect the following points:
S
S
• (ci ,βi )∈rf (p) {ci } = (Ti ,Ci )∈map(p) Ci , every concept of p must appear in rf (p).
• ∀(ci , βi ) ∈ rf (p) and suppose that (Tj , Cj ) ∈ map(p) is the node that contains the concept ci , where ci ∈ Cj , then:

– the relative frequency βi of a concept ci must be proportional to |Tj | (Hypothesis 1).
– the relative frequency βi of a concept ci must be inversely proportional to |Cj | (Hypothesis 2).
•

P

βi = |p|T , we maintain the length in both word-space and concept-space.
Maintaining the length of phrases in both the word-space and concept-space implicitly
leads to maintaining the length of document (Hypothesis 3).
(ci ,βi )∈rf (p)

The principle of computing rf is to build a hierarchy of the concepts of the phrase, and then
the length of the phrase is distributed on the concepts respecting the four hypotheses, and the
position of concepts within the hierarchy.
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Assume a phrase p ∈ P and the node n = (Tn , Cn ) ∈ map(p) ∪ {R}. The node n has
|pr (n)| parents and |ch(n)| children. Each node n must distribute a certain amount αn on its
children. If n is the abstract root R then αR = |p|T the phrase length by default.
To compute rf , we attach three values αi , βi , δi to each node (Ti , Ci ) ∈ map(p) ∪ {R} in
the hierarchy, where:
• αi is the amount that must be distributed on the concepts of the current node ni = (Ti , Ci )
and its children ch(ni ). Since the relative frequency of a concept c in a node ni must be
proportional to |Ti | (Hypothesis 1), then αi must also be.
X
αi =
δj × |Ti |
nj ∈pr (ni )

• δi is the portion of one single term of the input amount αi .
δi =

αi
|Ti | +

P

nj ∈ch(ni )

|Tj |

• βi is the relative frequency of each concept c ∈ Ci . Remember that the relative frequency
of a concept in a node ni is proportional to |Ti | (Hypothesis 1) and inversely proportional
to |Ci | (Hypothesis 2). Furthermore, concepts within the same node are equally important
(Hypothesis 4).
δi × |Ti |
βi =
|Ci |
The algorithm starts from the abstract root R with αR = |p|T . The algorithm must achieve
a breadth-first search on the hierarchy that is defined on map(p) ∪ {R}, and for each node the
previous three values are computed in the following order: αi → δi → βi .
Finally, the length of a phrase p in the concept-space |p|C is equal to the sum of the relative
frequencies of all concepts of p:
X
∀p ∈ P, |p|C =
βi
(ci ,βi )∈rf (p)

Knowing that the algorithm always starts at the abstract root and the input amount for the
abstract root is the length of the phrase in the word-space; knowing that at any node, we do not
produce any new amount, we just distribute the received amount on concepts and children; and
knowing that at any node, we do not lose any amount, or in other words, the whole received
amount is distributed on concepts and children, and for leaves the whole amount is distributed
on concepts; then it is easy to verify that we maintain the length of phrases in both word-space
and concept-space. In other words, we know that:
X
∀p ∈ P, |p|C =
βi = |trm(p)| = |p|T
(ci ,βi )∈rf (p)

Returning to our previous example in (Figure A.4), the process starts in R with the input
amount αR = |p|T = 3. The scanning order of nodes will be hR, n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , n5 i.
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• At the abstract node R:
– αR = |p|T = 3 by default.
– Compute δR , where δR = |TR |+P αR

nj ∈ch(R)

|Tj |

=

αR
|TR |+|T1 |+|T2 |

=

3
4

– βR is not defined in R because R is an abstract node and does not contain any
concept.
• At the node n1 :
P
– Compute α1 , where α1 = nj ∈pr (n1 ) δj × |T1 | = δR × |T1 | = 32
– Compute δ1 , where δ1 = |T1 |+P α1
= |T1 |+|Tα31|+|T4 | = 38
|Tj |
nj ∈ch(n1)

– Compute β1 , where β1 =

δ1 ×|T1 |
|C1 |

=

3
8

• By continuing in this way, the final output of our algorithm will be:
rf (p) = {(C0032300, 83 ), (C0155862, 83 ), (C0581647, 43 ),
(C1428707, 18 ), (C1522101, 81 ), (C0796494, 18 ),
3
3
3
), (C1278908, 20
), (C2707265, 20
),
(C0024109, 20
3
3
1
(C2709248, 20 ), (C0032285, 20 ), (C0034571, 16 ),
1
1
1
), (C0043309, 16
), (C1306645, 16
),
(C0043299, 16
1
1
(C1714805,P
), (C1962945, 16 )}
16
We can verify that: (ci ,βi )∈rf (p) βi = 3 = |ph|T

From the previous example, we can see that the concepts of less ambiguous and longest phrases
have the highest relative frequency. Inversely, concepts of most ambiguous and shortest phrases
have the lowest relative frequency.
Relative Concept Frequency at Document Level
We presented how to compute the relative frequency of a concept at phrase-level. In this section,
we show how it can be generalized at document-level. A document d is a sequence of phrases
Pd = hp1 , . . . , pnd i. We represent the indexed document d as a set of concepts with their relative
frequencies, where the relative frequency of a concept c in a document d, noted rcf (c, d), is the
sum of its relative frequencies within all phrases of d.
X
rcf (c, d) =
βi
(A.1)
pi ∈Pd ,(c,βi )∈rf (pi )

Queries are indexed as documents. In view of our document and query representation, the other
weighting components become:
• The relative frequency of a concept c in aPcorpus D is the sum of the relative frequencies
of c in all documents of D, rcf (c, D) = di ∈D rcf (c, di ).
P
• Document length is |d| = c∈d rcf (c, d). It is guaranteed that the document length is
maintained |d| = |trm(d)| (Hypothesis 3).
P
• Query length is |q| = c∈q rcf (c, q). It is guaranteed that the query length is maintained
|q| = |trm(q)|.
P
• Corpus length is |D| = di ∈D |di |.
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Figure A.4: The algorithm of computing rf function

A.3

Conclusion

We review in this appendix our contribution in knowledge-based IR. We briefly talk about our
contribution to solve the concept-mismatch problem. We tackle this problem through compensating the incompleteness of knowledge resources by: 1- automatically adding some missing
relations between concepts, and 2- using the data fusion approach.
We mainly talk, in this chapter, about the term-frequency destruction problem, which happens when using concepts instead of words, and how we tackle this problem. We propose a
new concept counting approach, namely the Relative Concept Frequency (RCF). The central
idea of the RCF approach is to re-distribute the length of a document on its concepts, and thus
maintaining the document length in both the word-space and the concept-space. The distribution process is not random, but it respects some pre-defined hypotheses to finally validate the
two famous weighting rules of Luhn.
The interest of the RCF approach is two-fold, where besides its contribution to solve the
term-frequency destruction problem, it exceeds the flat representation of documents and queries
through exploiting some structural relations between concepts, and that is essential for the ST
instance of our model (Chapter 6–P.101). Mainly, RCF forms the basis of the weighting schema
in the ST instance.

Appendix B
Lattice Theory
A lattice is an algebraic structure, or a set of elements satisfying certain properties. In the
following, we present some definitions and examples related to lattices.

B.1

Definitions

Definition B.1 (Partially Ordered Set (poset)). A partial order relation over a set of elements Ω
is a binary relation ≤Ω , or simply ≤, satisfying the following conditions:
1. Reflexivity: ∀a ∈ Ω, a ≤ a
2. Antisymmetry: ∀a, b ∈ Ω, if a ≤ b and b ≤ a then a = b
3. Transitivity: ∀a, b, c ∈ Ω, if a ≤ b and b ≤ c then a ≤ c
The set Ω with the partial order relation (Ω, ≤) is called a partially ordered set or poset.
Definition B.2 (Join ∨˙ & Meet ∧).
. Assume (Ω, ≤) is a poset. For any two elements a, b ∈ Ω:
1. If a unique ‘least upper bound’ or ‘the supremum’ of a and b exists, it is called the join,
denoted a ∨˙ b, and it satisfies the following conditions:
•
•
•
•

a ∨˙ b ∈ Ω
a ≤ (a ∨˙ b)
b ≤ (a ∨˙ b)
6 ∃c ∈ Ω, c 6= (a ∨˙ b) where a ≤ c and b ≤ c and c ≤ (a ∨˙ b)

2. If a unique ‘greatest lower bound’ or ‘the infimum’ of a and b exists, it is called the meet,
denoted a ∧. b, and it satisfies the following conditions:
•
•
•
•

a ∧. b ∈ Ω
(a ∧. b) ≤ a
(a ∧. b) ≤ b
6 ∃c ∈ Ω, c 6= (a ∧. b) where c ≤ a and c ≤ b and (a ∧. b) ≤ c
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Definition B.3 (Lattice). A lattice (Ω, ∧,
. ∨)
˙ is defined either as a poset (Ω, ≤) where the join ∨˙
and the meet ∧. exist for each pair of elements in Ω or as an algebraic structure consisting of a
set of elements Ω and two binary operations meet ∧. and join ∨˙ satisfying:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Idempotency: ∀a ∈ Ω, a ∧. a = a and a ∨˙ a = a
Commutativity: ∀a, b ∈ Ω, a ∧. b = b ∧. a and a ∨˙ b = b ∨˙ a
Associativity: ∀a, b, c ∈ Ω, a ∧. (b ∧. c) = (a ∧. b) ∧. c and a ∨˙ (b ∨˙ c) = (a ∨˙ b) ∨˙ c
Absorption: ∀a, b ∈ Ω, a ∧. (a ∨˙ b) = a ∨˙ (a ∧. b) = a

Definition B.4 (Distributive Lattice). Lattices that respect the following two conditions are
called distributive lattices.
1. Distributivity of ∧. over ∨:
˙ ∀a, b, c ∈ Ω, a ∧. (b ∨˙ c) = (a ∧. b) ∨˙ (a ∧. c)
2. Distributivity of ∨˙ over ∧:
. ∀a, b, c ∈ Ω, a ∨˙ (b ∧. c) = (a ∨˙ b) ∧. (a ∨˙ c)

Definition B.5 (Bounded Lattice). The algebraic structure (Ω, ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) is called a bounded
lattice iff (Ω, ∧,
. ∨)
˙ is a lattice, and ⊤ ∈ Ω and ⊥ ∈ Ω are the top and the bottom of (Ω, ∧,
. ∨),
˙
respectively, where:
1. ∀a ∈ Ω, a ≤ ⊤ and a ∧. ⊤ = a and a ∨˙ ⊤ = ⊤
2. ∀a ∈ Ω, ⊥ ≤ a and a ∨˙ ⊥ = a and a ∧. ⊥ = ⊥

Definition B.6 (Complemented Lattice). If for any element a ∈ Ω in the bounded lattice (Ω, ∧.
, ∨,
˙ ⊤, ⊥), there exists a unique element b ∈ Ω, denoted b =¬˙ a, satisfying:
1. a ∧. ¬˙ a = ⊥
2. a ∨˙ ¬˙ a = ⊤
then the algebraic structure (Ω, ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ¬,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) is called a complemented lattice.
Definition B.7 (Boolean Algebra). Any distributive and complemented lattice (Ω, ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ¬,
˙ ⊤, ⊥)
is a Boolean algebra.
Definition B.8 (Consistency Relations). In any lattice (Ω, ∧,
. ∨),
˙ the consistency relations explicitly express the relationship between the partial order relation ≤ and the meet ∧. and the
join ∨˙ binary operations, as follows:
∀a, b ∈ Ω, a ≤ b ⇔

a ∧. b = a
a ∨˙ b = b

Definition B.9 (Sublattice). Assume that (Ω, ∧,
. ∨)
˙ is a lattice. (Ω′ , ∧,
. ∨)
˙ is a sublattice of
(Ω, ∧,
. ∨)
˙ iff,
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1. Ω′ ⊆ Ω and
2. ∀a, b ∈ Ω′ , a ∧. b ∈ Ω′ and a ∨˙ b ∈ Ω′ .

Definition B.10 (Up-set). The up-set nodes of a node x in a lattice (Ω, ∧,
. ∨),
˙ denoted ↑ x, are:
↑ x = {x′ |x′ ∈ Ω, x ≤ x′ }

Definition B.11 (Down-set). The down-set nodes of a node x in a lattice (Ω, ∧,
. ∨),
˙ denoted
↓ x, are:
↓ x = {x′ |x′ ∈ Ω, x′ ≤ x}

B.2

The Degree of Inclusion

In any poset (Ω, ≤), the zeta function (Equation B.1) quantifies the notion of inclusion:

1
if a ≤ b
∀a, b ∈ Ω, ζ(a, b) =
0
if a 6≤ b
The function ζ(a, b) describes whether b includes a or not. Its dual function is:

1
if a ≥ b
∂
∀a, b ∈ Ω, ζ (a, b) =
0
if a 6≥ b

(B.1)

(B.2)

The function ζ ∂ (a, b) describes whether a includes b or not.
For any two distinct elements a any b of a poset (Ω, ≤), if b includes a, a ≤ b, then clearly
a does not include b, a 6≥ b. However, even a does not include b, there is a way to describe the
degree to which a includes b. Knuth [Knuth, 2005] generalized the inclusion (Equation B.2) to
the degree of inclusion represented by real numbers. He introduced the Z function:

if a ≥ b
 1
0
if a ∧. b = ⊥
∀a, b ∈ Ω, Z(a, b) =
(B.3)

z
otherwise, where 0 < z < 1

Z(a, b) quantifies the degree to which a includes b. Knuth [Knuth, 2005] says: “The motivation
here is that, if we are certain that a includes b then we want to indicate this knowledge. However,
if we know that a does not include b, then we can quantify the degree to which a includes b”.
Assume that instead of working with elements of poset (Ω, ≤), we work with elements of
a Distributive Lattice (Ω, ∧,
. ∨).
˙ In this case, if Z is consistent with the structure of distributive lattices then Z satisfies the following rules by which the degree of inclusion should be
manipulated. For any distributive lattice (Ω, ∧,
. ∨),
˙ ∀a, b, c ∈ Ω:
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1. Sum rule
Z(a ∨˙ b, c) = Z(a, c) + Z(b, c) − Z(a ∧. b, c)

(B.4)

Z(a ∧. b, c) = Z(a, c) + Z(b, c) − Z(a ∨˙ b, c)

(B.5)

Z(a ∧. b, c) = α × Z(a, c) × Z(b, a ∧. c)

(B.6)

2. First Product rule

3. Second Product rule
where the constant α acts as a normalization factor.
4. Bayes’ Theorem rule
Z(b, a ∧. c) =

Z(b, c) × Z(a, b ∧. c)
Z(a, c)

(B.7)

If the Z function is consistent with a Boolean algebra or a distributive and complemented lattice
(Ω, ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ¬,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) then Z corresponds to a conditional probability [Cox, 1946; Knuth, 2003,
2005]:
∀a, b ∈ Ω, Z(a, b) = P (a|b)
(B.8)
where P is a probability function.

B.2.1 Properties
Assume that Z is consistent with the structure of Boolean algebras then it satisfies: the Sum
rule, the First Product rule, the Second Product rule, and the Bayes’ Theorem rule.
B.2.1.1

The Chain Effect

Assume that there are three nodes x, y, t in a Boolean algebra where x ≤ y ≤ t. By applying
the Bayes’ Theorem rule and substituting a, b, c by y, x, t respectively, we get:
Z(x, t) = Z(x, y) × Z(y, t)

(B.9)

If there is another element t′ satisfying x ≤ y ≤ t′ ≤ t then: Z(x, t) = Z(x, y) × Z(y, t′ ) ×
Z(y, t) and so on.
The chain effect means that for computing the degree of inclusion between any two comparable elements of a Boolean algebra, it is sufficient to compute the degree of inclusion of each
connection on the order-path between theses two nodes.
B.2.1.2

The Multi-Path Effect

Assume the four nodes x, y, t1 , and t2 of a Boolean algebra, where t1 ≤ x ≤ t2 and t1 ≤ y ≤ t2 .
Assume also that x and y are not comparable. There are two paths from t1 to t2 . According
to the chain effect (Equation B.9), we have: Z(t1 , t2 ) = Z(t1 , x) × Z(x, t2 ) and Z(t1 , t2 ) =
Z(t1 , y) × Z(y, t2 ). Therefore, whatever is the path that you follow between any two nodes in
a Boolean algebra, the degree of inclusion between these two nodes is the same. As a direct
result of this effect, we have:
Z(x ∧. y, x) × Z(x, x ∨˙ y) = Z(x ∧. y, y) × Z(y, x ∨˙ y)

(B.10)
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B.2.1.3

The Complement Effect

We know that, for any node x in a Boolean algebra, x ∨˙ (¬˙ x) = ⊤. Therefore, for another
node y, Z(x ∨˙ (¬˙ x), y) = 1. Using the sum rule, we obtain:
Z(x, y) + Z(¬˙ x, y) = 1

B.3

(B.11)

Examples

Whatever Ω is a set of elements, it is possible to build several new Boolean algebras depending
on Ω, as follows:
Theorem B.1. The algebraic structure B1 = (2Ω × 2Ω , ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ¬,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) is a Boolean algebra,
where:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2Ω is the power set of Ω
meet operation: ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , (x1 , y1 ) ∧. (x2 , y2 ) = (x1 ∩ x2 , y1 ∩ y2 )
join operation: ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , (x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ (x2 , y2 ) = (x1 ∪ x2 , y1 ∪ y2 )
complement operation: ∀(x, y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , ¬˙ (x, y) = (Ω \ x, Ω \ y)
top element: ⊤ = (Ω, Ω)
bottom element: ⊥ = (∅, ∅)

The partial order relation ≤ defined on B1 is:
∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω ,
[(x1 , y1 ) ≤ (x2 , y2 )] ⇔ [(x1 ⊆ x2 ) and (y1 ⊆ y2 )]
Proof. Point 1. The algebric structure (2Ω × 2Ω , ∧,
. ∨)
˙ is a lattice, because (Definition B.3):
• Idempotency: ∀(x, y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω
(x, y) ∧. (x, y) = (x ∩ x, y ∩ y) = (x, y)
(x, y) ∨˙ (x, y) = (x ∪ x, y ∪ y) = (x, y)
• Commutativity: ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω
(x1 , y1 ) ∧. (x2 , y2 ) = (x1 ∩ x2 , y1 ∩ y2 ) = (x2 ∩ x1 , y2 ∩ y1 ) = (x2 , y2 ) ∧. (x1 , y1 )
(x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ (x2 , y2 ) = (x1 ∪ x2 , y1 ∪ y2 ) = (x2 ∪ x1 , y2 ∪ y1 ) = (x2 , y2 ) ∨˙ (x1 , y1 )
• Associativity: ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), (x3 , y3 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω
(x1 , y1 ) ∧. [(x2 , y2 ) ∧. (x3 , y3 )] = (x1 ∩ (x2 ∩ x3 ), y1 ∩ (y2 ∩ y3 ))
= ((x1 ∩ x2 ) ∩ x3 , (y1 ∩ y2 ) ∩ y3 )
= [(x1 , y1 ) ∧. (x2 , y2 )] ∧. (x3 , y3 )
(x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ [(x2 , y2 ) ∨˙ (x3 , y3 )] = (x1 ∪ (x2 ∪ x3 ), y1 ∪ (y2 ∪ y3 ))
= ((x1 ∪ x2 ) ∪ x3 , (y1 ∪ y2 ) ∪ y3 )
= [(x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ (x2 , y2 )] ∨˙ (x3 , y3 )
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• Absorption: ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω
(x1 , y1 ) ∧. [(x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ (x2 , y2 )] = (x1 ∩ (x1 ∪ x2 ), y1 ∩ (y1 ∪ y2 ))
= ((x1 ∩ x1 ) ∪ (x1 ∩ x2 ), (y1 ∩ y1 ) ∪ (y1 ∩ y2 ))
= (x1 ∪ (x1 ∩ x2 ), y1 ∪ (y1 ∩ y2 ))
= (x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ [(x1 , y1 ) ∧. (x2 , y2 )]
(x1 , y1 ) ∧. [(x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ (x2 , y2 )] = (x1 ∩ (x1 ∪ x2 ), y1 ∩ (y1 ∪ y2 ))
= ((x1 ∩ x1 ) ∪ (x1 ∩ x2 ), (y1 ∩ y1 ) ∪ (y1 ∩ y2 ))
= (x1 ∪ (x1 ∩ x2 ), y1 ∪ (y1 ∩ y2 ))
= (x1 , y1 )
Point 2. The lattice (2Ω × 2Ω , ∧,
. ∨)
˙ is distributive, because (Definition B.4):
• Distributivity of ∧. over ∨:
˙ ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), (x3 , y3 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω
(x1 , y1 ) ∧. [(x2 , y2 ) ∨˙ (x3 , y3 )] = (x1 ∩ (x2 ∪ x3 ), y1 ∩ (y2 ∪ y3 ))
= ((x1 ∩ x2 ) ∪ (x1 ∩ x3 ), (y1 ∩ y2 ) ∪ (y1 ∩ y3 ))
= [(x1 , y1 ) ∧. (x2 , y2 )] ∨˙ [(x1 , y1 ) ∧. (x3 , y3 )]
• Distributivity of ∨˙ over ∧:
. ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), (x3 , y3 ) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω
(x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ [(x2 , y2 ) ∧. (x3 , y3 )] = (x1 ∪ (x2 ∩ x3 ), y1 ∪ (y2 ∩ y3 ))
= ((x1 ∪ x2 ) ∩ (x1 ∪ x3 ), (y1 ∪ y2 ) ∩ (y1 ∪ y3 ))
= [(x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ (x2 , y2 )] ∧. [(x1 , y1 ) ∨˙ (x3 , y3 )]
Point 3. The lattice (2Ω ×2Ω , ∧,
. ∨)
˙ is bounded with the top element ⊤ = (Ω, Ω) and the bottom
element ⊥ = (∅, ∅), because (Definition B.5):
• ⊤ ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω and ⊥ ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω
• We know that ∀x, y ∈ 2Ω then x ⊆ Ω and y ⊆ Ω because 2Ω is the power set of Ω.
Therefore,
∀(x, y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , (x, y) ≤ ⊤
∀(x, y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , ⊥ ≤ (x, y)
• Top element: ∀(x, y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω
(x, y) ∧. ⊤ = (x, y) ∧. (Ω, Ω) = (x ∩ Ω, y ∩ Ω) = (x, y)
(x, y) ∨˙ ⊤ = (x, y) ∨˙ (Ω, Ω) = (x ∪ Ω, y ∪ Ω) = (Ω, Ω) = ⊤
• Bottom element: ∀(x, y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω
(x, y) ∧. ⊥ = (x, y) ∧. (∅, ∅) = (x ∩ ∅, y ∩ ∅) = (∅, ∅) = ⊥
(x, y) ∨˙ ⊥ = (x, y) ∨˙ (∅, ∅) = (x ∪ ∅, y ∪ ∅) = (x, y)
Point 4. The bounded lattice (2Ω × 2Ω , ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) is complemented, because (Definition B.6):
• We know that ∀x ∈ 2Ω then Ω \ x ∈ 2Ω because 2Ω is the power set of Ω. Therefore,
∀(x, y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω , (Ω \ x, Ω \ y) ∈ 2Ω × 2Ω
• (x, y) ∧. ¬˙ (x, y) = (x, y) ∧. (Ω \ x, Ω \ y) = (x ∩ (Ω \ x), y ∩ (Ω \ y)) = (∅, ∅) = ⊥
• (x, y) ∨˙ ¬˙ (x, y) = (x, y) ∨˙ (Ω \ x, Ω \ y) = (x ∪ (Ω \ x), y ∪ (Ω \ y)) = (Ω, Ω) = ⊤
According to (Definition B.7) and from points 1 & 2 & 3 & 4, we conclude that the algebraic
structure B1 = (2Ω × 2Ω , ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ¬,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) is a Boolean algebra.
Figure B.1 shows an example of the Boolean algebra B1 (Theorem B.1) when the set Ω
contains two elements {a, b}.
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Figure B.1: An example of the lattice B1 (Theorem B.1) when Ω = {a, b}

Ω

Theorem B.2. The algebraic structure B2 = (22 , ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ¬,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) is a Boolean algebra, where:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ω

22 is the power set of the power set of Ω.
Ω
meet operation: ∀x, y ∈ 22 , x ∧. y = x ∩ y
Ω
join operation: ∀x, y ∈ 22 , x ∨˙ y = x ∪ y
Ω
complement operation: ∀x ∈ 22 , ¬˙ x = 2Ω \ x
top element: ⊤ = 2Ω
bottom element: ⊥ = ∅

The partial order relation ≤ defined on B2 is:
Ω

∀x, y ∈ 22 , [x ≤ y] ⇔ [x ⊆ y]
Ω

Proof. Point 1. The algebric structure (22 , ∧,
. ∨)
˙ is a lattice, because (Definition B.3):
Ω

• Idempotency: ∀x ∈ 22
x ∧. x = x ∩ x = x
x ∨˙ x = x ∪ x = x
Ω
• Commutativity: ∀x, y ∈ 22
x ∧. y = x ∩ y = y ∩ x = y ∧. x
x ∨˙ y = x ∪ y = y ∪ x = y ∨˙ x
Ω
• Associativity: ∀x, y, z ∈ 22
x ∧. (y ∧. z) = x ∩ (y ∩ z) = (x ∩ y) ∩ z = (x ∧. y) ∧. z
x ∨˙ (y ∨˙ z) = x ∪ (y ∪ z) = (x ∪ y) ∪ z = (x ∨˙ y) ∨˙ z
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Ω

• Absorption: ∀x, y ∈ 22
x ∧. (x ∨˙ y) = x ∩ (x ∪ y) = (x ∩ x) ∪ (x ∩ y) = x ∪ (x ∩ y) = x ∨˙ (x ∧. y)
x ∧. (x ∨˙ y) = x ∩ (x ∪ y) = (x ∩ x) ∪ (x ∩ y) = x ∪ (x ∩ y) = x
Ω

Point 2. The lattice (22 , ∧,
. ∨)
˙ is distributive, because (Definition B.4):
Ω

• Distributivity of ∧. over ∨:
˙ ∀x, y, z ∈ 22
x ∧. (y ∨˙ z) = x ∩ (y ∪ z) = (x ∩ y) ∪ (x ∩ z) = (x ∧. y) ∨˙ (x ∧. z)
Ω
• Distributivity of ∨˙ over ∧:
. ∀x, y, z ∈ 22
x ∨˙ (y ∧. z) = x ∪ (y ∩ z) = (x ∪ y) ∩ (x ∪ z) = (x ∨˙ y) ∧. (x ∨˙ z)
Ω

Point 3. The lattice (22 , ∧,
. ∨)
˙ is bounded with the top element ⊤ = 2Ω and the bottom element
⊥ = ∅, because (Definition B.5):
Ω

Ω

• ⊤ ∈ 22 and ⊥ ∈ 22
Ω
Ω
• We know that ∀x ∈ 22 then x ⊆ 2Ω because 22 is the power set of 2Ω . Therefore,
Ω
∀x ∈ 22 , x ≤ ⊤
Ω
∀x ∈ 22 , ⊥ ≤ x
Ω
• Top element: ∀x ∈ 22
x ∧. ⊤ = x ∧. 2Ω = x ∩ 2Ω = x
x ∨˙ ⊤ = x ∨˙ 2Ω = x ∪ 2Ω = 2Ω = ⊤
Ω
• Bottom element: ∀x ∈ 22
x ∧. ⊥ = x ∧. ∅ = x ∩ ∅ = ∅ = ⊥
x ∨˙ ⊥ = x ∨˙ ∅ = x ∪ ∅ = x
Ω

Point 4. The bounded lattice (22 , ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) is complemented, because (Definition B.6):
Ω

Ω

Ω

• We know that ∀x ∈ 22 then 2Ω \ x ∈ 22 because 22 is the power set of 2Ω .
• x ∧. ¬˙ x = x ∧. (2Ω \ x) = x ∩ (2Ω \ x) = ∅ = ⊥
• x ∨˙ ¬˙ x = x ∨˙ (2Ω \ x) = x ∪ (2Ω \ x) = 2Ω = ⊤
According to (Definition B.7) and from points 1 & 2 & 3 & 4, we conclude that the algebraic
Ω
structure B2 = (22 , ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ¬,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) is a Boolean algebra.
Figure B.2 shows an example of the Boolean algebra B2 (Theorem B.2) when the set Ω
contains two elements {a, b}.
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Figure B.2: An example of the lattice B2 (Theorem B.2) when Ω = {a, b}
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Appendix C
Propositional Logic
C.1

Introduction

The propositional logic PL, or zero-order logic, is defined on a finite set of atomic propositions
or alphabet Ω and a finite set of connectives Υ. One of standard sets of connectives is Υ =
{¬, ∧, ∨}.
Definition C.1 (Alphabet Ω). Ω = {a1 , . . . , an } is a finite set of atomic propositions, and it
forms the alphabet of the logic.
Depending on the alphabet Ω and the connectives Υ, a set of well-formed logical sentences
Σ is defined as follows:
• Any atomic proposition is a well-formed logical sentence: ∀a ∈ Ω, a ∈ Σ.
• The negation of a logical sentence is also a logical sentence: ∀s ∈ Σ, ¬s ∈ Σ.
• The conjunction of any two logical sentences is also a logical sentence: ∀s1 , s2 ∈ Σ, s1 ∧
s2 ∈ Σ.
• The disjunction of any two logical sentences is also a logical sentence: ∀s1 , s2 ∈ Σ, s1 ∨
s2 ∈ Σ.
• Σ does not contain any other sentences.
Material implication ⊃ is implicitly included in Υ, because for any two logical sentences s1 and
s2 , the material implication s1 ⊃ s2 is equivalent to ¬s1 ∨ s2 .
Whatever the logic L is, not necessarily PL, we say that a sentence s is provable based on
a set of sentences Γ, denoted Γ ⊢L s iff s can be obtained by applying the inference rules of L
to the axioms of L and the set of sentences Γ. Moreover, ⊢L s means that s can be obtained by
applying the inference rules of L to only the axioms of L.
PL defines a formal system consisting of a set of axioms and a set of inference rules, e.g. the
Modus-Ponens rule: for any two sentences s1 and s2 , if s1 and s1 ⊃ s2 then s2 , or equivalently,
{s1 , s1 ⊃ s2 } ⊢ s2 .
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Table C.1: The set of interpretations based on Ω = {a, b, c}
a
F
F
F
F
T
T
T
T

C.2

b
F
F
T
T
F
F
T
T

c
F
T
F
T
F
T
F
T

π
π1 = {(a, F ), (b, F ), (c, F )}
π2 = {(a, F ), (b, F ), (c, T )}
π3 = {(a, F ), (b, T ), (c, F )}
π4 = {(a, F ), (b, T ), (c, T )}
π5 = {(a, T ), (b, F ), (c, F )}
π6 = {(a, T ), (b, F ), (c, T )}
π7 = {(a, T ), (b, T ), (c, F )}
π8 = {(a, T ), (b, T ), (c, T )}

δ
δ1 = {}
δ2 = {c}
δ3 = {b}
δ4 = {b, c}
δ5 = {a}
δ6 = {a, c}
δ7 = {a, b}
δ8 = {a, b, c}

Formal Semantic

In PL, a formal semantic or interpretation is given to a logical sentence s through assigning
a truth value (T or F ) to each atomic proposition in s. In other words, each interpretation
corresponds to a mapping between all atomic propositions and the set of truth values {T, F }.
The set of atomic propositions Ω thus corresponds to 2|Ω| possible interpretations because each
atomic proposition a ∈ Ω is mapped to one of two possible values (T or F ).
First, we define the set of all possible mappings ΠΩ between the set of atomic propositions
Ω and the truth values {T, F }, where
ΠΩ = {π : Ω → {T, F }|π is a mapping}
where |ΠΩ | = 2|Ω| .
Definition C.2 (Interpretations ∆Ω ). Each interpretation δ ∈ ∆Ω is a subset of the atomic
propositions Ω. It correponds to a mapping π ∈ ΠΩ between Ω and the truth values {T, F }.
The set of interpretations ∆Ω , which are based on a set of atomic propositions Ω, is:
∆Ω = {δ = {a ∈ Ω|π(a) = T }|π is the corresponding mapping of δ}
where |∆Ω | = 2|Ω| .
The notation ∆Ω is a simplification of ΠΩ , where: since atomic propositions can be mapped
to only one of two possible truth values, then the mapping π can be simplified to the set of
atomic propositions that are mapped to T , where the other atomic propositions are implicitly
mapped to F .
Informally, for any alphabet Ω, the set of interpretations actually correspond to the different rows of the truth table that is built in terms of Ω. For example, suppose that Ω contains
three propositions {a, b, c}, the truth table, the set of possible mappings ΠΩ , and the set of interpretations ∆Ω are depicted in (Table C.1), where ΠΩ = {π1 , π2 , π3 , π4 , π5 , π6 , π7 , π8 } and
∆Ω = {δ1 , δ2 , δ3 , δ4 , δ5 , δ6 , δ7 , δ8 }.
Any logical sentence s ∈ Σ can be true of false in a specific interpretation δ ∈ ∆Ω . If s is
true in δ, this is denoted {δ} |= s and is read as δ satisfies or models s, otherwise it is denoted
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Table C.2: The truth table of the material implication ⊃
a
F
F
T
T

b
F
T
F
T

δ
δ1 = {}
δ2 = {b}
δ3 = {a}
δ4 = {a, b}

a⊃b
T
T
F
T

{δ1 } |= a ⊃ b
{δ2 } |= a ⊃ b
{δ3 } 6|= a ⊃ b
{δ4 } |= a ⊃ b

{δ} 6|= s1 . The truth value of an arbitrary logical sentence in Σ is determined with respect to an
interpretation as follows:
•
•
•
•

∀δ
∀δ
∀δ
∀δ

∈ ∆Ω , ∀a ∈ Ω, {δ} |= a iff a ∈ δ.
∈ ∆Ω , ∀s ∈ Σ, {δ} |= ¬s iff {δ} 6|= s.
∈ ∆Ω , ∀s1 , s2 ∈ Σ, {δ} |= s1 ∧ s2 iff {δ} |= s1 and {δ} |= s2 .
∈ ∆Ω , ∀s1 , s2 ∈ Σ, {δ} |= s1 ∨ s2 iff {δ} |= s1 or {δ} |= s2 .

Definition C.3 (Models M ). For any logical sentence s, the subset M (s) ⊆ ∆Ω that satisfy s
is called the set of models of s, denoted M (s) |= s, where:
M : Σ → 2 ∆Ω
For any interpretation δ ∈ M (s) we have {δ} |= s, or equivalently, if we substitute each atomic
proposition in s by its truth value in δ then the truth value of s will be true.
The notation |= s means that s is a tautology or valid, or in other words, s is true under any
interpretation (M (s) = ∆Ω ). The notation 6|= s means that s is false under all interpretations
or unsatisfiable (M (s) = ∅).
For example, assume that Ω = {a, b} and assume that the logical sentence is the material
implication a ⊃ b. The set of models M (a ⊃ b) |= a ⊃ b is depicted in (Table C.2), where
M (a ⊃ b) = {δ1 , δ2 , δ4 }.
The set of models M (s) is the set of models of a set of sentences logically equivalent to
s. For example, M (a ⊃ b) = M (¬a ∨ b) where it is well-known that a ⊃ b and ¬a ∨ b are
equivalent.
There are two main assumptions concerning the atomic propositions that do not occur in a
sentence:
• Close World Assumption (CWA): for a sentence s, if an atomic proposition does not
occur in s then it is implicitly false. For example, assume Ω = {a, b, c} then under CWA
M (a ∧ b) = {δ7 } (Table C.1), where c must be false.
• Open World Assumption (OWA): for a sentence s, if an atomic proposition does not occur
in s then it can be either true or false. For example, assume Ω = {a, b, c} then under OWA
M (a ∧ b) = {δ7 , δ8 } (Table C.1), where c can be true or false.
1

The two symbols ⊢ and |= are metalanguage symbols and they are not a part of the formal language of the
logic.
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PL is a special kind of formal logics where it is complete and sound. Completeness and
soundness govern the relation between provability ⊢ and satisfiability |=. Completeness means
that if M (s1 ) |= s2 then s1 ⊢ s2 . Soundness means that if s1 ⊢ s2 then M (s1 ) |= s2 .
Theorem C.1. For any two logical sentences s1 and s2 we have:
[|= s1 ⊃ s2 ] ⇔ [M (s1 ) ⊆ M (s2 )]
Proof.
1. s1 ⊃ s2 is valid means that must not be there any model of s1 which is not a model
of s2 , or in other words, the validity of s1 ⊃ s2 means that in any interpretation if s1 is
true then s2 must be also true, otherwise s1 ⊃ s2 is not valid.
[|= s1 ⊃ s2 ] ⇒ [M (s1 ) ⊆ M (s2 )]
2. According to the definition of the material implication, s1 ⊃ s2 is true when either s1 is
false or both s1 and s2 are true. Therefore, if M (s1 ) ⊆ M (s2 ) then s1 ⊃ s2 is valid or
always true, because M (s1 ) ⊆ M (s2 ) means that when s1 is true then s2 is also true.
[|= s1 ⊃ s2 ] ⇐ [M (s1 ) ⊆ M (s2 )]

Theorem C.2 (PL vs. Lattices). The algebraic structure BM = (2∆Ω , ∧,
. ∨,
˙ ¬,
˙ ⊤, ⊥) is a
Boolean algebra, where:
1. 2∆Ω is the power set of ∆Ω , and each element of 2∆Ω is a possible set of interpretations.
In other words, each element is a set of models of a set of logically equivalent sentences.
2. meet operation: ∀x, y ∈ 2∆Ω , x ∧. y = x ∩ y
3. join operation: ∀x, y ∈ 2∆Ω , x ∨˙ y = x ∪ y
4. complement operation: ∀x ∈ 2∆Ω , ¬˙ x = ∆Ω \ x
5. top element of BM : ⊤ = ∆Ω .
6. bottom element of BM : ⊥ = ∅.
The partial order relation ≤ defined on BM is:
∀x, y ∈ 2∆Ω , [x ≤ y] ⇔ [x ⊆ y]
Proof. The proof of this theorem can be directly established depending on (Theorem B.2).
From (Theorems C.1 and C.2), the partial order relation on BM is equivalent to the validity
of material implication.
Theorem C.3. For any three logical sentences s1 , s2 , s3 , we have:
1. If s1 ⊃ s2 is valid and s2 ⊃ s3 is valid then s1 ⊃ s3 is also valid.
2. If s1 ⊃ s2 is unsatisfiable and s2 ⊃ s3 is valid then s1 ⊃ s3 is not valid.
3. If s1 ∧ s2 is unsatisfiable then s1 ⊃ s2 is not valid.
Proof. The proof of this theorem can be directly established depending on (Table C.3).
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Table C.3: Implications truth table
s1
F
F
F
F
T
T
T
T

s2
F
F
T
T
F
F
T
T

s3
F
T
F
T
F
T
F
T

s1 ∧ s2
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
T

s1 ⊃ s2
T
T
T
T
F
F
T
T

s2 ⊃ s3
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
T

s1 ⊃ s3
T
T
T
T
F
T
F
T
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